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Minute Meditations
The Love of God
BY

JOHN LINEBERRY, M.S.

March 5, 2017—Read I John 4:11. God is the source
of all love. The language of love is universal. Love always
reaches out to others. God’s love in us is to be passed on
to others along the path of life, “especially unto them who
are of the household of faith” (Gal. 6:10), to accomplish
spiritual growth and ministry.
March 12, 2017—Read Ephesians 2:5. God’s superabundant love works by grace. By God’s love we were
quickened to eternal life in Christ. The eyes of faith see
Christ dying as our Substitute on the cross for our sins, making full payment for our salvation at the throne of God (Rom.
3:24-25). To lose the meaning of Calvary, one would miss
the purpose for which God brought us back to Himself.
March 19, 2017—Read John 15:12. Loving one another
in the Lord is not optional—it is a commandment to be
obeyed at once and fully. Our goal in loving others is edification in grace. Often the Lord sends someone to lift us up.
March 26, 2017—Read Joel 2:13. God, in His mercy,
withholds what we deserve. In His grace, God gives us
what we do not deserve. It must have been thrilling for
Joel to see firsthand God’s character in action during a
time of national crisis, for besides being merciful and gracious, God is also long-suffering, showing great kindness
and withholding judgment from His people. It is true that
God battled for Israel in a time of adversity. May we ever
trust God to supply all our needs (Phil. 4:19)!
April 2, 2017—Read Psalm 23:1. Psalm 23 is one of the
great chapters in the Bible, loved by many and often bringing blessings to us along our pilgrim journey. Psalm 23 pictures the Lord as the Great Shepherd who guides, protects,
and provides for His sheep. “The valley of the shadow of
death” speaks of one’s passage through life, not just a few
days prior to his or her promotion to glory (cf. II Cor. 5:1). If
we follow the Shepherd, we are assured there is a joyous
life after this one is ended.
April 9, 2017—Read John 3:16. This verse is the golden text of the Bible. God’s love reaches from eternity past
to eternity future. Philos is love for a friend or neighbor,
one who might experience our personal affection. Love
that exists in family relationships is storgos. The greatest
of all loves is agape, the special love of a perfect God toward unworthy objects. God is the greatest giver, the Son
is the greatest gift, and salvation is the greatest provision.
April 16, 2017—Read John 20:8. God’s love triumphed in
resurrection glory and power on that first Easter morning (cf.
Eph. 1:19-20). Christ came forth from the sealed sepulchre
as the Almighty Conqueror of the ages, broke the back of

death, and was clothed in immortality (II Tim. 1:10) never
again to succumb to the Grim Reaper. Let us rejoice and
give thanks to God, for we have a living Saviour.
April 23, 2017—Read Romans 8:38-39. Romans 8 begins
with no condemnation for true followers of Christ and ends
with no separation. We might ask, “How safe is a child of
God?” God’s reconciling love assures us of victory over the
last enemy, death. Nothing in life will avail to separate us from
the Lord, our refuge (Ps. 46:1). God is round about us (125:12), over us (I Pet. 3:12), underneath us (Deut. 33:27), and in
us (John 17:23). Our assurance of salvation in the Lord (Isa.
32:17) is so great that nothing shall be able to harm us in the
bulwark of His inseparable love. Victory is ours over angels,
principalities, powers, and any other entity.
April 30, 2017—Read John 10:14-15. The Shepherd’s
love defies definition. The Good Shepherd laid down His
life for His sheep. He will care for His sheep all the way to
heaven and throughout eternity (cf. 17:3). The sheep
know the Father through the Son.
May 7, 2017—Read Jonah 1:17. The runaway prophet
discovered that he could not run from God. In his disobedience, Jonah found himself in the belly of a great fish. In that
extraordinary learning environment, God had Jonah’s undivided attention. In God’s plan and purpose, the huge fish
spit out Jonah onto the beach. Now the prophet was ready
and willing to preach God’s warning to Nineveh. God has a
way of making His servants obedient to His mission.
May 14, 2017—Read Jonah 2:9. This is a great verse in
the Bible that shows salvation is only through God. God
is “not willing that any should perish, but that all should
come to repentance” (II Pet. 3:9). It was a mighty display
of God’s saving grace in calling Nineveh to repentance.
Each believer should be a faithful champion of evangelism to witness and win souls in daily activity.
May 21, 2017—Read Jonah 3:10. Jonah’s dynamic message was clear to Nineveh as people were admonished to
turn to the Lord. “God saw their works, that they turned from
their evil way; and God repented of the evil, that he had said
that he would do unto them; and he did it not.”
May 28, 2017—Read Jonah 4:11. God sums up His
dealings with Nineveh by asking, “Should not I spare Nineveh, that great city, wherein are more than sixscore
thousand persons that cannot discern between their
right hand and their left hand?” It was a mighty, sweeping revival. God granted unlimited grace in Nineveh’s
turning to the Lord, from its king high on the throne to its
lowest citizen. ★
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Living in the Resurrection
BY

CARTER CORBREY

HE historical foundation for the
Christian is the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ. One of the
greatest messages in the Bible is found
in Romans 5:6 where we learn that “in
due time Christ died for the ungodly.”
This truth is based upon several factors. The death of Christ was a histori-

T

cal event. It was planned in advance by
God. Sinners needed a Saviour. Finally,
Christ was and is that Saviour.
A few verses later, we learn that we
have been justified by Christ’s blood
(Rom. 5:9). The Greek word dikaioō is
a legal term that means to acquit, to be
declared righteous and free from guilt.

From the Editor’s Desk
Christians with “I” Problems
BY

DON RUFF

ERHAPS you might be thinking
that the title of this quarter’s column
has a typo. Should it not read “Christians
with Eye Problems”? I am not actually
talking about eyes, nor am I going to ask
you to read this column with one eye
covered. The title does not have a
typo—self-centeredness is the topic.
Do you know someone who seems to
always think only about himself? Maybe
that person is you (or me). Our sin nature
makes us naturally self-centered, causing us to want to be first in everything, to
constantly talk about ourselves, to always want to have our own way, and to
think we are right about everything.
The Apostle John had to deal with
such a person (perhaps more than one
person). He wrote in III John about a
man named Diotrephes, who loved “to
have the preeminence” (1:9). Apparently, Diotrephes was a self-centered
troublemaker in the unnamed church
to which John was writing. We do not
have much more information about
the man. How sad to have your name
connected to such behavior in the
greatest book ever written!
In two verses (III John 1:9-10), we
can read about what a terribly ambitious and mean-spirited man he was.
He loved to be first, would not welcome
the apostles to the church, spread gossip about others, was inhospitable, told
others not to be hospitable, and kicked
others out of the church (presumably
those who did not agree with him). It is
a dismal commentary on both him and
the church that allowed him to have
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such influence.
Diotrephes was apparently a leader,
but he was a poor example of one. He
did not have a servant’s heart, which
is what a church leader must have
(I Tim. 3:1-7; I Pet. 5:2-3). He loved to
be in charge.
No Christian should be like
Diotrephes. Church leaders in particular
must not be self-seeking, power-hungry, jealous, slanderous, inhospitable,
condescending, or uncompassionate.
They must, of course, exhibit the opposite characteristics (cf. Titus 1:8-9).
People with an “I” problem usually
also have an eye problem—they have
trouble seeing that everything is not
about them. Not every problem someone else is facing or every loss another
person experiences should be turned
into something about yourself. It is
about the person dealing with the pain
and suffering or the joy of a great experience, such as an answer to prayer.
Believers must examine the motives
of their hearts in the sight of the Lord
(cf. I Cor. 13:5). Let us pray for the Spirit to search us and reveal to us areas
in our lives where we might be sinfully
self-centered. We must strive to be
conformed to the image of Christ, who
gave His own life for us (Gal. 1:4). The
Holy Spirit can reveal all that is not in
conformity to His nature and character. One day, the Lord will remove forever all self-centeredness. Until then,
strive to please and honor Him.
If we consider closely any achieve(Continued on page 7)

Because of Christ’s shed blood, the
believer has been set free from God’s
punishment for sin and now stands in
a right relationship with Him.
The resurrection of Christ was the sign
of God’s acceptance of Christ’s sacrifice
as a suitable substitute for mankind’s
sins. The most obvious fact about the
resurrection of Christ is that it demanded the world’s attention to what Jesus
did on the cross. His tomb was physically empty, and this required an explanation. The Old Testament prophecies
about the Messiah provided the necessary backdrop for this explanation. Jesus’ resurrection was one part of messianic prophecy that needed fulfillment
and provided evidence of His identity.
If Jesus had not been resurrected, we
never would have heard of Him. He
would have been an obscure Jewish
martyr, one of history’s many such victims. However, His resurrection singled
out His life and ministry and verified His
identity as the Son of God. Consequently, we learn of Him, and through
the Holy Spirit’s work we respond in faith
and receive the new birth and salvation.
The resurrection verified the evidence
that Jesus had presented about His own
identity. Our acceptance of these facts
and our faith in Him and His work makes
us the recipients of God’s grace. However, there are other additional, daily
benefits from Jesus’ resurrection that the
believer needs to recognize and apply.
Beyond the resurrection’s historical
and theological importance directly
connected to the atonement, it is also
central for the Christian’s daily life. The
resurrection is the starting point for how
Christians are to live day by day. Unfortunately, too often we limit our focus on
the resurrection of Christ to the details
connected to the empty tomb and the
reactions of the disciples and others on
the day of its occurrence and the week
following. Appropriately, we have a
grand celebration on Easter Sunday. It
is a joyful, spiritual release after our
somber attention to Jesus’ suffering
and death. Proper attention to this
should never be minimized.
However, we have even more to celebrate when we look closely at what
the resurrection means to us as we
conduct ourselves as God’s adopted
children. It is more than an assurance
of our own future resurrection, and it is
more than a basis for our eternal future
with God. The resurrection enables us
to have a new focus on how we live life
each day and to better focus our attention on serving Christ.

When we explore what Paul wrote in
Romans 6, we discover the enormous
impact that the resurrection has on the
daily life of the Christian.
Shall we continue in sin? No—we
died with Christ (Rom. 6:1-3). First, we
see that Christians should no longer
live a sinful lifestyle. Based upon the
obvious fact that God’s grace covers
even the greatest sins, Paul addressed
the false and dangerous interpretation
that if more sin in the believer’s life reveals greater grace, then the more we
sin, the greater God’s grace is demonstrated. Thus, we should sin more.
Paul responded to this horrible misunderstanding of grace in the strongest
of terms, with a resounding “God forbid,” or absolutely not! (vs. 2).
With Jesus’ death, the believer has
died to sin. We are connected to His
death by means of the Holy Spirit’s
baptism into the body of Christ, which
was symbolized in water baptism
(Rom. 6:3; cf. Acts 10:44-48; I Cor.
12:13). God’s grace is not an excuse
for committing sin and living unholy
lives. Sin must be understood as the
cause of Jesus’ sacrifice.
Shall we continue a lifestyle of sin?
No—we are alive in Christ (Rom. 6:4).
Our focus should not be on what we
left behind—namely, sinful lives. Just
as we are connected with Christ’s
once-for-all death, we are also spiritually connected to His permanent and
living resurrection. We have a new life,
and we should live in a way consistent
with that new and holy life.
Our old man was crucified (Rom.
6:5-6). Paul further explained that just
as we are spiritually joined to the cru-
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cifixion in the sense that our sins were
removed by Jesus’ death, we also
share in the benefits of the resurrection. We become spiritually alive, and
we are enabled to live holy lives.
Paul wrote that our “old man,” our
old nature, was crucified with Christ. It
died. It no longer enslaves us in sin.
A dead man is no longer a slave (Rom.
6:7-8). By its very nature, death brings an
end to something. Funerals are held to
honor the memory of the dead. Their
earthly existence has come to an end.
Except in the case of a departed Christian, everything is viewed in the past
tense. The body is laid in the grave. The
executive’s authority over his company
has ended. The athlete no longer competes. The singer’s voice is silenced.
Since Jesus’ death put an end to
sin’s judgment and control, the believer can now regard the old man, our sin
nature, as a corpse that has been
buried. We are now freed from sin’s
power. Freed from former slavery, we
are now free to live a new life in Christ.
A resurrected man has a new life not
bound by that which is dead (Rom.
6:9-10). We live the new life based
upon important, specific knowledge. It
is not opinion but certainty. We know
that Jesus will never die again. Jesus’
final words on the cross, “It is finished”
(John 19:30), meant His work of atonement was completed. There was no
other sacrifice needed or possible to
redeem mankind. His resurrection signaled God’s acceptance of His offering. For Jesus, death is finished and
will never again raise its head against
Him. All sin has been atoned for.
At His ascension, Jesus resumed

His place with God. He resumed His
glory that He had temporarily set aside
to become a man (cf. Phil. 2:5-11).
Death is the consequence of sin.
Death means a separation from our
earthly bodies, but more importantly,
our separation from God. As Paul explained, just as sin and death no
longer have dominion over Christ, our
Substitute, they no longer have dominion over those of us who participate in Christ’s resurrection.
Death, with its controlling power of
fear and judgment, no longer has power over the believer. Fear is replaced by
joy and anticipation because now we are
accepted by God. We have become accustomed to approaching God, who
loves us and saved us. As His adopted
children, we are assured of our relationship with Him (cf. Rom. 8:14-17).
Reckon yourselves dead to sin but
alive to God (Rom. 6:11). Paul instructed his readers to “reckon” themselves.
The word logizomai means to calculate,
to look upon, or to reason about something. We are to approach sin with a reasoned conclusion—that we are actually
dead to it. Properly conducting our lives
in light of the resurrection means that
we must have the right attitude, and we
must apply a proper way of thinking. We
are not to accept sin casually as an acceptable part of life. Instead, we are to
approach each day fully aware that we
are alive to God in Christ.
Do not let sin reign in your body
(Rom. 6:12-13). To better control the
way we think and how we react in response to our determined conclusions, we should decide who controls
us. Paul commanded us to not allow
sin to rule over our physical bodies.
Dietitians and weight-control experts constantly tell us not to let food
control us. We are supposed to be in
charge of what and how much we consume. They say that losing weight begins with self-control.
Their advice about weight control is
similar to what Paul is telling us about
sin control. We make a decision to
keep sin from controlling us. Based
upon the truth that sin has been dealt
with at the Cross, the Christian has
both the ability and responsibility to
put a stop to its influence in our bodies. The Christian is free from the
chains of sin that once controlled,
haunted, and doomed his or her future;
but that truth must be put into practice.
The resurrection of Christ enables us
(Continued on page 9)
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Healthy Living Patterns
BY

LESLIE PURYEAR

IFE presents us with many choices.
These choices include how to
achieve love, peace, harmony, and fulfillment.
Many people choose to pursue a
satisfying life through unhealthy
choices. For example, the acquisition
of money may be an all-encompassing goal when one believes that a great
deal of money will solve all of life’s
problems. Others try to ease the pain
of their life through alcohol, drugs, or
sexual immorality.
Most of us would agree that these
are unhealthy living patterns that may
lead to disastrous results. So what are
the healthy living patterns that result in
a life that is a blessing to ourselves and
others?
Healthy living patterns begin with
our choices. Deuteronomy 30:19-20
says, “I call heaven and earth to record
this day against you, that I have set
before you life and death, blessing and
cursing: therefore choose life, that
both thou and thy seed may live: that
thou mayest love the Lord thy God,
and that thou mayest obey his voice,
and that thou mayest cleave unto him:
for he is thy life, and the length of thy
days: that thou mayest dwell in the
land which the Lord sware unto thy fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give them.”
The nation of Israel could not have
misunderstood what God said that
day. As they stood within a mile of tak-
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ing their first steps in the Promised
Land, God told them that every step
would involve a choice, a choice that
would affect not only the quality of
their lives and relationships but also
their ultimate end.
We, like Israel, have a choice
whether to be obedient to God’s Word.
It is a choice to live a biblical lifestyle
and teach our children to live that way
as well. It is a choice to stand distinct
from all other people.
The choices we make are important. They determine the path we
travel. The choices we make determine the enjoyment, or lack thereof,
we have in life. They will determine
what kind of relationship we will have
with God.
We can make our own choices, but
we do not make the rules. God makes
the rules. Deuteronomy 30:15 states
that God set before the people “life
and good, and death and evil.” The
terms of life have been established.
God does not force obedience on His
people. But He does want to make the
consequences of our choices very
clear.
In Deuteronomy 30:16, God told His
people, the Israelites, what He wanted
from them. God’s specific commands—to love the Lord God, to walk
in His ways, and to keep His Word—
are what He desires of us today as
well.
The first thing that God wants is our

love. God loves us, and He wants us
to love Him. A second, and closely related, thing God wants is a relationship
with us. He wants to walk with us and
comfort and strengthen us. He wants
us to have a lifelong, loving relationship with Him. The third thing He
wants you to do is to keep His commandments.
God gives us instruction through His
Word. He tells us how best to live our
lives. He tells us what the results of our
choices will be. Deuteronomy 30:16
tells us that a committed relationship
of love for God, which is maintained by
obedience to His Word, will bear fruit
and be blessed.
We will experience abundant life as
we follow God. We will bear fruit. We
will spiritually grow, and we will help
others to spiritually grow as well.
When we choose to obey God, we
choose life and blessings for ourselves, our families, and our relationships with other people. When we
choose to disobey God, we choose
evil and death.
The right choices may seem to be
obvious, but many times we make
wrong choices. The problem is that sin
has damaged our ability to understand
God’s truth and to be obedient to His
Word. We are not free from the effects
of the sin nature. If left on our own, we
will drift toward disobedience.
In Matthew 15:19, Jesus said, “For
out of the heart proceed evil thoughts,
murders, adulteries, fornications,
thefts, false witness, blasphemies.”
Ephesians 2:3 says, “Among whom
also we all had our conversation in
times past in the lusts of our flesh, fulfilling the desires of the flesh and of the
mind; and were by nature the children
of wrath, even as others.”
Sin has also affected our minds. Romans 1:28 declares, “And even as
they did not like to retain God in their
knowledge, God gave them over to a
reprobate mind, to do those things
which are not convenient.”
Man’s unredeemed mind is debased by sin. When the natural man
makes choices on his own, he will do
things that are not pleasing to God.
Romans 3:11 says, “There is none that
understandeth, there is none that
seeketh after God.”
The Apostle Paul drew a contrast
between our ability to understand on
earth now and our ability to understand in heaven later. In I Corinthians
13:12, Paul wrote, “For now we see
through a glass, darkly; but then face

to face: now I know in part; but then
shall I know even as also I am known.”
Without the assistance of the Holy
Spirit, we cannot see clearly nor can
we understand completely. Without
Jesus Christ, our sin-damaged minds
could not comprehend the difference
between right and wrong, good and
evil, blessing and curse. Thus, healthy
living patterns begin with a personal
relationship with Jesus Christ as Lord
and Saviour.
When we receive Jesus, we also receive the Holy Spirit. In II Corinthians
1:22, Paul wrote that God has “sealed
us, and given the earnest of the Spirit
in our hearts.”
The Holy Spirit is God. He is the
Third Person of the Triune God. Thus,
when the Holy Spirit speaks, it is God
who speaks. The indwelling of the
Holy Spirit in our hearts and His transforming power enables us to make
good choices.
What does the Holy Spirit do? In
John 14:26, Jesus said, “But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom
the Father will send in my name, he
shall teach you all things, and bring all
things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you.”
The Holy Spirit will instruct believers
about all things. Without the guidance
of the Holy Spirit, we cannot understand the things of God.
In Hebrews 4:12, we see the impact
of God’s Word upon the hearts of men:
“For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any twoedged
sword, piercing even to the dividing
asunder of soul and spirit, and of the
joints and marrow, and is a discerner of
the thoughts and intents of the heart.”
God’s Word is active and working to
reveal mankind’s hearts so that they
will see their need for Christ. The Holy
Spirit is at work through God’s Word.
The Word of God was inspired by
God through the Holy Spirit. In II Peter
1:20-21, we read, “Knowing this first,
that no prophecy of the scripture is of
any private interpretation. For the
prophecy came not in old time by the
will of man: but holy men of God spake
as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.”
The Bible is the very Word of God, inspired by the Holy Spirit. We can trust its
teachings and apply them to our lives.
Healthy patterns of living are taught
throughout the Scriptures. What are
the biblical principles for healthy living
patterns? As we have said before, a
relationship with Jesus Christ comes
first. When we trust in Christ, we reSPRING QUARTER 2017

ceive the Holy Spirit and are guided by
Him to understand the Word of God.
One healthy pattern involves the
choice of our mate. God’s Word says
that we should not marry an unbeliever. Second Corinthians 6:14 warns us,
“Be ye not unequally yoked together
with unbelievers: for what fellowship
hath righteousness with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light
with darkness?”
Both spouses should work together
to serve the Lord. God’s intention is for
both the husband and the wife to raise
their children to walk with Jesus. The
choice you make about who will be your
spouse will not only impact your life but
the lives of your children as well.
As we follow God’s instructions for
family life, our hearts should be filled
with thankfulness. He has so ordered
the family that it is a source of great
blessing.
Another quality of a healthy living
pattern is teaching our children how to
live a life based on biblical principles.
The behavior of the family has a major
impact upon future generations.
The Bible is full of examples of the
adverse consequences resulting from
the failure to teach the coming generation about God and His ways. One
example that comes to mind is that of
the evil kings of Israel who were not
faithful to God’s covenant. These evil
kings frequently had a devastatingly
bad influence on their children, including the future kings of the nation. As
family leaders, we must be careful to
teach our children about Jesus both
through God’s Word and by our behavior at home.
A third quality of a healthy living pattern is to attend a Bible-believing
church. In Hebrews 10:25 we are told,
“Not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of
some is; but exhorting one another:
and so much the more, as ye see the
day approaching.”
When we attend a church, we come
together as God’s people and worship
Him as a people. We build one another
up in Christ and help one another to
grow spiritually. Through the fellowship
of the body of Christ, we become more
faithful in following Him as He leads us.
One final quality of a healthy living
pattern summarizes all the others: love
for Christ and for one another. Through
the Holy Spirit, our relationship with
believers and nonbelievers alike will
demonstrate the love of Christ for edification and evangelism. ★

Christians with “I” Problems
(Continued from page 4)

ment, or any good thing, we will realize it is God who has done that good
thing for us. He deserves the credit for
our successes and our thanks for
helping us through our failures.
When you finish something or some
task has come to an end—whatever
the outcome—do not say, “I did that”
or “I was a part of that.” Say instead,
“God helped me with that” or “God did
that for me” or “Without Him, I could
not have done that” or “I am thankful
that God had me be a part of that.”
We cannot “boast in anything, No
gifts, no power, no wisdom.” But we
can “boast in Jesus Christ, His death
and resurrection” (“How Deep the
Father’s Love for Us,” Townend). ★

Our Doctrinal
Statement
1. We believe that the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments are verbally inspired by God, are inerrant in the original
writings, are the Word of God, and the final authority in faith and
conduct.
2. We believe in one God, the Creator of man and all things,
eternally existing in three Persons in a threefold relationship, that
of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
3. We believe that Jesus Christ was begotten by the Holy Spirit,
born of the Virgin Mary, and is God incarnate, the God-Man.
4. We believe that man was created in the image of God; that
he sinned and thereby incurred not only physical death but also
spiritual death, which is separation from God; that Adam’s sin is
imputed to the whole race of mankind; that all human beings are
born with a sinful nature; and that when they reach the state of
moral responsibility become sinners before God in thought,
word, and deed.
5. We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures as a substitutionary sacrifice, and that
all who believe on Him are freely justified before God and stand
before Him accepted in the character and merit of Jesus Christ.
6. We believe in the bodily resurrection of Jesus Christ, in His
ascension into heaven, and that in His present glorified body He
is the Head of the church, the Lord of the individual believer, the
High Priest over the house of God, and the Advocate in the family of God.
7. We believe in the personal, imminent, pretribulational, and
premillennial second coming of Christ; first to receive His own
to Himself, and later to set up His earthly kingdom and to reign
over redeemed Israel and all nations; that is, to bring peace and
blessing to the whole world.
8. We believe that all who by faith receive the Lord Jesus Christ
as Saviour are born again of the Holy Spirit and Word of God, receive the Holy Spirit and a new nature, and also are baptized by
the Holy Spirit into the body of Christ.
9. We believe that God is the spiritual Father of only those who
trust His Son, Jesus Christ, as Saviour, and that only those saved
through faith in Christ are spiritual brothers.
10. We believe in the bodily resurrection of the just and the unjust; the everlasting blessedness of the saved and the everlasting punishment of the unsaved.
—Union Gospel Press Division
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Lessons Learned in
Christian Leadership
BY

BILL ROLOFF

HEN Skyview Ranch celebrated
its thirty-fifth year of ministry, I
was celebrating my twentieth year of
leadership of this Christian camp ministry. The county’s local weekly paper
featured the ministry on its front page.
A new dining hall had just been dedicated. How grateful I am that God has
used me at this place!
The Ranch has remained true to its
purpose, “bringing kids away from
their everyday life and allowing them to
focus on God and His Word can forever change their lives . . . one major key
to Skyview’s success is the trained and
dedicated staff members who year after year come to Skyview with their
powerful beliefs in the Word of God
and what His Word can do for a young
person” (Webb, “Skyview Ranch Celebrates 35 Years of Offering Youngsters
the Forever Experience,” The Holmes
Bargain Hunter, June 21, 2004). No
matter what position of Christian leadership you fill, from camp counselor to
pastor to executive, any leadership
role means believing in the power of
the Bible to change lives.
Paul’s writings to the church at
Thessalonica and to Timothy emphasize a common theme and resource
for his readers: the power of God’s
Word. Paul’s delight was to share the
gospel and his life with these people
(I Thess. 2:8).
Paul’s methods and message were
under constant attack. But God, using
Paul’s blameless lifestyle and fidelity to
His words, brought this local church
body in Thessalonica into existence.
We read, “For this cause also thank we
God without ceasing, because, when
ye received the word of God which ye
heard of us, ye received it not as the
word of men, but as it is in truth, the
word of God, which effectually worketh
also in you that believe” (I Thess. 2:13).
Paul clearly stated that it is God’s
words that are being received by the
people—Paul was simply acting as
God’s faithful voice. Developed in
character by his relationship with God,
Paul delivered God’s Word as a loving
father seeking the best interest of his
spiritual children.
Paul demonstrates to us the true
meaning of servant leadership. These
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folks were dear to him, and so he
served them diligently, patiently, and
with a love for the truth of God’s Word.
Above all methods and programs,
Christian leaders must express God’s
love for the people they serve.
Ministering to the hearts of those we
reach out to involves operating our ministry with a biblical heart. The single
most important piece of advice given to
me for guidance when I was preparing
for Christian camp leadership was
“Know your Bible first.” While the Bible
gives no specific instructions on establishing an archery program or a daily
camp schedule, it has a lot to say about
establishing principles for operating
scripturally in everything that we do.
Second Peter 1:3 says, “According
as his divine power hath given unto us
all things that pertain unto life and
godliness, through the knowledge of
him that hath called us to glory and
virtue.” The willingness to learn and
follow the mind-set of Christ is invaluable for leaders in Christian ministry.
When preparing for Christian camp
leadership, I needed to grasp operating guidelines for camp programs,
safety, human resources, finance,
property management, and fund-raising to be able to conduct a ministry.
Someone can get a college degree focusing on these tasks as a specialty.
Pastoring a church or leading another
organization will require administration of comparable functions, depending on the organization.
If one knows his Bible first, though, he
will bring to his ministry all that is truly
needed for the life and practice of his organization. Proverbs will lay out stewardship principles. Each Bible character
leaves insight into interpersonal relations and lessons in faith. And most important, the Bible establishes the spiritual direction and message needed for
programs and services.
Abundant guidance is in Scripture
for ethical responses to government
regulations and even treatment of visitors at the door. The list could go on.
Knowledge of Scripture will help you
conduct a proper biblical ministry that
gives God the glory. When one takes
the time to break down each element
of an operation and pair it with a bibli-

cal reason for doing so, things like
clean restrooms and helpful ushers
take on new importance.
In I Thessalonians, Paul addressed
leadership ministry with the heart of a
nurturing parent. By providing spiritual resources and guidance, accompanied by an exemplary, well-lived life,
he focused his energies as a caring
leader. His letters give praise to the
Thessalonians, who in a short period
of time became a model of living with
faith, love, and hope. He taught them
to be independent, to grow on their
own, and to take on the responsibilities of the church.
Effective leaders enable the people
they serve to step into ministry roles. If
responsibility never gets delegated, a
church body—just like a child who is
always waited on—becomes comfortable and never grows. The leader becomes nothing more than a hireling to
do the people’s bidding. With no expanded leadership, a church cannot
sustain growth. A rule of thumb is that
a person can effectively handle close
relationships with only about forty
people. For this reason alone, a pastor
is incapable of adequately leading a
church without enabling a ministry
team to surround him.
It is interesting that Paul surrounded
himself with a ministry team on his
missionary journeys. In Thessalonica,
Silas and Timothy were present; they
were men that he had tutored and enabled in the ministry. It should not surprise us that the growing churches became an example to others in the
region. The ministry team members
were duplicating their personal spiritual transformation process.
I remember a high school staff member approaching me one summer to
ask whether she could receive some of
the same training that the counselors
were receiving. As part of the support
staff doing the general labor needed to
run the camp, her job description did
not include spending time with
campers. Out of this desire to grow in
Christ’s service, however, a new training program developed that included
these young people in a productive and
meaningful way. They took ownership
of the camp’s mission by assisting and
adding more contact with the campers.
Ministry performed by these
trainees expanded church outreach
opportunities as they reached out to
the people they encountered in daily
life. Like a flowering rose bush, it is the
new growth that produces most abun-

dantly. Enabling others to produce
new growth will always be more effective than just serving as a hired leader
within the established crowd.
Our camp leadership structure purposely put our young staff into the primary ministry role to campers. These
youths had the Word to work with as
they personally interacted with the
campers all day long. Most decisions
were not made in twice-a-day chapels
but by staff seeking out the youth they
were assigned to serve.
Find places to insert people into
meaningful roles within the church.
Most folks are waiting to be asked.
Delegating simple tasks spreads out
the workload and builds a common,
shared experience of a church body
working together. Also, fresh minds at
work bring necessary changes to keep
up with our changing culture. Leaders
do not need to have all the ideas; they
need to enable those with ideas to
keep focused on the message.
The young people I work with love the
concept of being given responsibility
that makes them a part of the ministry
body of the camp. Each task given fits
into a ministry role within the program
scheme. For example, it is known that
happy stomachs make happy campers.
Well-fed campers focus better when
presented with the gospel. Knowing
how the ministry depended on their role,
each kitchen worker knew the impact of
his contribution.
Watching the system work, each
worker could see where he fit into the
whole work of the gospel that was presented each week. As the younger
staff were paired with older staff, the
mentoring process repeated itself; a
taste of more ministry responsibility
SPRING QUARTER 2017

was given and there occurred a desire
to return and grow and do more.
God’s design to grow the church requires training His people to use His
Word under His power to reproduce
spiritually transformed lives to build
His body, the church. This makes the
church a unique, living organism. The
danger for Christian leaders today
comes from embracing strategies for
growth that reduce the church and its
work to a lifeless institution or commercial enterprise.
Someone once said regarding the
spiritual work of the church, “If you can
explain it, God must not be in it.” Organizational models in industry or commerce are designed to produce numbers to measure growth and efficiency.
They are not designed for the church,
yet these models do sneak into our
church bodies. God gives us no strict
organizational measure of the Spirit’s
working in lives, nor does He intend to
define Himself by the limits of our designs. However, He places no limits on
the faithful teaching, modeling, and reproducing of God’s Word in the lives of
those to whom we minister.
I always told people that my marketing plan was my ministry plan. Successful ministry reproduces itself and
grows a church or organization to the
size that God intends.
A farmer is a good illustration of the
hard-working laborer of the gospel.
Each hard-working farmer plants his
crops and follows his plan. It is no different for Christian leaders. Each
leader should have a plan ready to implement God’s Word and then follow
that plan through the people the Lord
entrusts to him.
Preparation includes an inviting ap-

pearance outside and inside the
church door and readiness for the first
contact at the door. Cultivate warm
greetings to facilitate further contacts.
After moving, my wife and I were
shocked at the lack of interest shown
to people searching for a new church
home. In one church with potential, we
gave up after repeated attempts to engage in conversation with people.
We must not be negligent about the
entry levels of ministry that we need to
prepare our people to fill. Do all members know where they fit into the
process of including new prospects
for the gospel? And do they know how
this training process is going to work
each step along the way?
My childhood church was a newly
birthed congregation. My dad was the
pastor, but he referred to the first team
of deacons as the founders because he
enabled them to establish the church.
Those founders and their families were
bound together on a mission to build a
local church. My memories are not of
problems but of busy people, all part of
a process of bringing in new converts
and then teaching, training, and enabling them to become part of a growing, united church that believed in the
power of the Word of God. ★

Living in the Resurrection
(Continued from page 5)

each day to consciously act upon the
truth that sin should not control us.
After first recognizing ourselves as
being dead to sin and refusing to allow
sin to control us, we actively present
our bodies to God for His service. Our
bodies are not uncontrollable appendages. As born-again, Spirit-indwelt people, we should have control
over what our bodies do.
What Paul has written in chapter 6
of Romans is a glorious answer to depression in a world addicted to antidepressants. The resurrection of
Christ makes available to every believer a logical and applicable system of
thinking and living that enables us to
face life’s challenges and problems.
The message in this chapter bridges
the historical and theological significance of Jesus’ physical resurrection—and the glorious anticipation we
have of our eternity with Christ—with
guidance about how the resurrection
can make us more godly today. ★
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Honoring Mothers on Mother’s Day
BY

LEGENDARY college basketball
coach held a strong belief that a
potential recruit’s character was as
important as his athletic ability. The
following story, from an article titled
“Honoring Mothers,” serves as a vivid
example of his belief:
“I once interviewed a very talented
young man who wanted to attend
UCLA on a basketball scholarship. I
was even prepared to offer him a
scholarship during our meeting.
“His mother was there, and at one
point she politely asked me a question. Her son immediately looked over
at her and snapped, ‘How can you be
so ignorant? Just keep your mouth
shut and listen to what the coach
says.’
“I assured her that her question was
fine and answered it. The young man,
however, had revealed an aspect of
himself that wasn’t fine. In fact, it was
unacceptable to me: disrespect for his
mother.
“If he couldn’t respect her, how
could he possibly respect me when
things got tough? I politely ended the
meeting and excused myself. The
scholarship was never offered” (www.
lifeway.com).
The privilege of being a mother and
the tradition of honoring mothers have
been long-standing components of
American society. Unfortunately, both
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THOMAS R. CHMURA

the privilege of being a mother and the
tradition of honoring mothers are under strong attack from individuals and
organizations that believe in and promote antibiblical agendas.
In an article titled “I Look Down on
Young Women with Husbands and
Kids and I’m Not Sorry,” writer Amy
Glass caused a stir by stating her
conviction that “being a stay-athome mom is incomparable to being
a self-sufficient working woman, that
getting married and having children is
the epitome of average (and therefore
not worth recognition at all), and that
it is impossible to be ‘exceptional’ if
you have a husband and kids”
(Bahret, Rebecca. “The Modern-Day
Feminist Attack on Motherhood,”
www.allparenting.com).
In light of the pervasive, antibiblical
character of today’s culture, committed followers of Jesus Christ are confronted with a demanding challenge:
How do I honor the traditional biblical
emphasis upon being a mother while
offering “a framework for living meaningful lives through constant cultural
change?” (“Tired and Stressed, but
Satisfied: Moms Juggle Kids, Career &
Identity,” www.barna.org). Believers
need a biblical perspective on fulfilling the demanding challenge we
face.

BIBLICAL COMMANDS TO HONOR
MOTHERS
In order to fulfill the demanding
challenge of honoring mothers—with
meaningful Christian testimonies
through cultural change—believers
must rely upon God’s eternal and infallible Word. Both Testaments include
Spirit-directed principles that encourage followers of Jesus Christ to honor
mothers.
From the Old Testament account of
God communicating the Ten Commandments to His servant Moses,
Exodus 20:12 says, “Honour thy father
and thy mother: that thy days may be
long upon the land which the Lord thy
God giveth thee” (cf. Deut. 5:16). The
term “honour” is a Hebrew root word
with a basic meaning of heaviness in
reference to an imposing quantity of
things. In its negative usage, the term
means to be burdensome, severe, or
dull. In its positive usage, it means to
be numerous, rich, and honorable.
God’s command, the first to include
an accompanying promise (cf. Eph.
6:2), teaches believers to consider the
relationship between child and parent
to be precious and glorious. Fulfilling
this command in today’s culture demands a spirit of love on behalf of the
child toward his mother (cf. Matt.
22:37-40; Gal. 5:14).

In the New Testament, we read that
the Apostle Paul wrote the following to
the believers in Ephesus: “Children,
obey your parents in the Lord: for this
is right. Honour thy father and mother;
(which is the first commandment with
promise;) that it may be well with thee,
and thou mayest live long on the
earth” (6:1-3).
Throughout the New Testament, the
term “honour” comes from a word that
means to estimate and fix the value of
something that has personal worth. In
the context of Paul’s command to the
Ephesian believers, the term teaches
the importance of placing great value
on the relationship between children
and their parents. An important consequence of valuing this relationship is
the promise of a prosperous and
lengthy earthly life.
NEW TESTAMENT EXAMPLES OF
HONORING MOTHERS
The Lord Jesus Christ believed
deeply in the need to obey God’s command to honor mothers. The New Testament provides three emotionally
charged examples of His belief—one
negative and two positive.
In Mark 7:9-13, Jesus confirmed
not only God’s command to honor
mothers but also the consequences
of disobeying the command. Using
the context of the Pharisees’ insistence on prioritizing their religious traditions above God’s commandments,
Jesus gave an example of an unloving
man who had an opportunity to support his indigent father and mother,
who were in need of assistance.
Rather than assisting his parents by
obeying God’s command, the unloving son responded by telling his father
and mother that his potential assistance (property, income, and so forth)
had already been dedicated as a gift
(Corban) to God (Mark 7:11; cf. Lev.
1:2).
As a result of this vow, the man was
free, meaning that he was under no
obligation to support his father or
mother. Jesus condemned the Pharisees’ unloving tradition, saying that
their dedication to religious tradition
was one example of how they rendered God’s Word powerless. It is obvious that Jesus strongly believed in
honoring one’s father and mother.
The Lord Jesus Christ not only communicated His belief in honoring
mothers but also practiced it (Luke
2:43-52). It was Jesus’ custom to acSPRING QUARTER 2017

company His parents to Jerusalem for
the Passover Feast. One year, after the
feast had ended, Jesus decided to remain in Jerusalem. Joseph and Mary,
believing that Jesus was with them,
began their journey home. After one
day’s travel, they realized that Jesus
was missing, so they returned to
Jerusalem to find Him.
After three days of intense searching, Joseph and Mary found Jesus in
the temple carrying on a conversation
with the Jewish religious teachers.
Following Jesus’ gentle and respectful rebuke toward His mother, He
honored Mary by retur ning with
Joseph and her to Nazareth and willingly submitting Himself to their
parental authority (Luke 2:51). Mary
was deeply impacted by these
events, reflecting on and preserving
them in her mother’s heart.
One of Jesus’ last earthly acts was
to demonstrate honor toward His
mother (John 19:25-27). While He
hung on the cross, Jesus’ mother,
Mary, her three female companions,
and the Apostle John were present.
When Jesus saw His mother, He
overcame His agony and distress,
assuring Mary that John would fulfill
the role of her son after Jesus’
death. This final act of honoring His
mother assured Mary that she would
be safe and secure. It remains a
magnificent example of honoring
one’s mother.
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR
HONORING MOTHERS
As followers of the Lord Jesus
Christ by faith, we believe that God’s
commands are best obeyed by applying them in our daily lives. As we faithfully accomplish this challenging task,
we partially fulfill Jesus’ description of
His followers as the salt of the earth
and the light of the world (cf. Matt.
5:13-16). As others view our good
works of honoring our mothers, they
will be challenged to honor (glorify) our
Heavenly Father.
We are fully aware of the annual opportunity we have to honor our mothers on their special day—and what a
day it is! According to the National Retail Federation’s 2015 Mother’s Day
Spending Survey, Americans spent
over 21.2 billion dollars on their mothers, lavishing them with gifts such as
cards, flowers, candy, and clothes
(Tulloch, Katrina. “Mother’s Day 2015
spending: U.S. will splurge more on

mom than ever (definitely more than
dad)” www.syracuse.com).
In closing, I would like to share with
readers several alternate ways—that
do not require a financial commitment—to honor mothers.
We should honor our mothers
through unselfish relationship. We live
in a fast-paced, demanding society
that places constant emphasis on individual happiness and fulfillment. In
the midst of this stressful pressure, we
are called by our Lord to stay in touch
with our mothers according to their
schedules and their needs.
For those whose mothers live nearby, this will require consistent personal visits to thank their mothers with
heartfelt appreciation for all they have
done for us. For others who are separated by many miles, this will require
consistent phone calls or handwritten
letters that convey the beautiful message “Thank you for all you have done
for me.”
We should honor our mothers
through respectful forgiveness. As
children mature into adults, their perception of their mothers changes.
Rather than viewing mothers as authoritative child trainers whose words
and actions were infallible, adult children make the shift to accepting the
fact that their mothers are flawed human beings who often made mistakes.
This difficult realization requires a
Spirit-led, powerful forgiveness that
brings emotional and spiritual healing.
If this forgiveness is withheld, the relationship between adult child and
mother often experiences the damage
of anger and resentment.
We should honor our mothers
through sensitive remembrance. Let
us always keep in mind with a sensitive spirit that not every woman has
had the privilege of experiencing a
mother’s heart. For some, having children was not a reality; for others, the
reality of losing an only child remains
a painful memory. For these exceptional women, Mother’s Day is at best
a difficult twenty-four hours. Believers
honor their mothers by remembering
these exceptional women in sensitive
prayer and love.
As you prepare to honor your mother on Mother’s Day, it is my prayer that
you will experience a time of love and
fulfillment. May you also experience
the spiritual joy of living in God’s
amazing grace through obedience to
His revealed Word. Have a blessed
and fantastic Mother’s Day! ★
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A Faithful and Sweet Servant
of the Lord
Vera N. McKinney
Born November 24, 1922

Entered Glory July 3, 2016
F you were to ask those who knew
Miss Vera N. McKinney, they would
describe her as the sweetest person
you would ever want to meet. They
would say she was gentle, patient, and
humble. She had a good sense of humor, and she was conscientious in
whatever she decided to accomplish.
What was most important about her,
however, was her faithful and gracious
service for Jesus Christ. She had a heart
for serving the Lord. Her life exemplified
Philippians 4:5, “Let your moderation
be known unto all men.” Miss McKinney
possessed a tender sensibility that
came from walking with the Lord.
Vera McKinney was born on November 24, 1922, into a mining family in the
small mining borough of Portage, Pennsylvania (near Johnstown). When she
was four, her family moved to Robindale,
another small mining town near Johnstown. Her coal-miner father, Jerome,
and her mother, Annie (née George),
worked hard and struggled financially as
they raised Vera and her siblings Edna,
Eva, Raymond, Betty, William, and
Robert. Two other siblings, Alva and
Anna Mae, both died in infancy.
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Life in Robindale was as one would
expect of a small, coal-mining town.
The families were close-knit, and
everyone in the community looked out
for one another. It was difficult for the
McKinneys to make ends meet. They
purchased their daily necessities from
the coal-mine company store. During
the Depression, they were permitted
to spend no more than fifty cents a day
for groceries and other needs.
Vera attended elementary school in
Robindale until the eighth grade, and
then she attended high school until her
junior year in the nearby borough of Armagh. Growing up, family and friends
were very important to her, and that
was true for her throughout her life.
The McKinneys did not attend church
because there was no church in the
area. However, when Vera was twelve
years old, a Christian young couple, the
Liebolds, serving with the American
Sunday School Union Mission, started
a Sunday school in Robindale. She and
her siblings began attending.
At first, they all met in someone’s
home, but the number of people who
wanted to attend the classes in-

creased so much and so quickly that
the Liebolds made arrangements to
meet in the classrooms of the
Robindale school. The congregation
met in the school until 1956 when the
Robindale Union Church was built.
Vera became very active in the Sunday school after she trusted in Jesus
Christ as her Saviour at the age of sixteen. She taught Sunday school and
served in Good News Club and Vacation Bible School. She and the Liebold
family became lifelong friends.
After she left high school, Vera went
to live in Pittsburgh with an uncle, Jim
George. To earn money, she did
housework for a family named Keller.
During World War II, Vera worked in
the cities of Johnstown and Latrobe in
factories that made detonators for hand
grenades for the United States defense
industry. She told stories to her family
about how dangerous the work was. Instances of workers getting injured while
making the detonators were common.
After the war, Vera went to work in a
sewing factory, but she longed to
serve the Lord. She continued serving
the Lord in Sunday school and other
church activities.
Vera’s father passed away in 1949,
and she and her siblings vigilantly
looked after their mother for many ensuing years. One day years later, as she
was cleaning the house, Vera came
across a take-home paper called
“Christian Life.” It was produced by
Union Gospel Press, the publishing division of the Gospel Worker Society
founded by Reverend William B. Musselman, which had newly relocated to
its current operations base on Brookpark Road in Cleveland, Ohio.
On the back of the paper was an announcement titled “Young Women
and Girls, Are You an Answer to
Prayer?” Miss Mary Musselman, the
late founder’s daughter, who was then
president of the Gospel Worker Society, had sent out a call for Christian
ladies to serve the Lord as members of
the Gospel Worker Society and as
workers at Union Gospel Press.
Vera applied and was accepted, but
she was concerned about her mother’s care and well-being. Her brother
Robert and his wife, Gladys, reassured
Vera that they would take care of Mrs.
McKinney since the Lord was calling
Vera to Cleveland.
On October 13, 1956, just before
her thirty-fourth birthday, Miss McKinney moved to Cleveland. Her brother
Ray drove her there, and two of her

sisters-in-law (Gladys and Arlene) and
two children accompanied her.
Right away, the Lord had work for her
to do in helping to get out the gospel
through the printed page. She was initially assigned to the packing room of
Union Gospel Press, where she assembled lesson leaflets. Three months
later, she was moved to the general office. The switchboard and the reception
area became her area of responsibility
from 1959 until 1962, when she became the president’s secretary.
Whenever a new lady joined the
Gospel Worker Society, a mentor was
assigned to guide her. Miss McKinney’s mentor was Miss Beulah Mann,
who was the company treasurer. They
worked together and became close
friends in the Lord. Upon Miss Mann’s
retirement, Miss McKinney assumed
the treasurer’s position. Long before
Miss Mann entered the presence of
the Lord in 1995, the two of them often enjoyed taking long walks around
the city near the Gospel Worker Society home building.
Miss McKinney served as secretarytreasurer of the organization from the
mid-1970s until she retired in 1985.
But she did not stop working.
Throughout the years before and after
her retirement, she kept busy serving
the Lord and others in the Gospel
Worker Society, at Union Gospel
Press, and anywhere else she could.
Miss McKinney became assistant
treasurer after training a new treasurer. She continued to assist with bank-

ing and sorting mail and sat on the
Board of Trustees of the company. She
read poetry for the Society’s morning
devotions. She handled correspondence with and funds for the missionaries that the Gospel Worker Society
supports. When missionaries came to
visit, she acted as hostess, showing
them to their rooms and making sure
they had what they needed to make
their stay enjoyable.
She herself financially supported
missionaries, veterans, and Native
American groups. She attended the
former Faith Memorial Church in
Cleveland, serving as a Sunday school
teacher and financial secretary.
Miss McKinney also played the piano and organ. Her favorite hymns
were “God Will Take Care of You,”
“Ready,” and “Great Is Thy Faithfulness.” She lived out the messages of
those hymns. She fully believed that
God is faithful every day and that He
would take care of her and the ministry
of the Gospel Worker Society.
One of her favorite Bible passages
was Proverbs 3:5-6: “Trust in the Lord
with all thine heart; and lean not unto
thine own understanding. In all thy
ways acknowledge him, and he shall
direct thy paths.” She truly believed
that. A colleague once expressed concern about how the ministry of Union
Gospel Press would be sustained, and
she replied, “It is the Lord’s work. He
will provide. He always has and always
will. Don’t worry about it.”
When she was not working, Miss

Miss McKinney’s office, taken in January 1972. From left to right: Miss Vera McKinney,
Miss Annie Heffner, Miss Anna Meisinger, Miss Ida Stoneback, Miss Hettie Rothermel
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McKinney enjoyed doing jigsaw puzzles and crafts. She also enjoyed reading and watching a few cooking shows.
After nearly sixty years as a member
of the Gospel Worker Society and
service at Union Gospel Press, Miss
McKinney went home to be with her
Lord. Shortly before, she had gone to
her doctor for a checkup and suffered
a stroke while she was there. She entered the Lord’s presence on July 3,
2016. She was ninety-three.
On July 6, 2016, a memorial service
was held in the Gospel Worker Chapel
at 1980 Brookpark Road, Cleveland,
Ohio. In attendance were the two remaining Gospel Workers, Miss Grace
Todd and Mrs. Beryl C. Bidlen, as well
as many current and former employees of Union Gospel Press, members
of the Gospel Worker nursing staff,
and several friends.
Also attending the service were
Robert and Gladys McKinney (her
brother and sister-in-law); nephew
David Thompson; niece Rebecca Kaufman and her husband, Robert; and
niece Beverly Caratelli and her husband,
Frank. All of them traveled from Pennsylvania to remember Miss McKinney.
Mr. Robert Andrews, employee and
longtime friend of the Gospel Workers,
ministered in music at the organ. He
played “My Saviour First of All,” “The
Eastern Gate,” “Great Is Thy Faithfulness,” “Ready,” and “God Will Take
Care of You.”
Mr. Dave Rowland, acting president
of Union Gospel Press, welcomed
those in attendance at the memorial
service. He remembered Miss McKinney for her sweet, gentle, and patient
spirit—qualities that come only from a
close relationship with the Lord.
He challenged attendees with
Philippians 4:5, stating that Miss
McKinney exemplified the verse and
how all Christians are commanded to
exercise moderation. Mr. Rowland
then opened in prayer.
The Reverend Lanny C. Akers then
read from Scripture to encourage Miss
McKinney’s family and friends. He
read from John 11, emphasizing that
Jesus is “the resurrection, and the life:
he that believeth in [Him], though he
were dead, yet shall he live: and
whosoever liveth and believeth in
[Him] shall never die” (vss. 25-26).
Miss McKinney believed that with all
her being, and this was a witness to all
those at the service.
Reverend Akers reinforced the mes(Continued on page 49)
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Memorial Day
BY

SUSAN WYMER

ORE than two decades ago, our
small town began a Memorial
Day ceremony, held at noon on that
special Monday every May. Our family always attended, as we brought up
our children to respect the sacrifice of
generations past and present that enable us to worship, speak, and congregate freely.
The gathering always begins with
young boys marching into the assembly as the color guard and the raising
of our nation’s flag from half-to-fullstaff takes place precisely at noon as
established by the United States Flag
Code (Title 4, Section 6, Subsection
d). A flag at half-staff makes room for
an invisible flag, representing the presence of death, and the mourning of
that loss, to fly above it (en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Half-mast).
Later, as the ceremony draws to a
close, military veterans perform a twenty-one-gun salute. As “Taps” is being
played, a floral wreath made by the
community, with blossoms from family
gardens, is tossed into the sea from a
United States Coast Guard vessel.
After the benedictory prayer, proud
parents, often dressed in the American flag’s colors, take pictures of
their high school students who
played military hymns and “The StarSpangled Banner” in the school band
that took part in the ceremony earlier
in the day.
Our personal favorite memory of a
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past Memorial Day ceremony is the
year that the invocation began while
a bald eagle was perched on the roof
of the gazebo where the dignitaries
and band sat. It was absolutely
amazing!
The twenty-one-gun salute is a
poignant tribute, touching anyone
within its hearing. Twenty-one is the
highest honor the military bestows
(www.arlingtoncemetery.mil). These
shots ring out many times a week as
heroes are laid to rest at Arlington National Cemetery.
Our youngest son, Seth, was a member of the shooting team at Arlington in
the earliest days of his service in the Old
Guard (3rd United States Army Infantry
Regiment). Later, when he became a
Sentinel at the Tomb of the Unknowns,
we were privileged to learn many obscure details about honoring American
heroes. After all, for all intents and purposes, every day is a memorial day at
Arlington National Cemetery.
For example, when Tomb Guard
Sentinels visit the burial sites in Arlington of their comrades who have
died in battle (one being Staff Sergeant Adam Lynn Dickmeyer, Sentinel
Tomb guard, badge 528, struck down
at age twenty-six by insurgents in
Afghanistan, October 28, 2010, laid to
rest in Section 60, Site 9396), they
leave twenty-one cents atop his grave
marker, an obvious numerical symbol
of honor and respect that actually re-

calls a second military tradition of giving commemorative coins to honor
superior service.
At the time of this writing, Seth is a
student at Army Ranger School in Fort
Benning, Georgia. We were so privileged as his parents to see him walk
the mat and lower the flag at the Tomb
of the Unknowns. His father pinned
him with his hard-earned Sentinel
badge in a ceremony in the white-marble chapel beneath the Arlington amphitheater. We knew then that our son
would have many more lessons to
learn as he began service among the
elite group called Rangers.
Seth has moved on to another area
of service, but we still enjoy watching
the video from May 23, 2013, when he
was chosen to represent all Americans
by placing our flag at the Tomb of the
Unknowns to begin that year’s Memorial Day ceremonies. There also is
footage available online of Fort Myer
stationed Old Guard soldiers marching through Arlington National Cemetery, carrying packs filled with small
American flags as they mark every
tombstone with a flag in preparation
for Memorial Day.
Among the great privileges of ministry that my husband treasured were
two opportunities to officiate the services of American heroes, laid to rest in
Colorado and Washington. God has
blessed our nation with humble people of valor and fidelity.
Certainly, as believers, our appreciation of centuries of American heroes
who have sacrificed on our behalf is
part of our obedience to God’s admonition to give thanks always and in all
things (cf. Eph. 5:20; I Thess. 5:18).
Remembrance, or memorialization,
also is a thread that runs throughout
God’s Word.
Arlington National Cemetery has
been referred to as the garden of
stones (www.army.mil), which interestingly corresponds with practices of
God’s chosen people, the Israelites,
as recorded in the Old Testament. Lest
we overlook humble servants who
have served the cause of our great
God and His Son, Jesus Christ,
throughout millennia of human history,
we can attribute to them as well the
traits of fidelity, valor, and self-sacrifice.
The concept of memorializing did
not pop suddenly into the human consciousness. In 1868, the Grand Army
of the Republic, an organization of
Union veterans, established Decora-

tion Day as a time for Americans to
decorate with flowers the graves of
those who had died in the Civil War.
The late-May date established was
not of particular historical significance; it was chosen because flowers
would most likely be in bloom around
the country then.
The practice of honoring our noble
war dead met with division between
Union and Confederate holiday dates
(united only in purpose) into the 1900s.
Multiple communities in Virginia,
Georgia, Pennsylvania, and South
Carolina, among others, laid claim to
originating the practice. Then an act of
Congress established Memorial Day in
1971 as a national holiday honoring
those who have died in all American
wars. The holiday was newly established for our American patriotic purpose, but the concept of memorialization verifiably extends back to
important truths in God’s Word.
Our American Memorial Day traditions of parades, concerts, picnics,
and ceremonies are wonderful festivities of appreciation, celebration, and
patriotism. They are inspirational.
Similarly, the truths of God’s Word
about bravely serving, about memorializing the faithfulness of God, about
appreciating the selflessness, valor,
and fidelity of people of faith throughout history (and among us still)—while
not lauded with parades and fireworks—are truly inspirational!
It has been estimated that since the
American Civil War in the early 1860s,
1,100,000 Americans have perished in
battle (www.va.gov). They are to be remembered as heroic bestowers of ultimate sacrifices of blood and suffering to keep our nation free. The sorrow
of those left behind in families of the
fallen exponentially expands their sacrifice.
Notably, Scripture speaks of spiritual warfare that exacts sacrifice and fidelity and valor, not in earthly, physical
battle as we normally think of it, but in
battle for the spiritual, eternal cause of
Jesus Christ.
It is right to recall that the gift of salvation on the cross by our Saviour, Jesus Christ—the Conqueror of sin and
death by His sacrifice—is to be formally remembered. The Apostle Paul
gave instructions for the proper practice of the Lord’s Supper in I Corinthians 11, recounting how the Saviour
Himself established the ordinance to
be conducted in remembrance of
Him.
SPRING QUARTER 2017

In Mark 14 the generous, prescient
gift given by Mary out of love for and
faith in Jesus Christ—anointing His
body with precious oil of spikenard
before His death and burial—is spoken of as exemplary by Jesus Himself.
He defended her extravagance, stating that she had done for Him what
she could, and He foretold that wherever the gospel would be preached
throughout the world, what she had
done for Him would be spoken of as a
memorial to her (vss. 1-9).
The fourth chapter of the book of
Joshua records a riveting narrative of
the Israelites’ journey across the dry
riverbed of the Jordan. Twelve men,
one from every tribe, were each instructed to collect a stone to serve as
a memorial to the children of Israel forever of the great miracle God had
worked on their behalf.
There is powerful biblical evidence
that memorializing and remembering,
that public and private appreciation of
the faithfulness and sacrifice of others
(including God Himself!), and that
marking a monumental moment in
time are all appropriate.
So what about the faithful throughout thousands of years of human existence who have served, defended,
sacrificed, and suffered with integrity,
grit, valor, and fidelity for the Father
and Jesus Christ, His Son? Some
have given the ultimate sacrifice of
blood and suffering unto death.
What about faithful warriors battling
for human souls? Their charity and
selflessness displayed in the battle for
eternity is not unlike that of those who
have given themselves on physical
battlefields for noble but temporal
causes in smoky, chaotic, noisy
scenes of war.
God’s Word evokes more than once
the seriousness of the battle His children face while marching through their
pilgrimage on earth toward their eternal rejoicing with Him. The earthly walk
is immeasurably brief in light of eternity, yet the vagaries of living can make
the Christian life seem long, discouraging, and fruitless.
God does not joke around about
how serious the enemy is. He used Peter to describe the adversary as a roaring lion seeking to devour. Lions are
ferocious hunters.
When I went to the circus as a child,
the lion tamer seemed to me the epitome of fearlessness. He locked himself in a massive cage, armed only
with a whip and a chair, standing op-

posite a set of fangs, a complement of
sharp claws, and a lingering loud roar.
How are Christians to approach the
war against our adversary? Clearly,
God sees our Christian walk as a war,
as He commands us through Paul to
put on His full armor so that we can
“stand against the wiles of the devil”
(Eph. 6:11). God’s strength and the
power of His might are readily available for the fight.
The armor of God equips us with
more than a mere whip and chair as
weapons. The armor of God provides
those who obediently embrace it with
the girdle of truth, breastplate of righteousness, shield of faith, helmet of
salvation, and sword of the Spirit. Our
feet are protected with the “preparation of the gospel of peace” (Eph.
6:15), accompanied by prayer and
watchful perseverance.
When family members are deployed
in conflict against the enemies of the
United States of America, it is of great
comfort to their loved one that they are
well trained and well equipped. Extensive research, planning, and preparation have gone into making both survival and victory as secure as humanly
possible.
God’s children are deployed into
battle against the chief adversary, Satan. It is of utmost importance that
continual study of God’s Word accompanies the fighter and that each
soldier plans and prepares and puts
on, as ordered by the Commander, the
armor that is completely sufficient to
ensure spiritual victory.
God does not send His children into
solitary battle. He promises never to
leave or forsake them! God does not
send His children into a lost cause. He
promises that believers in Him are
more than conquerors (cf. Rom. 8:37)!
Paul wrote Timothy, in his final letter
before giving his life in the battle for
the gospel of Jesus Christ, his reflections on soldiering. Stating his willingness to be offered and recognition that
his death was near, he wrote, “I have
fought a good fight, I have finished my
course, I have kept the faith: henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of
righteousness, . . . and not to me only,
but unto all them also that love his appearing” (II Tim. 4:7-8).
Memorial Day? Of course! America’s valorous are remembered with
twenty-one-gun salutes, coins, and
ceremonies. The faithful child of God
gains eternal fellowship with Him and
a crown of righteousness. ★
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“A Wretch Like Me”
BY

ANNALOU WREN

John Newton
Image, public domain via wikipedia.org

N a small cemetery of a parish
churchyard in Olney, England,
stands a granite tombstone with this
inscription about the person who is
buried there, whose spirit is present
with the Lord: “Clerk, once an infidel
and libertine, a servant of slaves in
Africa, was by the rich mercy of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, preserved, restored, pardoned, and appointed to preach the faith he had long
laboured to destroy” (commas added
for clarity). You may not know who
these words refer to, but you probably
recognize the name to which they are
attributed: John Newton. And all of us
know the song he wrote as a testimony of his life—“Amazing Grace.”
It is interesting to note that before
John Newton found true salvation, he
had been the captain of a slave ship.
Born in 1725, he was an only child, educated and nurtured by a loving, Godfearing mother. She died when John
was just about to turn seven. When his
father remarried, John was sent to
boarding school. It was then that John
began to be a rebel in every way. In his
own words, “Though in process of time
I sinned away all the advantages of
these early impressions, . . . when the
Lord at length opened my eyes, I found
a great benefit from the recollection of
them. Further, my dear mother, . . . with
many prayers and tears, to God; and I
doubt not but I reap the fruits of these
prayers to this hour” (Newton and Ce-
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cil, The Life of John Newton, Baker).
According to the Library of Congress, Newton’s famous lyrics were
put to a number of tunes and arrangements over the centuries after “Amazing Grace” was penned and published. It was fifty-two years after its
first publication (1779) that the “text
was wed to the tune it is sung to today” (www.loc.gov).
“Amazing Grace” brings to mind the
often-memorized verse “For by grace
are ye saved . . . it is the gift of God”
(Eph. 2:8). What Christian does not
echo in his heart the words “saved a
wretch like me” at every singing? It behooves us to fall to our knees, thanking our Father in heaven for letting us
be adopted as sons and able to call
Him “Father” (Rom. 8:15).
John Newton himself wrote, “In love
to my soul He delivered me from the
pit of corruption and cast all my aggravated sins behind His back” (Newton and Cecil).
“Amazing Grace” was not the only
hymn Newton wrote. His collective
hymns are all most poignant in their
messages. There were many times in
his profligate life when Newton’s conscience pricked him hard, but he was
always able to subdue it. Finally, a
shipwreck, an almost-fatal fever, and
his reading The Imitation of Christ by
Thomas à Kempis brought him to his
knees. A life of regeneration took root.
He did not leave the slave trade or
shipping immediately. It took years
before a total change of life and habit
took place. When he finally was free
of that life, he became the minister of
a small church in the little village of
Olney, England.
Known to be the one who transported slaves to their destiny, Newton had
also previously suffered many experiences of various types of enslavement.
He spent years in bondage to his bad
temper and drunkenness. As early as
his boarding school years, he was in
trouble so often that his father took him
to sea for six voyages. His father then retired from seafaring, but John’s connection to the sea and ships was not over.
Still at odds with his life and the
world, Newton was captured and
forced into the Royal Navy in 1743.
While he was a midshipman on the

HMS Harwich, he found the conditions on board to be intolerable, so he
tried to desert. He was captured,
brought back, given a flogging of
eight dozen lashes, and demoted to
the rank of common seaman (en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Newton).
That beating brought Newton to the
brink of madness. He plotted the Harwich’s captain’s death and his own suicide, but he never acted on his plan. He
later wrote that it was God who restrained him. He was transferred then
to another ship, the HMS Pegasus.
He chose not to adjust or get along
with the captain or crew of the Pegasus, either, so he was put ashore in
West Africa and given to a man named
Amos Clow, a slave trader. Clow, in
turn, gave him to his wife (some historians claimed she was his mistress),
Princess Peye, an African duchess.
She tortured and starved Newton for
the sheer joy it gave her to do so.
Although he was starving, she would
give him meager scraps from her table,
which was loaded with delicious food.
She even refused to replace his deficient portion when he dropped his plate
to the floor. It amused her to see him
starved and miserable. She laughed
and tormented him when he was deathly ill with a fever. This went on for some
time until he was sent off to be enslaved
by someone else.
While these things were happening
to John, his father was looking for him.
He tracked him down at last and had
him put on a ship to take him home. It
was on that voyage that in distress, he
turned to the Lord. A near-death experience caused him to begin to read
the Bible and other religious literature.
He returned home, but his involvement in slave trading did not end. It
was not until after another life-threatening event that he repented and discovered the grace that finally caused
him to see the sinful state he was in
and receive salvation. He wrote later
how precious Jesus had become to
him: “How sweet the name of Jesus
sounds in a believer’s ear! It soothes
his sorrows, heals his wounds, and
drives away his fear” (Osbeck, Amazing Grace: 366 Inspired Hymn Stories
for Daily Devotions, Kregel).
In 1750, Newton married his childhood sweetheart, Mary Catlett, affectionately known as Polly. He first met
Mary when she was only fourteen years
of age, but his affection for her remained impressed in his mind, and the
feelings he had for her never faded.

A few years after John’s new life in
Christ had begun, they married. According to a letter John later wrote to a
friend, it seems that John’s mother and
Mary’s mother had been best friends.
When the two children were infants, the
mothers talked about the children marrying when they grew up. He always
thanked God for Mary. He recognized
God’s providence in his marriage to her.
John was a devoted husband, and
the couple experienced much joy together all their married years until her
death in 1790. He expressed in writing
how God sustained him after she was
gone: “Though I believe she has never
yet been out of my waking thoughts for
five minutes . . . I have not had one uncomfortable day, nor one restless night,
since she left me. I have lost a right hand
which I cannot but miss continually, but
the Lord enables me to go on, cheerfully, without it” (Newton and Cecil).
Through the influence of an important
friend, Newton became the minister at
Olney Chapel in Buckinghamshire. During his sixteen years at Olney, he considered there to be a lack of good hymns
to sing, and Newton started to write his
own. There are no coincidences in God’s
providence, so it is quite remarkable that
at the same time Newton was compiling
his own hymns, a well-known classical
poet, William Cowper, started attending
Olney Chapel.
Newton took Cowper under his loving, encouraging wing. Together they
wrote hymns that were published in
what is known today as the Olney
Hymns.
Cowper considered those years at
Olney very peaceful, but he still fought
off bouts of depression. Newton was
called to serve in London in 1779, but
he neither let go of their friendship nor
ever lost touch with Cowper.
Newton was much loved by his
church and attracted many followers to
it. He was known for short sermons,
and he had the reputation of having
compassion and sympathy for all. “Mr.
Newton was particularly impressed
with the idea of a . . . Christian minister,
being called to stand forward as an example to his flock . . . in which he may
not only glorify God, but also forcibly
demonstrate the peculiar supports of
the gospel” (Newton and Cecil).
“In 1788, 34 years after he had retired
from the slave trade, Newton broke a
long silence on the subject with the
publication of a forceful pamphlet
Thoughts Upon the Slave Trade, in
which he described the horrific condiSPRING QUARTER 2017

tions of the slave ships” (en.
wikipedia.org). It sold so well it required
reprinting. In it, Newton apologized for
“a confession, which . . . comes too late
. . . It will always be a subject of humiliating reflection to me, that I was once
an active instrument in a business at
which my heart now shudders.”
He became the spiritual advisor to
William Wilberforce and was known to
have encouraged him to stay in Parliament and to continue his most challenging struggle to abolish the slave
trade and slavery of any kind in England. Newton lived to see the passage
of the Slave Trade Act of 1807.
John Newton certainly could be
considered a romantic to have fallen in
love at the first sight of his wife and to
have enjoyed their many years together. As happy as Mary’s love made him,
his love for her was no substitute for
his love of Christ, his Redeemer. Pondering John 21:15-17, where Jesus
asked Peter whether he loved Him,
Newton wrote these words in the
hymn “ ’Tis a Point I Long to Know”:
’Tis a point I long to know,
Oft it causes anxious thought;
Do I love the Lord, or no?
Am I His, or am I not?

He ended the hymn thus:
Let me love Thee more and more,
If I love at all, I pray;
If I have not loved before,
Help me to begin to day.

(www.hymntime.com).
“Such bold honesty must have provided encouragement, comfort and
hope to his congregation . . . No wonder the people of Olney loved their
minister” (Murray, Beyond Amazing
Grace, EP Books).
In his Olney sermons, Newton would
preach over and over about the need
to study God’s Word and to know it
well. He expounded on trusting the
Holy Spirit for help in understanding
and obeying Scripture in order to let it
guide one’s whole life. As with all the
great preachers, reading their sermons
reveals their hearts’ motivation and the
reason they remained so faithful in
their resolve to live in holiness each
day. Newton’s love for the Scripture
was evident when he wrote:
“It is far from my intention to depreciate
the value, or deny the usefulness of books,
. . . many of them are truly excellent; but a
very great number of those . . . are more likely to mislead an inquirer than to direct him
into the paths of true peace and wisdom. . . .
“Here [in the scriptures] we may seek
and we shall not seek in vain, wherewith to
combat and vanquish every error, to illustrate and confirm every spiritual truth.

Here are promises suited to every want,
directions adapted to every doubt that can
possibly arise.”

Newton was more than just a
preacher and a beloved shepherd of
his flock; he was also a psalmist, applying to his songs insight into his own
sins and weaknesses in the same way
that David did. One of his hymns about
God’s Word was titled “The Word more
precious than Gold.” Its first two lines
read thus:
“Precious Bible! What a treasure
Does the Word of God afford!”

He sums up how important the Bible
was to him in the last two lines:
“Jesus gives me, in His word,
Food and Medicine, Shield and Sword”

(Murray).
Of all the many hymns he wrote, the
most popular has always been
“Amazing Grace.” But the original title
of the song with the first line “Amazing grace! how sweet the sound,” was
“Faith’s Review and Expectation.” It is
thought that he wrote it for a sermon
about a Christian’s mind-set with regard to the gift of eternal life.
Newton stated that mankind is miserable, absolutely rebellious, and most
undeserving of grace. He admonished
his listeners to consider the mercy of
God and His loving care that guides
our every step until, at last, we are
convicted and saved. He went on to
encourage believers to be faithful in
their love, gratitude, obedience, trust,
confidence, and patience as they live
out their salvation.
The last stanza, which we are very
familiar with, begins, “When we’ve
been there ten thousand years.” It was
not in the original nor was it written by
Newton. Added anonymously sometime in the early nineteenth century, it
is thought to have been a verse from a
song passed down orally in AfricanAmerican communities.
Newton accomplished a great deal
once he gave his life completely to following God. He is a great example of
hope that anyone can come to new life
in Christ at any age. Another of his
songs, “Praise for Redeeming Love,”
gives testimony to the saving grace of
God:
Let us love, and sing, and wonder,
Let us praise the Savior’s name!
He has hushed the Law’s loud thunder,
He has quenched mount Sinai’s flame:
He has washed us with his blood,
He has brought us nigh to God . . .
Let us sing though fierce temptations
Threaten hard to bear us down
(Continued on page 19)
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Christian Psychology
The Dangers of Materialism
BY

HO does not want to live the life
of the rich? Ask most people
around you, and they will tell you that
they want to be richer than they are at
present. Riches are often described
and defined in terms of material possessions. From early times, the one
who was rich had more “stuff” than
anyone else around. As this article is
being written, the news reported that
three people had won the lottery, with
the result that they became many million dollars richer.
Some readers may erroneously think
that if we could only have a lot of money, it would make us happier. But a
quick look at those who have won large
state lotteries reveals that many of them
were reduced to paupers very soon after they had won their windfall. The truth
is that money, and even lots of it, does
not tend to make a person happier if he
is not prepared to handle it. Not everyone knows how to live with wealth.
We may wonder why some people
around us have a lot of money and
wealth while others are poor. Some are
born rich, others become rich, and the
rest have far fewer material resources
for life. The Bible reminds us: “The
Lord maketh poor, and maketh rich: he
bringeth low, and lifteth up” (I Sam.
2:7). This discrepancy may seem baffling. The Bible never says that it is
wrong to have wealth and riches, but
it does say that “the love of money is
the root of all evil” (I Tim. 6:10).
The Bible further tells us that some
of the great men in the Bible were very
rich. Genesis 13:2 tells us that “Abram
was very rich in cattle, in silver, and in
gold.” King Solomon was the richest
man of his time, and his riches were
given to him by God (I Kings 3:13). We
read that King Solomon “exceeded all
the kings of the earth for riches and for
wisdom” (10:23). God had given these
men His blessing. So we know that
being rich is not of itself a sin.
However, we have a greater theological issue to consider. We know that
when God gives us wealth, we are not
to forget that all we have comes from
Him alone. King David made this great
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acknowledgment in one of his prayers
to God. He said, “For all things come of
thee, and of thine own have we given
thee” (I Chron. 29:14). It is not our cleverness that has brought us to that point
in our lives; it is the blessing of God.
Proverbs 10:22 is a sobering reminder for any of us who think we obtained prosperity on our own. It says,
“The blessing of the Lord, it maketh
rich, and he addeth no sorrow with it.”
When we forget this truth, we enter
into the realm of prideful materialism,
which can quickly overpower us and
bring us down. When we focus solely
on material things, we take our eyes
off God, who is the source of our
blessing. Then Satan begins his work
to defeat us.
Some psychologists use the term
“affluenza” for the disorder that results
from too much wealth. This manifests
as a poor relationship between a person and his wealth. Many young people’s lives have been destroyed because they were given too much on a
silver platter and did not have to work
for it. As a result, they did not know how
to keep a sensible balance in their lives.
Affluenza has often been rightly described as a state of entitlement to
what one has. It often makes people
look down their noses upon the world
as lesser than themselves. The Bible
describes this as pride, which is listed
as one of the many things that the Lord
hates (cf. Prov. 6:17). The Christian
should recognize that all that he has
comes from God and His blessing
alone. The opposite of affluenza is humility and contentment with where
God has placed us and with what He
has given us.
The psalmist reminds us that “a little that a righteous man hath is better
than the riches of many wicked” (Ps.
37:16). This puts it in God’s perspective. We are constantly reminded in the
Bible that material goods are for this
earth alone. We cannot take them with
us when we are called home to heaven. Concerning this earthly wealth, the
psalmist reminds us that “when he dieth he shall carry nothing away”

(49:17). Should we not then be helping
others here on earth with what God
has given us?
The inordinate focus on material
things turns us inward to self when
God wants us to look upward. The focus on self is destructive because it
emphasizes the idea that we can take
care of ourselves apart from God and
that we can be self-sufficient. We all
experience difficult situations from
time to time when we realize that we
are at the end of our resources. We
know then that we must turn to God.
And then we find out how faithful He is.
The Bible teaches us to put God first
and to rely on Him at all times. It directs us to focus upward. As Psalm
121 declares, “I will lift up mine eyes
unto the hills, from whence cometh my
help. My help cometh from the Lord,
which made heaven and earth” (vss.
1-2). All this may raise questions in our
minds about those who have a lot of
material possessions. Are earthly riches always a blessing from God? The
simple answer is that they can be but
are not always so.
We must understand that earthly
riches can be inherited. They can be
earned the right way, and they can
also be obtained through evil means.
There is so much in Scripture that reminds us that wealth is to be earned
the right way in God’s eyes. False
weights and measures (cf. Prov. 11:1),
for example, are condemned in the
Bible. Righteous business practices
are upheld (Prov. 13:11; Jer. 22:13).
Materialism tempts us to amass
wealth at any cost because wealth is
viewed as the highest good.
In the Bible, we do not ever see Jesus condemning wealthy people simply because they had riches. In fact,
He had rich friends who sometimes invited Him to a meal at their home. Zaccheus is an example of a wealthy
man whom Jesus befriended. Critics
attacked Jesus for eating with tax collectors (Matt. 9:11; Mark 2:16). His
condemnation of them centered on
their wrong attitude toward riches,
which turned them away from God,

the source of all true wealth.
Jesus warned that earthly riches
can distract one from following the
narrow way and remembering that
God alone is the Giver of all wealth. He
said that it was “easier for a camel to
go through the eye of a needle, than
for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God” (Matt. 19:24; cf. Mark
10:25; Luke 18:25). The Bible warns us
that “if riches increase, set not your
heart upon them” (Ps. 62:10).
We are in this world (cf. John 17:18),
and so we do need resources to live
our daily lives. There is nothing inherently evil about this daily use of and
dependence on earthly resources that
God Himself has provided for us. All
our wealth comes from our God alone
(Deut. 8:18). What is truly important is
that we keep our eyes focused on the
Source of all good gifts for our daily
sustenance. Let us avoid materialism,
which threatens to take our eyes off
our gracious God, the Giver of all
blessings. ★

A Wretch Like Me
(Continued from page 17)

For the Lord, our strong salvation,
Holds in view the conqu’rors crown:
He who washed us with his blood,
Soon will bring us home to God.

(Murray).
As Newton reached his eighties, age
and ill health took their toll. He lost his
sight, his hearing was failing, and his
mind was slowing down, but his grasp
of God’s truth and promises never faltered. He stood in the pulpit with
someone assisting him almost until
the very end.
It is noted that one time he cried out,
“My memory is almost gone, but I remember two things: That I am a great
sinner and that Christ is a great Savior!” (Osbeck). Another time, it is reported that “one Sunday Newton had
twice read the words, ‘Jesus Christ is
precious.’ ‘You have already said that
twice,’ whispered his helper; ‘go on.’ ‘I
said that twice, and I am going to say
it again,’ replied Newton. Then the
rafters rang as the old preacher shouted ‘JESUS CHRIST IS PRECIOUS!’ ”
That declaration in the last days of
Newton’s life is a most fitting summary of the man who was saved by God’s
amazing grace! ★
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What’s in a Word?
Comfort
BY

DARRELL W. MCKAY, M.A.

IFE has many reminders that we
live in a fallen world. Disease, war,
terrorism, crime, lawlessness, disasters
of various kinds, broken relationships,
divorce, and death are among the numerous evidences that all is not right
with the world. Prescription and overthe-counter medications to sedate the
senses sell at unprecedented rates as
people try to cope, and alcohol and illicit drug use is at an all-time high.
People pursue comfort in many
ways and places, but few seek it in the
Bible. That is lamentable, because the
Scriptures are where comfort for now
and eternity can be found. We will be
looking briefly at two words for “comfort” in the New Testament, the first
being the most common term and the
second being the rarest.

L

COMFORT: paraklēsis (noun) and
parakaleo (verb)
This word for comfort in both its noun
and verb forms is the most common in
the New Testament. In II Corinthians
1:3-7 we find it used eleven times. Obviously the Apostle Paul, led by the Spirit, thought the topic of comfort should
be one of the first things to be addressed in his letter. After taking in Paul’s
greetings (vss. 1-2), every reader of the
epistle immediately discovers that God
is the source of “all comfort” (vs. 3).
This word for comfort is a compound word whose prefix (para)
means “beside” and suffix means
“calling.” Hence it is the calling of
someone or something to be of help to
one in need. It is most often translated
“comfort,” but we also find it, in a variant form, as “advocate” (I John 2:1).
There its usage is to inform believers
that Christ represents them before the
Father; after all, He died for them.
In today’s world, alcohol and other
drugs top the list of things people use
in order to deal with life as they perceive it. Just think of how that would
change if they pursued a relationship
with God instead.
A form of our word was used by Jesus when He spoke to His disciples in
the upper room on the eve of His cru-

cifixion. Following the washing of the
disciples’ feet and noting their angst
when He spoke of leaving them, He
promised to send them “another Comforter” (John 14:16). The word “another” means “one of the same kind”;
thus the Comforter (Holy Spirit) would
be of the same essence as Jesus. It is
this same Comforter who is given to all
who come to saving faith in Jesus
Christ (John 14:17; cf. I Cor. 12:13).
Centuries of believers in Christ can
testify of the significant difference the
Spirit’s presence has brought to their
lives. There is a new perspective, a new
assurance, a new hope, and a new confidence that God is with them. Hopefully, you have this testimony as well. We
will now turn our attention to another
biblical word for comfort that is found
only once in the New Testament.
COMFORT: parēgoria
This word is rich in meaning for how
believers should minister to one another. That believers should comfort one
another was seen in the above passage
in II Corinthians, but in Colossians 4:1011 Paul used this different term to
speak of special help he received from
three Jewish believers in particular.
In general, the Jews gave Paul a
very difficult time, but three Jewish believers—Aristarchus, Marcus, and Jesus called Justus—in their own special way were more than just friends of
Paul. They had given him a comfort
(parēgoria) that he needed and especially appreciated. The word has medical connotations, and from it we get
our word “paregoric.” Parēgoria relates to using one’s words in such a
way as to raise spirits and renew hope
in others.
Various people can mouth the same
words but show different results. Perhaps it is how they speak. Body language and other factors often convey a
message quite opposite to the words
uttered. Believers are to speak words of
comfort to fellow believers, and they are
to do so in such a way that brings hope
to them. The book of Proverbs agrees
(4:20-22; 12:18; 13:17; 16:24). ★
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Sermon
Living for Christ’s Glory and Others’ Good
BY

AVE you ever met people who always seemed to be joyful, no
matter what was happening to them?
I do not mean that they were always
smiling and joking but that radiating
from their inner man was serenity,
confidence, and hope. They relished
life with God and others. Such people’s joy makes others thirsty to know
how they live that way! If you could
have met the Apostle Paul, then you
would have met such a man. Philippians 1:18-26 shows us how he did
that.
If you read Philippians 1 in its entirety, you will begin to pick up on recurring themes and emphases of the
epistle to the Philippians. There is an
undercurrent of intense joy pervading
this letter. Paul also models and exhorts us toward a particular attitude,
or mind-set, in this letter. This mindset is focused on Christ. We are to pursue Christ, and we are to proclaim
Christ.
This explains Paul’s repeated emphasis on the gospel, whether it related to his own affairs or whether it
related to the Philippians’ affairs. Paul
and the Philippian believers were
partners in the gospel. And we see
that we are to pursue and proclaim
Christ (in other words, exercise our
partnership in the gospel) in two particular ways: in unity and in steadfastness. The letter to the Philippians
is all about joyfully pursuing and proclaiming Christ with steadfastness in
unity.
Here is how the Word of God leads
up to our text. We learn in Philippians 1:3-8 to thank God for our partners in the gospel, and in verses 911 we learn how to pray for our
partners in the gospel. Then, in verses 12-18, we see how Paul modeled
the attitude that we should have toward adversity and how we can rejoice when it advances the gospel.
Next, Paul looks to the future, and
when we see what he lived for, we
get a clear picture of why he was so
joyful.

H
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GET A JOYFUL AMBITION
“Yea, and [I] will rejoice,” the Apostle Paul asserted at the end of Philippians 1:18, and he did so for a specific reason: namely, that he had set his
heart upon magnifying Christ (vss. 1920). Your joyful ambition should be
that Christ will be glorified by your life.
How can you do this?
Philippians 1:19 teaches that you
should rejoice in the confidence of salvation. The Scripture says, “For I know
that this shall turn to my salvation
through your prayer, and the supply of
the Spirit of Jesus Christ.” The term
“salvation” can also be translated “deliverance,” the thought being that Paul
was primarily anticipating getting out
of prison. But there is good reason to
think that what he had in mind was not
only his release from Roman imprisonment but more importantly his ultimate deliverance to Christ and vindication before God.
How do we know this? (1) Paul typically uses this term to mean salvation
in the sense of end-times vindication
before God. (2) He was confident that
he would be “saved” whether he lived
or died (Phil. 1:20). This would not be
true if he was thinking merely of getting out of prison. (3) The term “this” in
verse 19 refers to Paul’s adversity at
that time. Such adversity would have
no effect upon his deliverance from
prison, but it would impact his eternal
salvation. (4) Paul seems to allude here
to Job 13:13-18, where Job speaks of
eternal destiny.
Now this is very instructive for us
because we do not speak frequently of
salvation in these terms. We tend to
think that what happens in the material world has no bearing upon our spiritual salvation, so we have difficulty
connecting our present circumstances to our ultimate joy. But this is
not the way Scripture describes salvation.
“Salvation” in the Bible can be used
to refer to the entire work that God
does to take us from the state of sin
and condemnation to a state of glori-

fication with Him and everything in between. Salvation has past, present,
and future dynamics. Paul speaks
specifically about the aspect of salvation that theologians sometimes call
“perseverance.” This simply means
that God’s power will be at work in all
those who are truly born again so that
they will continue to follow Christ
throughout life.
Paul describes his salvation as
coming through the prayers of others
(Phil. 1:19). “But wait a minute!” you
might ask. “Do you mean that the
prayers of other people have something to do with my salvation?” Yes, in
the sense that God will work through
the prayers of others to see to it that
you faithfully follow Christ.
Do you remember Philippians 1:911? Paul prayed that the love of the
believers would abound more and
more in knowledge and discernment
so that they would approve what was
excellent in order to be blameless for
the day of Christ. Paul was praying for
them in the same way that he wanted
them to pray for him. In his present adversity, Paul needed their prayers to
help him remain true to Christ no matter what happened, and as he did remain true to Christ, this would turn out
for his salvation.
Just like Paul, you can rejoice in the
confidence of salvation as others pray
for you. What a joy it is to be partners
in the gospel with people who pray for
you! Why is it such a joy? Because you
know that God hears and answers
prayer on your behalf, and He will work
in answer to those prayers to bring you
more of Himself.
Closely connected with the prayers
of others is the supply of the Spirit.
Salvation will come through the supply of the Spirit. The way Paul states
this indicates that it is not merely the
help provided by the Spirit that he is
talking about. He is referring to the
supply of the Spirit Himself! God
gives Himself in the Person of the
Holy Spirit to accomplish our salvation. Our perseverance (and thus our

ultimate salvation) comes through the
ministry of the Spirit of Jesus Christ.
Is this not grounds for confident rejoicing?
You see, rejoicing in the confidence of your salvation is part of a
bigger picture, and it is very important that you grasp this bigger picture if you want to understand how
Paul had such joy. Rather than see
your present circumstances as random experiences outside of God’s
redemptive plan for your life, you
must understand them precisely as
fulfilling His purpose to honor Christ
by saving you through these circumstances. Here is a lesson for us: we
must make it our ambition that our
salvation will work for Christ’s honor
in all circumstances.
This ambition is the opposite of being ashamed. Notice how Paul’s value
system, which informed his notions of
honor and shame, was directed by his
love for Christ. To Paul, not being
ashamed was not the same thing as
his contemporaries would have
thought. They would have thought that
being imprisoned on behalf of a crucified Jew was embarrassing. But Paul
could see through all that. He could be
treated shamefully without being
ashamed, as long as Christ was honored. He knew that he would be vindicated by God no matter what the
world thought.
In the last part of Philippians 1:20,
Paul tells us the manner, time, place,
and means of honoring Christ. The
manner of honoring Christ is with all
boldness. For Paul, that meant honoring Him openly, plainly, and uncompromisingly in all that he said and did.
There was no hiding anything. This
kind of courage is a prerequisite for
your joyful ambition. The time of honoring Christ is now. The place of honoring Christ is in our body. Paul’s entire self was given as a living sacrifice
for Christ. The means of honoring
Christ is through life or death.
What a powerful statement! Can
you honestly take it upon your lips today? As you make it your ambition to
honor Christ in whatever circumstances, you will come to know a joy
that circumstances cannot take away.
GIVE YOUR LIFE AWAY IN
PURSUIT OF THAT AMBITION
The wonderful thing about this joyful ambition is that it can be fulfilled
whatever happens to you (Phil. 1:21SPRING QUARTER 2017

24). Paul said, “For to me to live is
Christ, and to die is gain.” If you live,
you can serve Christ. If you die, you
can be with Christ. It is a win-win situation.
You will know tremendous freedom
if you give your life away in this sense.
The worldly man who clutches at his
own happiness and clings to his selfish pleasures is a pitiful slave. His covetousness is a heavy, wet quilt on his
soul, suffocating in its incessant demands, smothering out his very life.
His fear of what might happen to the
things he holds dear drives him to distraction as he tries to protect himself
from harm. His anger flares when he
senses a threat to his comforts, and
his pride is constantly on the prowl for
approval.
The Word of God describes such
individuals in Philippians 3:19 as
those “whose end is destruction,
whose God is their belly, and whose
glory is in their shame, who mind
earthly things.” By contrast, when
your joyful ambition is to honor
Christ, you count “all things but loss
for the excellency of the knowledge
of Christ” (vs. 8). Since your contentment grows out of your life in Christ,
you are free to be generous with
earthly possessions. Since your confidence for the future is in God’s ultimate salvation, you are free to face
difficult circumstances with equanimity. Since your identity and security
are in Christ, you are free to be humble and to serve.
When you give away your life for the
honor of Christ, you will also be an inspiration to others to rejoice in Christ.
Living for Christ’s glory entails helping
others to glorify Him as well. Paul
wrote, “And having this confidence, I
know that I shall abide and continue
with you all for your furtherance and
joy of faith; that your rejoicing may be
more abundant in Jesus Christ” (Phil.
1:25-26). You will be able to help others progress and find joy in the faith.
Through you, others will boast or rejoice in Christ.
Do you see how Paul has come full
circle here? His life was all about
glorifying Jesus Christ. As he did so,
he lived for the ultimate good of others. This then produced more people
who were glorying in Jesus Christ!
This is the satisfied, confident, joyful
life.
During the time that I was working
on this sermon, the missionary and
author Elisabeth Elliot went to be

with the Lord. Her first husband, Jim,
is famous for saying, “He is no fool
who gives what he cannot keep to
gain that which he cannot lose,” and
he proved it by laying down his life in
1 9 5 6 t o re a c h t h e H u a o r a n i i n
Ecuador. Many were inspired to rejoice in Christ through his story as
told by Elisabeth in her book Through
Gates of Splendor. But Elisabeth
proved the same truth in a different
way.
Following Jim’s death, Elisabeth
happily gave herself to further mission
work in South America. Following her
return to the United States, she remarried, but her husband Addison
died of cancer after only four years of
marriage. Elisabeth accepted this trial
as a good gift from the Lord. Even the
affliction of dementia during the last
ten years of her life was to Elisabeth
something to peacefully receive from
the Lord.
Because of her joyful ambition to
honor Christ, Elisabeth became a
compassionate source of comfort to
thousands of other lives. She contributed to joy in the faith for countless believers. Christ was magnified
in her body both in life and death; to
her, to live was Christ and to die was
gain. She is one of innumerable witnesses since the time of Paul
who have demonstrated that giving
your life away in pursuit of the ambition to honor Christ is the pathway to
joy.
Paul’s life is a clear illustration of
Jesus’ words: “Whosoever will come
after me, let him deny himself, and
take up his cross, and follow me. For
whosoever will save his life shall lose
it; but whosoever shall lose his life for
my sake and the gospel’s, the same
shall save it” (Mark 8:34-35). The
seeming paradox of surrendering
your life to Christ is that what appears to take away all hope of happiness is the way to find true joy. Christ
takes away all those things you
thought were so important to your
happiness, and He fills you with joy
inexpressible!
What are you living for today? Are
you living for Christ’s glory and others’
good? If so, it will show when you can
rejoice in every circumstance. Furthermore, your joy will be an infectious joy,
bringing joy to others as it lifts them up
to live in the sunshine of the glory of
Jesus Christ. Give yourself entirely to
joy; give yourself for the glory of Christ
and the good of others. ★
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Biblical Snapshots of People Who Prayed
Updating Ezra’s Prayer and Confession
BY

S a priest and scribe of God, Ezra
realized that his countrymen
were not right with the Lord. Thus, in
the ten-verse prayer of Ezra 9:6-15, he
laid out a moving confession of the
specific sins of his people.

A

BACKGROUND
Ezra 1 through 2 records the return of
God’s chosen people from Babylonian
captivity under Zerubbabel in 538 B.C.
Ezra’s own return followed in 458 B.C.,
with the approval of Artaxerxes, king of
Persia. Some fifteen hundred males returned in this second migration (8:1-14),
while many remained behind, having
become satisfied with life in Babylon.
Ezra was well qualified to lead this expedition. He “had prepared his heart to
seek the law of the Lord, and to do it,
and to teach in Israel statutes and judgments” (7:10). Artaxerxes addressed his
decree to “Ezra the priest, a scribe of
the law of the God of heaven” (vs. 12).
The decree invited Ezra’s people,
priests, and Levites to accompany him
to Jerusalem—all who wished to go “of
their own freewill” (vs. 13).
EZRA’S PRAYER AND
CONFESSION
In Jerusalem, Ezra was soon astonished to hear that God’s law was being broken by both the rulers and the
people, who were brazenly intermarrying with the heathen (Ezra 9:1-2). Appalled, he tore his clothing, plucked
hair from his head and beard, and sat
down until the evening sacrifice, at
which time he fell to his knees and lifted his hands to the Lord God (vss. 3,
5). Charles Spurgeon once wrote, “He
begins well who begins with prayer.”
Taking upon himself the sins of his
people, Ezra told God that he was
ashamed of the iniquities and trespasses of Israel that had surely risen
to heaven. In the past they had been
delivered into enemy hands. They had
endured death, captivity, exploitation,
and utter disgrace (vs. 7). Acknowledging the grace and mercy that God
had shown “to leave us a remnant to
escape, . . . and give us a little reviving
in our bondage” (vs. 8), Ezra showed
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appreciation that God would allow
them to rebuild the temple and had
provided them with a wall of protection. His people had forsaken God’s
commandments and had made their
land unclean “with their abominations” (vs. 11).
God had told His people not to give
their daughters to the sons of the heathen or to take pagan daughters for
their sons. They were not to make
peace with the enemy; instead, they
were to remain strong and leave the
land for their children forever.
Ezra confessed that their iniquities
deserved even more severe punishment and that God had given them
merciful deliverance. He then prayed,
“Should we again break thy commandments, and join in affinity with
the people of these abominations?”
(vs. 14). Would God not be angry and
destroy them completely, leaving no
remnant? Ezra closed his prayer and
confession declaring the righteousness of God, before which His people
stood exposed in their trespasses—in
other words, guilty and at His mercy.
The response to Ezra’s prayer and
confession was encouraging. A large
crowd had gathered by its end, and
these people joined in his weeping
(Ezra 10:1). One man, Shechaniah,
openly admitted the nation’s transgression and suggested they make a
covenant to put away their heathen
wives as well as the children born to
them (vss. 2-3). In due time, with almost total agreement among those
guilty of disobeying God’s law, this
was accomplished.
James 5:16 reminds us, “The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man
availeth much.” William McDonald
comments, “The sorrow created by
the disruption of these families must
be weighed against the importance of
maintaining the solidarity of the nation
destined to produce the Messiah” (Believer’s Bible Commentary, Nelson).
APPLICATION FOR TODAY
It is easy to dismiss the Israelites as
a very foolish and backward people
who showed no appreciation for all

that God had done for them. After all,
they followed the baleful example of
the heathen people they were directed
to destroy, intermingling with them
and joining in their false worship. They
forgot the Lord their God.
Dare we make an application to
America today of Ezra’s burden and
confession? A generation ago, evangelist Lester Roloff stated that we
were the weakest generation of Christians ever. Many agreed with him.
What about today? It has been contended that each generation of Christians in the West seemingly becomes
weaker than their forebears. The world
has too much influence on Christians.
Certainly great damage has been
caused by believers intermarrying with
unbelievers. New Testament instruction
is clear: “Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: . . . Come out
from among them, and be ye separate,
saith the Lord” (II Cor. 6:14, 17). God has
even made a promise to the obedient in
verses 17-18: “I will receive you, and will
be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my
sons and daughters, saith the Lord
Almighty.” Those who have disobeyed
this command of the Lord have often
been sadly disappointed in marriage.
We have been abundantly blessed in
America in every conceivable way,
even to the envy of other nations.
God’s Word is in nearly every home,
and we have a national Constitution
that God has honored. But recent generations of our people have become
ever more secular, unspiritual, and ungrateful. We have gravely forsaken
God as a nation in the slaughter of innocent babies. We have fostered homosexuality, indoctrinated our children
with false evolutionary teaching, and
allowed illegal criminal elements to infiltrate our borders. We have amassed
unimaginable personal and governmental debt, condoned idolatry and lying in every area, and even allowed
governmental appointees to redefine
the God-given institution of marriage.
Biblical Christianity is being cast aside,
and a culture of death is being gradually accepted, legitimized, and taught.
(Continued on page 24)

The Life and Times of Jesus
Jesus’ Earthly Home
BY

PAUL R. BAWDEN

ESUS CHRIST is a unique individual. He had a heavenly home as
God the Father’s eternal Son before
becoming incarnate. He then had an
earthly home where He lived when He
took on human flesh as the God-Man,
the son of Mary, with Joseph as His
earthly father.
After living on earth for about thirtythree years and after showing the
world the exact representation of the
Father on earth, He accomplished His
ultimate purpose by going to the
Cross to die as the payment for the
penalty that humanity incurred by
breaking God’s law. That penalty is
death (Rom. 6:23). Jesus Christ died,
was buried, and conquered the grave
bodily to win forgiveness and eternal
life for anyone who would believe in
Him as Lord and Saviour (10:9-13).
Having accomplished His mission
on earth, Jesus returned to His heavenly home in a resurrected body,
where He is seated at the right hand of
His Heavenly Father today, offering
His salvation to all, making intercession for all believers, preparing His
home for believers after this life, while
waiting for God’s timing to return and
take His church to Himself, in addition
to eventually bringing His plan to
fruition for believers and unbelievers.
Believers from all times will live with
Jesus in His heavenly home forever.
With regard to the time that Jesus
lived and grew up on earth, it would be
interesting to pursue the question,
“What was Jesus’ earthly home like?”
We do not know much about Jesus’ early years. Luke’s Gospel, though, gives us
a description about Jesus’ life during His
years of living in the earthly home of
Joseph and Mary: “And the child grew,
and waxed strong in spirit, filled with
wisdom: and the grace of God was upon
him” (2:40). Luke 2:52 further states that
“Jesus increased in wisdom and stature,
and in favour with God and man.”
These verses provide us with some
information regarding the developmental years of Jesus in His earthly
home. As Jesus grew as a child, He
became “strong in spirit” (Luke 2:40),
that is, He became mighty in His spir-
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itual life, which could refer to His mind,
His emotions, and His will. Jesus was
“filled with wisdom” and “increased in
wisdom.” The word “wisdom” tells us
that Jesus gained godly knowledge
and learned to put it to use in the daily routine of life. Jesus also “increased
in . . . stature,” that is, He grew from
being a boy to becoming a man.
Finally, Luke 2:40 tells us, “And the
grace of God was upon him,” and He
increased “in favour with God and
man” (vs. 52). These words tell us that
Jesus’ Heavenly Father was pleased
with the way His Son was growing
spiritually and physically (cf. 3:22). Jesus’ development was ideal before
God, Joseph and Mary, and the community in which He lived. From childhood to adulthood, Jesus developed
perfectly in His physical, intellectual,
volitional, and spiritual life. His personality was well-rounded, encouraged by a devout and happy home life.
Those points about Jesus could lead
to a second question to pursue: “What
were the ingredients that made Jesus’
earthly home such a healthy environment?” I offer the following suggestions.
It appears the Lord God was given
first place in Joseph and Mary’s home.
From the time Jesus was born, a spiritual atmosphere surrounded His life as
a Jewish child. Jesus was circumcised
on the eighth day and was later taken
to the temple to be presented to the
Lord (Luke 2:21-22). The act of circumcision identified Jesus as being under
the covenant God made with Abraham.
As Jesus grew, He was exposed to
the Old Testament Scriptures. The
words of Deuteronomy 6:6-9 would
have been carried out in the home of Jesus. Mary would have told Him the colorful stories of Adam and Eve, Abraham, Moses, Joshua, Samuel, David,
and the prophets. He would have participated in the private and united
prayers of the family plus the various religious festivities of the weekly Sabbath
and the annual feasts (Lev. 23).
With the Old Testament Scriptures being followed by His God-fearing parents,
it is obvious that God the Father had first
place in Jesus’ earthly home. This would

have certainly contributed to Jesus’ becoming “strong in spirit” (Luke 2:40).
Joseph and Mary followed God’s direction for their lives, and Jesus developed a healthy life spiritually and physically in that environment. That the
couple’s relationship was based on
God’s direction was evident before they
arrived back in Nazareth with Jesus. Together they followed the Lord’s directions—first to flee to Egypt and then to
return to Israel (cf. Matt. 2:13-23). Keep
in mind that the angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph and gave him the instructions. Joseph was considered the
head of the family and the one responsible for what happened therein. Mary
complied with the instructions given.
Joseph was a carpenter (Matt.
13:55). As Jesus grew older, He would
have been taught Joseph’s trade, as
was customary in Jewish homes (cf.
Mark 6:3). Joseph and Jesus would
have spent time together to talk and
build a relationship. Through Joseph’s
spiritual leadership in the home, Jesus
would have had an excellent opportunity to observe the teachings of God at
work in Joseph’s life.
Mary also would have spent much
time with Jesus, particularly in His early years. Jesus would have been at her
side as she went about her daily
household chores of cleaning, sewing,
and cooking. He would have accompanied her to the market in Nazareth.
In her spare moments, she would have
told Jesus the exciting and marvelous
accounts of God’s miraculous acts in
Israel’s history. She would have built a
strong relationship with her son.
As Jesus matured to adulthood, He
would have been exposed daily to the
harmonious relationship between
Joseph and Mary. The spiritual health
and harmony of their marriage must
have contributed to Jesus’ development.
Jesus learned obedience as He matured to adulthood in His earthly home.
Scripture tells us that Jesus was subject,
or obedient, to Joseph and Mary (Luke
2:51). Although He was still God, Jesus
obeyed them. Why? Jesus obeyed the
fifth commandment—to honor one’s father and mother (Exod. 20:12). Even as
a child, He did not sin in any way.
Learning obedience as a child was
preparation for Jesus to submit to
earthly authority in His adult life (cf.
Mark 12:17). Furthermore, submitting
to Joseph and Mary foreshadowed
Jesus’ submission to His Heavenly
(Continued on page 33)
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Meditations in Psalms
Psalm 46
BY

GEORGE A. DOWNES

HE focus of Psalm 46 is to give assurance that God is in control over
everything. Nothing can hinder God’s
personal presence in our times of need,
no matter what may threaten us.
At the time when the psalms were
written, threats of foreign invasion
would have always been present in the
hearts of many. Yet there were, and always will be, threats of another kind:
hunger, thirst, lack of shelter, or other
basic needs that come to all of us. In
verse 1, we are given assurance that
God is a “present help.” He is not far
away. God knows and cares about
what we need (Matt. 6:32). We can trust
Him to meet all our needs (Phil. 4:19).
Psalm 46:2-3 points out that no
matter what may threaten us, God will
always be there to cover us with His
mantle of love and protection. Even if
an earthquake levels mountains or
floods wipe everything away, God is
always present.
The refreshment and protection that
the Lord, our anchor of hope, provides
is addressed next (Ps. 46:4-5). The waters that come will be refreshing and will
quench our thirst, not only physically
but spiritually. The reason for this is that
“God is in the midst of her.” Jesus confirmed this in Matthew 5:6, “Blessed are
they which do hunger and thirst after
righteousness: for they shall be filled.”
A contrast is shown in Psalm 46:6-7
between those who are anchored in the
promises of God and those who are
caught up in the instability of evil. “The
heathen raged” in anguish because of
the terrible wars all around them. Only
faith in God can bring complete victory
over all of life’s pain. Jeremiah 33:3 exhorts, “Call unto me, and I will answer
thee, and shew thee great and mighty
things, which thou knowest not.”
“The Lord of hosts is with us,” our
text continues. The description of God
as “the Lord of hosts” shows God as
the Commander in chief of His army,
and He will lead His army to victory,
not defeat.
The psalmist spends the rest of
Psalm 46 on a positive note, encourag-
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ing us to consider the almighty power
of God. In verse 8, he tells us to just look
and see the evidence of all that God has
done. Time and again, He rescued Israel from foreign armies by miraculous
intervention. How could the people of
Israel ever forget their enslavement by
Pharaoh in Egypt and how God brought
destruction to Egypt’s army?
The positive work of God in bringing
victory to His people in times of war is
emphasized in Psalm 46:9. He destroys
the weapons of His enemies so that
they can no longer hold any threat.
God’s mission remains unchanged.
His goal is to bring back the peace that
man once enjoyed in the Garden of
Eden. Jesus affirms that God’s goal
will never change, and His coming was
to restore God’s peace to mankind.
John 16:33 states, “These things I
have spoken unto you, that in me ye
might have peace. In the world ye shall
have tribulation: but be of good cheer;
I have overcome the world.”
God will show the evils of war and produce universal peace (“He maketh wars
to cease”). We read about God’s objective for peace in Isaiah 2:4, “And he shall
judge among the nations, and shall rebuke many people: and they shall beat
their swords into plowshares, and their
spears into pruninghooks: nation shall
not lift up sword against nation, neither
shall they learn war any more.”
Psalm 46:10 gets to the heart of the
matter: God is God, and no one else
can ever take His place or usurp His
authority. This is the issue that has divided God and man ever since Lucifer
challenged God (cf. Isa. 14). This is affirmed by God in the very first commandment. Exodus 20:3 commands,
“Thou shalt have no other gods before
me.”
The conflict of all time is rooted in
this very issue: Who will the people
worship and turn to? Who will they
trust for deliverance?
After the great deliverance of God’s
people from being slaves in Egypt for
over four hundred years, many of them
would have turned back for just the

taste of leeks and garlic—“We remember the fish, which we did eat in Egypt
freely; the cucumbers, and the melons,
and the leeks, and the onions, and the
garlick: but now our soul is dried away:
there is nothing at all, beside this manna, before our eyes” (Num. 11:5).
How many today are doing the
same thing—rejecting the love of God
for things that have no eternal value?
“For what is a man profited, if he shall
gain the whole world, and lose his own
soul? or what shall a man give in exchange for his soul?” (Matt. 16:26).
The final assurance is in the last verse
of Psalm 46: “The Lord of hosts is with
us; the God of Jacob is our refuge.” God
has never changed. His promises will
last forever. The verb used is in the present tense. It does not say “will be” but
“is,” meaning now and forever. Hebrews
13:8 states, “Jesus Christ the same
yesterday, and to day, and for ever.”
Faith is the key to claim all the promises of God. “But without faith it is impossible to please him: for he that
cometh to God must believe that he is,
and that he is a rewarder of them that
diligently seek him” (Heb. 11:6).
God has shown to all people of all
ages that He is God and there will never be anyone that can successfully challenge His authority. His Word will stand
forever. “All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness” (II Tim. 3:16).
The whole Bible speaks of the authority of God’s Word, and nothing will ever
change that. To God be all the glory! ★

Updating Ezra’s Prayer
and Confession
(Continued from page 22)

What should be the Christian response to these outrages? Should not
Ezra’s astonishment apply to us today?
It is certainly true that we should see the
urgent need for awakening, fervent
prayer, fasting, repentance, and revival.
American pastors who preach the
gospel message to the saving of souls
must also challenge folks to be active,
true disciples. We must be more than
“average” Christians. As II Chronicles
7:14 reminds us, heartfelt prayer and
fasting may yet save our nation from
God’s judgment. ★

Bible Bookmark
What Must I Do?
BY

PHIL STAMM

Q. What do I have to do to be
saved? What happens, and how will I
know that I am saved?
A. The book of Acts in the Bible
records an event in the lives of two missionaries of the gospel, Paul and Silas.
They had been traveling, telling people
how to be saved through Jesus Christ.
They were arrested for their efforts. As
they sat in a Philippian jail waiting to
meet the local magistrate, God caused
an earthquake to throw open the prison
doors. The jailer, in fear for his life, cried
out to Paul and Silas, “Sirs, what must I
do to be saved?” (16:30). Paul replied,
“Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and
thou shalt be saved” (vs. 31).
So many people, like the prison
guard, ask that same question. The
answer is in Jesus Christ—“For the
grace of God that bringeth salvation
hath appeared to all men” (Titus 2:11).
The Greek word for “appeared” could
be translated “to become clearly
known.” God’s grace was made obvious when His Son gave His life as
mankind’s sacrifice to meet the requirements of the law.
Paul taught the Ephesians, “For by
grace are ye saved through faith; and
that not of yourselves: it is the gift of
God: not of works, lest any man
should boast” (Eph. 2:8-9). Grace is
completely free and is appropriated

through an act of faith. Faith is the
process that occurs the moment a
person consciously accepts the grace
of God and commits himself to Him.
This includes a natural progression of
actions that take place in the heart and
mind of the person involved.
Salvation is a wonderful gift to undeserving sinners, who lack both the
ability and the will to obtain it for themselves. However, the recipient of
God’s grace will respond in three distinct ways. These responses are not
conditions for salvation; they are results of salvation. Together, they are
the natural response of the person
whom God has touched.
First, the person will intellectually
acknowledge the truths of the gospel
message—specifically, that he is a
sinner, hopeless and helpless when
measured according to his own
strength. He must realize that the
enormity of his sin prohibits any type
of relationship with God and then understand that Jesus Christ gave up His
life to pay for each and every one of his
sins—past, present, and future. He
recognizes that Christ’s resurrection
was God’s confirmation that Jesus’
death was sufficient (cf. Rom. 10:13).
The Holy Spirit reveals to sinners that
they stand before a holy and righteous
God: “And when he [the Holy Spirit] is

come, he will reprove the world of sin,
and of righteousness, and of judgment” (John 16:8).
Second, the recipient of God’s
grace will inwardly sense the magnitude of what has transpired in his life.
“The Spirit itself beareth witness with
our spirit, that we are the children of
God” (Rom. 8:16). As the Holy Spirit of
God becomes part of a person’s life,
the spirit of the individual responds,
often with a sense of great joy and
thanksgiving. While emotion alone can
be an unreliable indicator of spiritual
transformation, it is nonetheless an integral part of the human experience.
Scripture is filled with instances of
emotional responses to the new birth
(cf. Luke 19:5-9; Acts 22:7-15).
Third, the person will respond to
God’s grace with an overwhelming desire to serve the Lord who saved him
from his desperate condition. This is
an act of a transformed will. The indwelling Holy Spirit reorients a new
believer’s desires and interests. He no
longer desires to please self but to
serve Jesus. There is a basic change
in your personality and purpose for living. Your mind, your heart, and your
will are all transformed and renewed
by the Holy Spirit. “Therefore if any
man be in Christ, he is a new creature:
old things are passed away; behold, all
things are become new” (II Cor.
5:17). ★
If you have a Bible question that
you would like us to answer, please
send it to: Bible Bookmark, Union
Gospel Press, P.O. Box 6059, Cleveland, Ohio 44101, or e-mail us at
theoed@uniongospelpress.com
(subject line: Bible Bookmark).

All the Way
Lord, I will follow Thee today;
I’ll follow Thee o’er rugged way;
I’ll follow Thee, Lord, if I may,
E’en unto death.

I’ll follow Thee through shaded glen;
I’ll follow Thee o’er moor and fen;
I’ll follow now, and even when
Night closes in.
SPRING QUARTER 2017

I’ll follow Thee through cloud and sun;
I’ll follow till each day is done;
I’ll follow till the vict’ry’s won
O’er death and tomb.

I’ll follow Thee through tears and grief;
I’ll follow when my rest is brief;
I’ll follow till death brings relief,
And I am Home. ★
—Mabel Glenn Haldeman.
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Testimonies of Faith
Content and Serving
Wherever God Leads
BY

LORELLA ROUSTER

was a huge mistake). Their
hearts and minds were set.
Relying on God’s faithfulness, they were committed
to long-term ministry in the
DR Congo.
Those plans were quickly interrupted. After they
had been in the DR Congo
for only three months, a rebellion started that brought
much trouble, especially to
the easter n part of the
country where they were
serving. Life became very
dangerous there.
After only five months in
the land where they had intended to serve for the rest
of their lives, they were
forced to evacuate, leaving
behind all their carefully prepared supplies. This was a
huge jolt them—something
they did not understand and
had never anticipated.
Fleeing to neighboring
Mark, Stacy, Janae, and Adelynn Luckey
Kenya, the missionaries
were put up by their mission
E’LL stay here until we retire,” for a month at the Rift Valley Academy.
Mark and Stacy Luckey said This was possible because the stuwhen they first went to the Democrat- dents were on break and the Academy
ic Republic of the Congo. It was not a was unoccupied at the time. The Luckhasty decision. They had been prayer- ey family was glad to be safe and tofully considering overseas missions gether, but every day they thought
work for about ten years.
about going back to the DR Congo and
At last, the timing seemed right. As getting on with the work to which they
they sought God about this, He brought were sure God had called them.
to their attention Paul’s assurance to the
They found themselves doing a lot of
Thessalonians, “Faithful is he that calleth crying out to God and empathizing
you, who also will do it” (I Thess. 5:24). with David’s heart cries to God in many
They had no idea how their understand- of the psalms. How could God allow
ing of that verse would be tested and this? He knew their plans and their
commitment. They had tried to formustretched in the subsequent years.
They were accepted with Africa In- late those plans while seeking His
land Mission, arriving in the DR Congo guidance. Why the waste of time and
in July 1996, where Mark planned to effort in preparing for the DR Congo
teach at Rethy Academy. Their four chil- unless God intended for them to stay
dren accompanied them. They had there and complete their ministry?
Finally, God spoke to their hearts.
spent over a year raising a support team
and getting ready. They brought with They were surprised at His response
them nearly one hundred boxes of per- to their pleas. “I didn’t call you to serve
sonal supplies (which they later realized in the DR Congo,” He seemed to say.
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But they had so diligently sought His
leading, and they had been sure they
felt His call. It was hard for them to
comprehend.
Then God gave them more of an explanation. They sensed that He was
saying, “I just called you to serve Me.”
They knew that was it! The place where
they served was not critically important. It did not have to be the DR Congo. “OK, Lord, we will accept Your will,”
the Luckeys prayed, although they still
did not completely understand.
When school started again at Rift
Valley Academy, the family moved to a
location near Nairobi, trying to decide
what to do while they were waiting to
see if the door would open again to enable them to go back to the DR Congo.
After another two months in that location, the couple agreed to become
dorm parents at a small Christian
boarding school in Nassa, Tanzania.
During their time there, they gradually came to the realization that they were
not going back to the DR Congo. The
realization was difficult, but by this time
God was helping them to see that the
place of service was much less important than the fact that God had called
them to serve Him. Gradually, God
helped them to become content. They
served in Tanzania for a year and a half.
In the summer of 1998, they realized
that they needed to raise additional
support. They went back to the United States, uncertain how God was
leading them as far as future service
was concerned.
A year later, they believed that God
was leading them to Heritage International School in Kampala, Uganda.
Like Rethy Academy, where they had
originally intended to serve, this
school caters to children of the missionary community, with about 15 percent of the students being Ugandan
and a smaller percentage being children of Westerners.
Mark realized that the school provided a vital service—enabling missionaries to stay on their posts without concern for the education of their children.
He worked at developing stability and
consistency in the school leadership.
He helped to develop more positive relationships with the Ugandan staff, and
he created a system of supervision and
professional development for teachers. The school doubled in size during
his tenure. It was a satisfying ministry.
The family made many friends and
greatly enjoyed living in Uganda. They
served there for five years. Also while

they were there, God led them to add
to their family by adopting two Ugandan daughters—Janae and Adelynn.
The girls brought a new dimension of
joy to their family.
The whole family was happy in Uganda, but in 2004, they believed that God
was leading them to leave. They
thought they had to leave because of
administrative tensions, but they hated
leaving any ministry for such a reason.
Yet God seemed to be pointing that
way. Once again the couple struggled to
remember that regardless of where they
were, God was still faithful.
God led them next to a school in North
Africa that catered to Muslim students.
This was a great opportunity to shine the
light of the gospel in a dark place. It was
a very difficult job. Staff losses meant
Mark had to double up on his duties and
carry a huge load, but he liked the school
and staff. Stacy found life there harder,
isolated with few friends and surrounded by a society that devalued and greatly restricted women.
After four years there, their biological children were beginning to start
college. It became clear to them that
they needed to be stateside with their
children during that time.
After so many years of overseas
ministry, this was a challenging adjustment for Mark; however, God kept
working with him, teaching him contentment and helping him to realize
that God, in His faithfulness, could use
Mark wherever He put him.
The arrangement was good for the
family. Mark took a job as principal at
a Christian high school in a small town
in Michigan. Unlikely as it seems,
three of their four biological children
found Christian spouses there in that
small town. During those years, Mark
sometimes yearned to go back overseas, but he had to keep reminding
himself of what God had taught him
over the years about contentment.
By 2011, the older children were happily married. Mark and Stacy felt God
calling them to go back overseas. They
were attracted to a project sponsored by
Every Child Ministries, were accepted as
missionaries to Uganda, and once again
raised funds for missionary service.
After arriving in Uganda, it became
clear that God was leading them to
something different than the project
with which they had planned to help.
But they wondered what it was.
Mark discussed the issue with an
African pastor friend, George Mpande.
The pastor knew of Mark’s burden for
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and experience in Christian education.
He took them out to the village of
Naigobya in eastern Uganda. The
church-run school there needed a lot
of help. As the Luckeys prayed about
it, they realized it was an excellent fit
for them.
They began a project called Afayo,
which means “He cares” in the Ugandan Lusoga language. This ministry
became the one in which the Luckeys
believed they were most used by God
of all their ministries up to that point.
Mark was able to train teachers to instruct from a Christian perspective in
all classes, not just in Bible classes.
This was a new concept that the teachers had never before considered. It
was a blessing to see this church-related school become a Christian
school in every sense, putting Christ
first and seeking to follow Him in every
aspect of the educational experience.
Through men’s Bible studies, Mark
also began to see great spiritual
growth in many of the men. It was very
encouraging to see fathers getting into
God’s Word and leading their families
in the same direction. The mission,
Every Child Ministries, was thrilled
with both of these directions. What
better ways to help children?
Stacy, leading Bible studies with the
women, also saw growth in many of
them. She was encouraged to see
mothers beginning to counsel their
children in the light of God’s truth.
The Afayo project added other aspects of ministry and soon developed
into a community-wide program having a huge impact on many lives. As
the Luckeys got to know people, several other families and individuals were
attracted to and decided to serve with
the Afayo Project. The project was going very well, and they were enjoying
living in Uganda once again. Everyone
was happy and satisfied.
Then some family medical issues
arose that necessitated that the Luckeys
once again return to the States. At about
the same time, Every Child Ministries
was looking for an International Director.
The organization was pleased with
Mark’s leadership ability on the Afayo
Project and with his recruiting skills.
He was asked whether he would consider serving as the International Director. Mark knew right away that the position was in line with his spiritual gifts, but
he struggled with leaving the Afayo Project when it seemed as if God was evidently using them in the project.
After much prayer and discussion

with Stacy, Mark took the position on
January 1, 2015. Now he is able to
meet his family’s needs in the United
States, serve the cause of world missions, and recruit others.
He can make several overseas trips
each year, including to Uganda, where
he formerly served the longest, and to
the DR Congo, where the family originally intended to serve the rest of their
working lives. He advises and gives direction to numerous projects in those
countries as well as in others.
The breadth of the Luckeys’ intercultural experience is a plus to the
mission as it serves in several African
countries with hopes of eventually expanding into others. The family’s stability in the midst of changes, setbacks, and disappointments adds
another strength to their leadership.
When the Luckeys began missionary service back in 1996, they had no
idea God was going to lead them to
four different African countries and to
eventual service based in the United
States, although with an Africa-centric
focus. Gradually the Luckeys have
taken to heart the words of the Apostle Paul: “In whatsoever state I am,
therewith to be content” (Phil. 4:11).
Paul too may have struggled in his
earlier Christian experience to be content where God put him, for he said
not that he was automatically content
but that he had learned to be content.
Having learned this important lesson,
he wrote to one of his sons in the faith
that “godliness with contentment is
great gain” (I Tim. 6:6).
The Luckeys agree with Paul. God’s
plans may not be the same as ours,
even when we are desperately seeking
to follow His will. We may face many
changes, disappointments, and
seeming setbacks as we seek to follow His leading.
The Luckeys are content where they
are now and wherever God places
them in the future, realizing that God
can and will use them anywhere—
wherever He leads. He called them to
service, and He is always faithful.
“Faithful is he that calleth you, who
also will do it” (I Thess. 5:24). That
verse sustained them through many
changes, and it seems more applicable and reassuring now than ever.
Their missionary assignments and locations of service have changed, yet His
faithfulness remains steadfast. What a
great assurance amid the changes of
life! It enables the Luckeys to be content
serving wherever God leads. ★
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Martin Luther
BY

AP, tap, tap! Tap, tap! This was the
sound that would change the history of the world. As the bells of the Castle Church at Wittenberg, Germany,
rang, a thin monk made his way through
the gathering crowd of worshippers to
nail a paper containing ninety-five theses onto the church door. This act
sparked a fire that, five hundred years
later, is still felt in the world today.
Who was this man? How could he be
brave enough to challenge the authority of the churchmen of his time? What
would be the effects of his action?
Would the church leaders listen to his
concerns?
Let us look at the life of Martin
Luther, professor of Sacred Theology
at Wittenberg University. Born to a
poor peasant family on November 10, 1483, in Eisleben, Germany,
Martin brought great joy to his parents.
His father, Hans Luther, was a miner
who struggled financially to provide
for his growing family. His mother,
Margarethe, also worked hard to provide for their seven children.
When Martin was one day old, his
proud father took him to St. Peter’s
Church and dedicated him to God.
Named in honor of St. Martin of Tours,
he was baptized by the priest. Thus
began the training of this child. When
Hans returned home, he handed the
child to his mother and said, “Here,
Margaret, take our Martin and care for
him. And pray that no evil will come to
him. For who knows what plans God
has for him?” (Nohl, Luther: Biography
of a Reformer, Concordia).
Martin’s parents were devout in their
faith and regularly attended Mass.
Even at home, they prayed with their
children and taught them to fear God.
Many times his father would kneel by
Martin’s bed and ask God to help his
boy to remember His name and one
day to spread the truth.
Sadly, neither Martin’s home training nor his education helped him to
find Jesus Christ as a loving and forgiving Saviour. Instead, “he thought of
Jesus as a severe judge, kept from
punishing Christians only by His mother Mary and by John the Baptist”
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(Nohl). This concept of God hindered
him from coming to a sincere knowledge of truth. The question that eluded him was how could he find peace.
As a young man, Luther debated what
he should do with his life. He had been
studying law at the university, which
pleased his father immensely. However,
he felt driven to find the answer to the
question that nagged at his mind.
The decision on what to do with his life
was made while walking home through a
thunderstorm. Luther was so frightened
by a nearby bolt of lightning that he cried
out to Saint Anne to save him. Right
there, he promised to become a monk.
At the cloister of St. Augustine,
Luther put his all into his search for
meaning. He determined to be true to
his vows and spent many hours alone
in his room praying, reading, and meditating. Seven times a day he worshipped in the monastery chapel. He
cleaned and repaired monastery
buildings. His heart became peaceful
until he once again realized his sinfulness. His search was unending.
Luther became a priest and went on to
teach Bible at Wittenberg University. The
leader of his cloister, Johann Staupitz,
believed that Luther was fully capable for
this task. In spite of all Luther’s efforts,
however, he began to doubt that God
was pleased with him. He began to fast
for days, beat himself in penance, and
spend nights in soul-searching prayer.
Once, he was sent to Rome to represent his order. Maybe here, he
thought, he could find peace. Rome
was the seat of Christianity, but in it he
found hurried and insincere worship.
Relics, thought to be the chain of St.
Peter or hair from the Virgin Mary, were
venerated. Once, on his knees, he
climbed the twenty-eight steps that
Jesus walked upon when He was tried
before Pilate. Martin returned more
disillusioned than ever.
Upon arriving home, Luther continued his austere lifestyle. He would confess and seek counsel from Staupitz. Finally, in desperation, his mentor told him
to read the Bible and pray. Following
this good advice, Luther began serious
study of God’s Word. From the Psalms

he began to understand that God really
did love him. From the book of Romans
he realized that “the just shall live by
faith” (1:17). Justification before God
was an issue of faith, not works. Luther
believed from his heart and at some
point experienced the new birth that Jesus spoke about in John 3:3.
The preaching and teaching of Martin
Luther was different now. In his heart
and mind, he had “the peace of God,
which passeth all understanding” (Phil.
4:7). Others soon came to the same understanding and experience.
The more Luther studied the Bible, the
more he realized that the church was
filled with corruption and that the Bible
alone could be trusted. For example, a
man by the name of Tetzel was sent by
Archbishop Albert to sell indulgences.
Whoever bought these was said to be
given complete forgiveness of sins,
making repentance unnecessary. Luther
knew this was wrong. He decided to
make a public protest and issued a challenge to debate. On October 31, 1517,
he nailed his Ninety-Five Theses to the
door of Wittenberg’s Castle Church.
Through a series of debates, Luther
came to the conclusion that there
must be a separation from Rome. The
Bible, not the church, was to be the final authority. Finally, in April of 1521,
he was summoned to an imperial diet
(assembly) at Worms to defend his
views. He stood before the emperor,
the princes, and many of the clergy.
Crowds waited outside to see what
would happen. John Eck, representing
Rome, challenged Luther to recant his
teachings. Finally, Luther replied, “Unless I am convinced by the teachings
of Holy Scripture or by sound reasoning . . . I cannot and will not recant anything, for to go against conscience is
neither safe nor right. Here I stand.
God help me! Amen” (Nohl).
Following this, Luther was condemned by the assembly. It could
have meant his death at their hands.
However, God had other plans. He
was kidnapped by friends and placed
in hiding. Many came to his aid, and
soon much of Germany followed in the
steps of the Reformation. ★

God Can Make a Way
BY

N every stressful situation, our sovereign Lord can make a way for us.
His unchanging Word provides light
for our path. Also, God uses events to
teach us, events that can include the
experiences of others.
God allows crisis moments to challenge our faith or to expose any unbelief. The world, the flesh, and the devil ever seek to destroy, but through the
blood of the Lamb, we can overcome!
The theme of this article is God’s faithfulness in the life of Moses. The book of
Exodus contains Moses’ biography. By
God’s grace a “nobody” became a
“somebody.” Born to Hebrew slaves in
Egypt, Moses faced death as an infant.
The cruel, wicked Pharaoh had decreed
that all Jewish male babies be drowned.
But God gave Moses’ godly, brave
mother a plan to save her baby. She
wove a basket of bulrushes and made
it waterproof. Then she placed her
dear child within and took him down to
the riverbank. The timing was perfect.
Pharaoh’s daughter came to bathe,
spied the basket in the water, and perhaps heard the tiny, helpless infant
crying. She rescued him and unknowingly hired his mother as nursemaid.
The princess named her adopted son
Moses.
He became learned in all the wisdom of Egypt. At age forty, “by faith
Moses . . . refused to be called the son
of Pharaoh’s daughter; [he chose]
rather to suffer affliction with the people of God, than to enjoy the pleasures
of sin for a season” (Heb. 11:24-25).
One day Moses saw an Egyptian attacking a Hebrew. While defending the
victim, he killed the offender. To escape the king’s wrath, he fled to the
land of Midian. There he married.
The next forty years Moses herded his
father-in-law’s sheep. It was a lowly occupation for someone highly educated.
The backside of the desert can be
very peaceful, but it can hold hidden
dangers. The scorching sun, sandstorms, and flash floods can threaten.
Also, wild beats, scorpions, and poisonous snakes can be unwelcome visitors. But imminent peril can teach trust
in the Lord. Moses was being trained to
become the undershepherd of his people, the Jews, in the wilderness.
A life-changing event came when the
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angel of the Lord appeared to Moses in
a flame of fire from the midst of a bush.
Moses turned aside to behold this wonder. He heard a voice call his name.
Standing on holy ground, Moses was
instructed to remove his sandals, and
he hid his face from God’s glory.
The Lord spoke: “I have surely seen
the affliction of my people . . . and have
heard their cry . . . I know their sorrows;
and I am come down to deliver them
out of the hand of the Egyptians, and
to bring them . . . unto a good land . . .
the place of the Canaanites, . . . Come
now therefore, and I will send thee
unto Pharaoh, that thou mayest bring
forth my people the children of Israel
out of Egypt” (Exod. 3:7-8, 10).
A reluctant Moses asked why he
was chosen to do such a thing. God
gave him a special promise: “Certainly I will be with thee” (Exod. 3:12). The
great “I AM THAT I AM” (vs. 14) would
become his all in all.
The eighty-year old shepherd continued to make excuses: “O my Lord, I am
not eloquent, . . . I am slow of speech”
(Exod. 4:10). To this God replied, “I will
be with thy mouth, and teach thee what
thou shalt say” (vs. 12). After further argument by Moses, God allowed his
brother, Aaron, to be his spokesman.
Moses reunited with Aaron, and they
returned to Egypt. Meeting with the
Jewish elders, they relayed God’s
promise to free them from slavery and
to give them the land of Canaan. They
also performed miraculous signs in response to which the Israelites believed,
bowed their heads, and worshipped.
How different was the Lord’s message to Pharaoh! His stern command
was, “Let my people go” (Exod. 5:1).
Scornfully, the proud leader responded,
“Who is the Lord, that I should obey his
voice to let Israel go? I know not the
Lord, neither will I let Israel go” (vs. 2).
Thereafter, God punished Egypt
with ten separate plagues, but in each
one God’s people were spared. The final judgment came at night. God’s
death angel visited every household
where blood was not on the doorpost.
This terrible tragedy convinced
Pharoah to free the Israelites.
The Israelites would leave Egypt, but
they would not wander alone in the
wilderness. God would lead them dur-

ing the day by a pillar of cloud and at
night by a pillar of fire. However, first
would come a test of faith. At the Red
Sea, hemmed in and pursued by armed
Egyptians, the freed Israelites would
face an impossible situation. But their
God would make a way of escape.
That night the Lord sent a powerful
wind to blast a dry path across the Red
Sea. By faith, this multitude, hundreds
of thousands strong, passed safely to
the other side between huge walls of
water! And then the pursuing enemy
drowned!
The thankful Israelites praised God
in a song of victory: “The Lord is my
strength and song, and he is become
my salvation” (Exod. 15:2).
From time to time, God would allow
other trials to test His people’s faith
and to reveal His great power and
love. On different occasions the weary
travelers would have no water or no
food, but always the Lord would provide. Other perils included deadly
snakebites and warfare.
In each new crisis, the people reacted in fear with murmuring and complaining. How soon they forgot their
Almighty God’s presence, His past
help, and His unchanging promises!
But their leader, Moses, took each
problem to the Lord in prayer. He interceded for his people and sought
God’s forgiveness. God was gracious
and forgave.
On one occasion when there was no
water and the people complained,
Moses became very angry. He was
tired of the people’s murmuring and
false accusations. Disobeying God’s
command to speak to the rock, he
struck it with his rod. Severe chastening followed—God denied him entry
into Canaan.
Finally, after forty years, the Israelites reached the border of the
Promised Land. Desert discipline had
taught them many lessons. Their God
had fulfilled each promise. In every crisis He had made a way for them.
How marvelous had been His plan
to choose a meek Jewish shepherd to
become a renowned leader, lawgiver,
and judge! The Lord inspired Moses to
write the first five books of the Bible.
This faith hero’s name is listed in God’s
hall of fame (Heb. 11:24). ★
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Missions
Shining Light into Darkness:
The Ministry of Asia’s Hope
in Cambodia
BY

KENNETH A. SPONSLER

N the preceding three articles, we
have looked at various aspects of
some of the great things God is doing
in the country of Cambodia. Last
quarter (Winter 2016-17), we explored
the horror of the Pol Pot regime in the
late 1970s. That era of darkness provides a stark contrast to what God is
doing today in meeting a critical need:
the plight of orphans.

I

THE NEED
The tragedy of children
who have lost or never
known their parents is a
worldwide problem, but it is
especially acute in Southeast
Asia and Cambodia. The
causes for the high numbers
of orphaned children are varied. Disease and economic
hardship are primary culprits.
Some parents simply disappear, unable to cope with the
responsibilities of life.
Children who are orphaned
are subjected to a multitude
of dangers and pressures. Many are
taken in by extended family, but they
are often neglected or forced to spend
their days at hard labor to provide for
their keep. Others are left to fend for
themselves, and a large number fall
prey to human trafficking.
Asia’s Hope was established in 2001
to meet the needs of orphaned children, seeking to provide not only food,
shelter, and clothing but also the love of
family, security, and most of all, a saving relationship with God through Jesus Christ. Asia’s Hope currently operates in Cambodia, Thailand, and India,
treating orphans not just as mouths to
feed but as spiritual sons and daughters. It is both a ministry and a mission.
Asia’s Hope is conducted on a residential family model. Children live in
homes of about twenty-five residents,
each home overseen by a full-time father and mother, aided by two or three
full-time caretakers. The housepar30 (94)

ents reside at the home, often with
their own children, and regard every
one of the orphaned children as a son
or daughter. Being committed Christians (the fathers have all received
pastoral training), they faithfully introduce new children to the Lord. The
children then become spiritual sons
and daughters, as well as brothers and

House BB6 of Asia’s Hope in Cambodia

sisters to one another. For many, it is
their first real taste of family life.
THE GOAL
The initial aim of Asia’s Hope is to
provide orphaned children with a safe
place to live, where they receive plentiful, nutritious food, their own beds,
and an adequate supply of clean
clothing. Beyond these basics, however, the ministry makes sure each
child hears and understands the
gospel and has the opportunity to become a member of the family of God.
The overarching goal is to equip
each child as a disciple of Jesus
Christ. Spiritual instruction—including
worship, devotions, Bible study,
prayer, and fasting—is stressed. The
hope is to raise future generations of
disciples who will be lights to multiple
villages, towns, and cities across the
country.

THE FACILITIES AND STAFF
In Cambodia, Asia’s Hope at present operates two residential campuses, one in the Phnom Penh suburb of
Prek Eng and the other outside the city
of Battambang, six hours to the northwest. By spring 2017, if all goes as
planned, the Battambang campus will
have thirteen one-story homes (there
are ten at the time of this writing). Prek
Eng stands at six two-story homes
(two stories since land is more expensive in Phnom Penh). Both campuses
feature a large worship center for
church services and multiple other
functions, and both have their own
school, the Battambang campus having dedicated theirs in January 2016.
The residences are built and operated with funds provided by sponsoring
churches, mainly in the United States,
Australia, and Canada. Each home receives its own church sponsor;
a few churches sponsor more
than one. A sponsoring church
chooses the name for its home,
which is prominently displayed
above the entrance in both
Khmer and English.
For the sake of brevity, the
homes are usually referred to
by initials—BB for the Battambang homes and PE for
Prek Eng—and numbered in
the order they were established. The Battambang campus thus comprises BB1
through BB10. These designations are not posted on the
actual buildings, however,
and the order is not apparent from
their location on the property.
In addition to providing for the children in residence, both campuses regularly conduct evangelistic outreach
events for the surrounding community. Christmas and Easter programs, in
particular, have drawn sizable crowds
in recent years. The children are directly involved in these events, especially in musical performance. Free
medical and dental clinics have also
been held at various times, the care often donated by visiting medical personnel who belong to one of the
homes’ sponsoring churches.
Asia’s Hope in Cambodia is staffed
entirely by Cambodians. The national
director is Savorn Ou. Savorn and his
gracious wife, Sony, have tirelessly labored to build up the work, oversee
staffing, and raise support. He provides both spiritual and organizational
direction to the ministry.

AN UP CLOSE VIEW
As we entered the homes, we fol- synchronized motions. Some of the oldIn February 2014, I had the privilege lowed the Cambodian custom of leav- er boys who think they have outgrown
of seeing the work of Asia’s Hope in ing our footwear outside. The floors the group songs have found a musical
Cambodia firsthand as part of a team of were so clean that going barefoot was outlet playing instruments for worship
eleven visiting missionaries, many of never bothersome. Inside, several of services and other gatherings.
The parents for these two homes, as
whom had made the trip several times the children were eager to show us
before. The bulk of our time was spent their beds and personal space. It was in all the homes on both campuses, are
at Battambang in the two homes spon- not much by Western standards, but dedicated Christians who have given
sored by our church, BB5 and BB6, al- for many of these kids, it was the first their lives to the welfare and spiritual
growth of these kids. Sech
though we did squeeze in a halfPrak and his wife, Thol, overday visit to Prek Eng. The
see BB5. They have two
remainder of this article will conadult sons and a daughter
centrate on the impressions
who grew up at BB5 and
gained from our extended visit
helped the children in multiwith the children and parents of
tudinous ways. Savoeurn
the two Battambang homes.
Nhoung and his wife, Seng,
One of the first things a visitor
are the parents in BB6. They
to either campus and its homes
have two younger sons, who
notices is how spotlessly clean
live in the home with the otheverything is, in marked coner children. Both sets of partrast to much of the surrounding
ents are helped out by a
area. The second unforgettable
small support staff, without
impression is the wild excitewhom the work of caring for
ment and exuberance engenup to twenty-five children
dered by the team’s arrival.
would not be possible.
Even before our minibus came
You could not ask for more
to a stop, we would be sur- The entryway onto the Asia’s Hope campus in Battambang
dedicated, loving servants
rounded by a throng of deliriously happy faces intent on greeting spot they could call theirs. Most of the than these houseparents and assisand loving us. Hugs and embraces be- space was filled with artwork, notes, tants. They have become dear friends
gan on the bus and continued long af- and photos from sponsoring families to the members of our team, especially
ter all had disembarked. Every team in our church (and other churches) the repeat visitors, and they went out of
member seemed to get a hug from back home. (Each home is sponsored their way to make our stay with them enby a church; individual or family spon- joyable and fruitful. They are the ones
every child in the home.
who are making the greatest difference
The joy that these children display— sors are also sought for each child.)
Most of our time was spent in the for Jesus in the children’s lives.
and the love—is palpable. What made it
Like many Asia’s Hope parents,
especially moving was knowing that this common room or just outside on the
did not always characterize these kids. open-air patio. Time was divided be- Sech and Savoeurn came to Christ in
Some of the veteran members of our tween group activities—games, songs, the refugee camps in Thailand after
team recalled visiting just after some of craft projects, and the like—and one-on- escaping from the Khmer Rouge terthe children had moved in. At that time one visiting with the kids. A few were ror. Sech told me that later he did not
they had exhibited shyness, unrespon- shy, but most were eager to spend ex- want to return to Cambodia, but he
siveness, and even fear; by the next trip tended moments with individual team could not ignore the patient, persistent
several months later, there was an over- members. Many were proficient in Eng- call of God to bring the light of Jesus
flowing joy and exuberance. That was lish to one degree or another—some of to his people. He spent many years in
the older ones amazingly so. My at- various outreaches, including travelcertainly still the case this time around.
And the enthusiasm never waned. tempts to use the few Khmer phrases I ing to remote villages to show the JeOver a period of eight days, we re- had picked up were much more halting sus film (sometimes being beaten up
turned every morning and afternoon (and humorous, to judge from reactions). while doing so), before being asked by
At all times, we found ourselves the Savorn Ou to take on the role of father
from our hotel, and every arrival was
greeted with the same excitement and focus of eager and solicitous atten- to a houseful of orphaned children.
That responsibility is not an easy
fervor as shown on the first day. It was tion. The kids made sure we had comclear that these children’s lives had fortable chairs, had the fans turned one by any means. Cambodia is no
our way (there is no air conditioning in longer the dangerous place for Chrisbeen touched in a profound way.
Both BB5 and BB6 (their official the homes), and were well supplied tians that it was a few decades ago,
names are Haven of Hope 1 and 2) are with bottled water. At mealtimes, ei- but it is not particularly hospitable.
simple but bright and cheery build- ther tables or floor mats were brought Openness to the gospel has been noings. A large common room in the cen- out to the common room, and we table in many areas, however.
All the homes are run on a very tight
ter leads off to the boys’ and girls’ sep- would enjoy lavish Cambodian feasts,
budget. Neither the parents nor the chilarate dormitory rooms on either side whether at lunch or dinner.
The children at Asia’s Hope love to dren have much in the way of material
and to the kitchen/dining area in back.
Separate restroom and shower facili- sing, and they favored us with many possessions. Sponsoring churches and
ties and a private room for the house- group performances of Christian individuals provide for many needs and
songs—almost always in English—with
parents complete the setup.
(Continued on page 37)
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Adults
A Lesson in Honoring
BY

JETTA ALLEN

ORIS, you just mentioned that. I
know Neil didn’t finish weeding
that flower bed, but he’ll get back to it
after he rests.” Heather gripped the
phone and clenched her jaw, listening
to the familiar complaints. “All right,
dear. No, we can’t visit now. Do you remember? It’s tax season. I’ll call after
church tomorrow. Bye.” Heather
looked around as her husband, Steve,
walked through the back door.
He opened the refrigerator. “Was
that Mom?” Steve piled sandwich fixings on the counter. “Not one of her
good days, I’m guessing,” he said.
“You’re right. She’s worried about
the neighbors’ opinion of a half-weeded flowerbed. She wasn’t concerned
that Neil tires so easily now. After the
way God brought them together, it’s
sad to hear her complain about him.”
Heather looked at the family pictures hanging over the kitchen table.
Neil and Doris beamed in their wedding picture taken three years ago.
They had both been widowed, and this
marriage was an answer to prayer. The
picture showed them surrounded by
their smiling families. I wonder if Ken
knows his dad seems to be failing
now? Heather studied Neil’s son and
daughter-in-law in the photo. Ken’s
job for the State Department kept him
and his wife out of the country.
“Your mom’s repeating herself
more and is getting so irritable,”
Heather said. “Steve, can’t you per-
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suade her to see that neurologist
Doctor Hines recommended?”
“You know I’ve tried. She’s refused,
and I can’t drive four hours there during tax season to talk to her again in
person. Neil should handle it, anyway.” Steve frowned as he packed his
lunch bag and grabbed a container of
coffee. “I’ll meet you and Emily at
Josh’s game if I can put in three more
hours’ work.” He hugged her with his
free arm and headed to his old truck.
When Steve and Heather became
certified public accountants, they
were newlyweds. While they worked in
big accounting firms, they had
dreamed of opening their own office
someday: The Carter Firm, CPA.
God had opened the door for their
dream to become a reality when their
children were in elementary school.
Long hours and hard work resulted in
a busy firm. However, this year’s higher expenses had squeezed their budget, so they had not hired their usual extra help during tax season. Steve had
to work till bedtime most nights.
Heather finished her lunch without
really tasting it. She needed to focus
on today’s tasks, but Doris’s behavior
clamored for her attention.
Lord, I don’t mean to resent her. I know
something’s wrong. I confess to doing
more worrying than praying about Doris
and Neil. We’re spread so thin with work,
the kids’ needs, and church responsibilities. With all this, how can we really help

them? Heather prayed silently.
She pushed her chair back from the
table and glanced again at the pictures
arranged on the wall. Framed childhood
drawings by Josh and Emily hung by the
latest family reunion picture. Near Neil
and Doris’s picture was a copy of the
Ten Commandments that one of her
friends had written in calligraphy.
Heather picked up her lunch dishes,
but the Ten Commandments caught
her eye. “Honour” stood out as though
highlighted. “Honour thy father and thy
mother: that thy days may be long upon
the land which the Lord thy God giveth
thee,” she whispered (Exod. 20:12).
Everywhere Heather went that day,
she noticed parents and children: a
young woman laughing with an older
woman as they loaded groceries into
a car; the middle-aged man at the ballgame chatting with the elderly man he
resembled; and a teen’s response to
her mother after the game. “Honour”
beat a soft refrain in her mind.
Sunday morning’s beautiful weather
was lost on Steve and Heather in the
rush after breakfast.
“Let’s go, kids! We’re running late,”
Steve called up the stairs. “No matter
how often we have their church
clothes ready—” he muttered.
“Where’s my Sunday school book?
Josh, did you mix it up with yours?”
Emily raced down the stairs and into
the living room. “Oh, never mind, I
found it.” She groaned. “I meant to go
over this last night. We’re supposed to
explain today what each of the Ten
Commandments means.”
“You can practice that on the way,”
Steve said as Josh bounded down the
stairs, combing his hair.
Once they had piled into the car,
Heather took a deep breath. “Let’s
hear your explanation of the commandments, Emily.”
“First, they’re God’s laws for us, and
we are to obey them in our Christian
lives,” Emily said. She quoted the first
four commandments and explained
each one. Heather wondered how
Emily would explain the next one.
Emily quoted the fifth commandment and said, “Well, to honor parents
is to be respectful and obey, and, uh
. . .” She paused and frowned with
concentration. “And it isn’t just about
following the commandment because
it’s God’s law. It’s about loving your
parents so much that you want to honor them, no matter what. Right?”
Steve looked at Heather, tears shining in his eyes. “Right,” he said. He

glanced at the children in the rearview
mirror and cleared his throat. “That’s a
great way to explain it, Emily,” he said.
That afternoon, Steve and Heather
sat on their back porch, praying together for Neil and Doris’s needs. They
paused when the phone rang. “This is
he,” Steve responded to the caller.
“Yes, I—” Heather watched Steve’s
expression change to alarm.
“Where are they now?” Steve
grabbed a pencil and notepad. He repeated a phone number, jotting it down.
“We’ll contact Neil’s son. Please tell
them both I’m on the way.” He ended
the call and turned to Heather.
“Mom and Neil were in a car accident,” he said. “Mom was so confused
she couldn’t think how to reach us. That
card with our phone number was in her
wallet, and the nurse found it. They’re
still being examined.” He pushed his
fingers through his hair, pacing.
“Where’s Ken’s contact number? Once
I know the details, would you call him?
And you’ll need to take over that client’s
work I was doing yesterday. I’ll go pack
a bag; I don’t know how long I’ll need
to stay.” He stopped as Heather
touched his arm and smiled.
“But first things first, right?” Steve
took a deep breath and grasped her
hands. “Our Father, we thank You for
Your mercy. We ask that You comfort
Mom and Neil and keep them in Your
peace. We pray for the medical staff as
they treat them. Please guide and protect us all as I travel and Heather and
the children remain here. We don’t
know how we’ll manage this, but we do
know You’ll make each step clear. We
ask this in the name of Jesus. Amen.”
Heather hugged him. “Do you want
to call Pastor Johnston while I pack a
bag for you?”
After Steve left, Heather stayed
busy while she listened for his call.
She finished crocheting a baby blanket for their neighbor and rubbed her
eyes. As she looked at the clock again,
the phone rang.
Steve was calling from the hospital.
“Dr. Mitchell recommends that they
both be admitted. Mom is bruised and
has a slight concussion, so they want
to observe her for twenty-four hours.
Neil will need surgery tomorrow. His left
arm is badly broken, and some ribs are
cracked. Please send word to Ken.”
Heather heard Steve’s tired sigh. “Get
some rest if you can,” she said. “I’m so
glad we don’t have to handle this alone.”
In the week that followed, Steve
stayed with his mother. Her confusion
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and Neil’s recovery demanded all his
attention. Ken’s wife wouldn’t arrive to
help until the following week.
Heather fought her misgivings about
meeting their clients’ needs alone.
Friends from church took care of Josh
and Emily until Heather got home from
the office late each night. Even with her
long hours, she fell far behind in managing the workload of two. During sleepless hours throughout the night, everyone’s needs whirled through her mind.
As she gave them to God again, she finally slept. When Steve called Thursday
morning, they made the hard decisions.
“We can be grateful we have savings
so we can hire help in this emergency. Or
we can worry about using it and be fearful. For our clients’ sakes, we have no
choice. God’s Word says to be thankful
in all things.” Steve chuckled. “So I
choose gratitude. How about you?”
“Yes, of course.” Heather sipped her
tea. “I’ll hire an accountant today
through the usual agency. Then I’ll tell
Josh and Emily tonight about our
plans at home.”
The agency’s efficient young
woman worked well with Heather,
which relieved her. Maybe one of their
challenges was under control.
Now for the next one, she thought as
she picked Josh and Emily up that night.
“Get ready for bed, you two, while I
make some hot chocolate,” she said.
“I need to tell you what’s going on with
your grandparents.”
Heather joined them at the kitchen
table. “Grandpa will be in the hospital rehab wing for several weeks. Then we’ll
see if he’s strong enough to go back
home.” She looked from one anxious
young face to the other. “We’ll make
some changes here so we can help him
and Grandma. Dad will bring her to stay
here while Grandpa recovers.”
After Heather discussed rearranging
closets and furniture to make space for
Grandma, Josh and Emily protested.
“That’s enough, both of you.”
Heather’s stern expression softened.
“Sometimes showing our love inconveniences us, but this is hardest on
Grandma. She’ll be away from home
and unable to visit Grandpa every day.”
“I know, Mom. I’m really sorry.”
Emily sighed and finished her hot
chocolate. She glanced at Josh.
“Maybe we should make a ‘Welcome,
Grandma’ sign, huh, Josh?”
“Yeah. We have that big roll of paper
left from my project. If you’ll make it,
I’ll hang it across the front porch railing.” Josh looked at his mother. “Mom,

do you want me to move that furniture
tomorrow after school?”
Heather smiled. “That would be a
big help, Josh.”
By Saturday, the house was ready.
They had tied the last balloon above
the porch’s welcome sign when
(Continued on page 37)

Jesus’ Earthly Home
(Continued from page 23)

Father as He grew older and lived as
an adult (Mark 14:32-42; Heb. 5:8). Jesus learned in His earthly home to
humbly obey and respect His earthly
parents—being molded for His ultimate role as the Messiah of Israel and
the Saviour of the world who would die
selflessly for all mankind.
After considering the first two questions, an application question is worth
pursuing: “What does all of this mean
for us in the twenty-first century?”
Jesus lived in a home with a family
in a manner that many can relate to.
Even though still God, He experienced
all the dynamics of what an earthly
homelife is like. As a baby, He needed
to be changed. He needed to be fed,
and He needed to sleep. He probably
had the opportunity to play with
friends, and, as He grew older, He
learned a trade. He learned the practice of give-and-take with Joseph and
Mary, while also learning about respect and honor.
Since Jesus lived in an earthly
home, we who are in family relationships can know that He understands
all that we go through. He instructs us
to put God first in our family relationships and to read His Word. He also
encourages fathers to be the servantleaders of their homes and team players with their wives. Furthermore, children are to honor and respect their
parents. Jesus knows that if these dynamics exist in a home, that home will
be one which honors the Lord. At the
same time, when a family has challenges, Jesus is there to help solve the
issues when we go to Him for wisdom
and guidance.
Jesus lived in an earthly home, and
He is now preparing for each believer
an eternal heavenly home after his or
her earthly life is over. This is a promise to us who have eternal redemption
through faith in Christ! ★
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Book Reviews

Cell Phone Widower
BY

DAVID H. WILCOX, D.MIN.

Q. My wife is continually on her cell
phone, and it makes me feel very lonely and angry. Am I wrong to feel this
way?
A. Communication is one of the
most important components of marriage. For any relationship to grow and
flourish, participants must communicate with each other in a consistent
and positive manner. Technology
should enhance everyday life, but it
can also distract from and substitute
for outside interests.
In the early days of communication
by telephone, many accused town
gossips of spending too much time on
the party line. Times have changed,
but interests and fascinations have
not. Phones do not create the problem. They allow the problem to thrive.
We need to ask ourselves, “How
can we fix our communication problem?” If our goal in any relationship is
to change the people around us, we
will usually end up hurting rather than
helping. In this case, speaking the
truth in love becomes the goal.
Read Ephesians 4:25-32. There we
can find four rules of biblical communication.
We must be honest (Eph. 4:25).
Speak the truth. This includes what
you are thinking and feeling. Have you
told your spouse about your loneliness
and anger? Please note the essential
attitude that must accompany your
honesty—do everything with love
(I Cor. 16:14; cf. Eph. 4:15).
Keep current (Eph. 4:26). What does
“Let not the sun go down upon your
wrath” mean? If a person carries anger
and bitterness for several days, it
grows, festers, and causes division.
Do not put it off another day. Deal
with your anger today before you
sleep. The sun works on a consistent
schedule. You must not turn the lights
on and nurse your anger. You must
deal with it promptly.
Attack problems, not people (Eph.
4:29). Say only what is necessary in order to edify or build up someone. If you
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accuse your wife of causing your loneliness and anger, you will push her
away from you. She has developed a
habit, and habits are hard to change.
They bring comfort, offer security, and
provide hours of personal enjoyment.
What can you do to replace these
things? Will you provide enjoyment,
security, and companionship? Does
she feel lonely and unloved because of
you?
Good communication takes time
and energy. A person has to put his
whole heart and mind into it. As we
learn to live the way God would have
us live, bad feelings fall away. God
promises peace and joy to those who
walk in the Holy Spirit. By following
God’s Word, we nurture growth that
produces the fruit of godliness.
Act responsibly (Eph. 4:32). The last
verse of Ephesians 4 gives the final
guideline for biblical communication.
When things do not go our way, we
must act responsibly. We must avoid
unhealthy reactions. “Be ye kind one
to another, tenderhearted, forgiving
one another, even as God for Christ’s
sake hath forgiven you.”
We will invariably end up with bitterness, wrath, and anger when we inappropriately react to disturbing circumstances. The foolish response is to
play the blame game: “I would be happy if only you were a better person.” At
this point malice, slander, and clamor
take over and destroy intimacy (cf.
Eph. 4:31).
When we forgive the offenses of
those who offend us, we are Christlike, for love covers a multitude of sins
(I Pet. 4:8). Do not take your wife’s actions lightly. They are serious offenses.
The question remains, “How will you
respond to your circumstances?” ★
Do you have a question you would
like answered? Send it to: Counseling Corner, Union Gospel Press,
P.O. Box 6059, Cleveland, Ohio
44101, or e-mail us at theoed@union
gospelpress.com (subject line:
Counseling Corner).

Geisler, Norman L. and McCoy, Daniel J. The
Atheist’s Fatal Flaw. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Books, 2014.

HE atheists who were consulted
for this volume demand freedom
from God in ten areas. We might suggest calling these areas “God’s should
nots” according to those atheists. The
authors of this book listed the following areas in which they demand God
should not: “demand submission, bestow favor, authorize death, require
faith, attach guilt, prescribe rules, administer punishment, grant pardon,
send to hell, bring to heaven.” The authors discuss each of these areas in
their book.
This volume succeeds in refuting
atheists by letting them refute themselves with their own inconsistencies.
The “fatal flaw” of the atheists’ arguments set forth here is that their own
words show how contradictory some
of their own arguments really are. This
volume will require thoughtful reading
and study.
Geisler and McCoy’s book is both
an encouragement to all who already
believe in the God of the Bible as well
as a means of bringing the doubting
Thomases to the solid foundation provided by the God of the Bible.

T

Scudder, James A. Commentary on the Book
of James. Victory in Grace Ministries, 2014.

Dr. Scudder’s purpose in this study is
to demonstrate that the book of James
is in no way in conflict with Paul’s presentations of salvation for the lost. Salvation is through faith alone in Christ
alone. James, one of the Lord’s half
brothers, wrote the epistle to believers
who needed God’s guidance in how
they should live as His people, His disciples. The author uses a number of illustrations to help the reader understand how to grow in grace and in the
knowledge of Christ. Scudder is not
saying that faith saves. Only the Lord
Jesus Christ saves. The sinner responds in faith and trusts in Christ
alone as the One who died in the sinner’s place. Bible believers will be
helped by this down-to-earth commentary. It will help us all to remember that
James was written to believers, encouraging them to grow in grace and to
develop as disciples of the Saviour.
—Robert P. Lightner.

Timely Tips for Working with Youths
Teach and Model Marriage
BY

HEN it comes to the values,
morals, and ethical standards
associated with marriage, family, and
human sexuality, Western civilization
is firmly in a state of confusion and
dysfunction.
Our youth are daily bombarded with
messages of improper sexuality. It is
incumbent on parents, pastors, and
youth leaders to teach and model biblical marriage so that the youth of the
church will know God’s standards for
being a husband and wife.
We need to make sure that our
church youth at least hear about the
biblical model of marriage and sexuality in order to wage war against the
trend of cohabitation and the mixed
messages of sexual identity and sexual liberty. As you work with youth, be
sure to teach and model biblical standards of a Christian lifestyle, including
marriage and sexuality.
The institution of marriage by God
(Gen. 1:26-27; 2:18-25) provides us
with the foundation for thinking about
marriage and human sexuality.
1. God created the human body and
gender as a dimension of being made
in the image of God—“male and female
created he them” (Gen. 1:27). It is quite
instructive that the first mention of male
and female comes in connection with
the “image of God” teaching. It is also
instructive that both Jesus and the
Apostle Paul regard Genesis 1:26-27
as the norm for marriage and sexuality.
2. God created woman as a complement to man in the marriage bond (Gen.
2:18-25). The result is a complementary union of two different human beings
(“male and female created he them”
[1:27]), each with unique physical,
emotional, and psychological characteristics. The outcome is a marriage
bond in which both are stronger and
more capable of serving God together.
3. The one-flesh principle is a crucial
element. Genesis 2:22-24 connects the
creation of Eve from a part of Adam’s
body with the one-flesh sexual union between a man and a woman in marriage.
This principle is the argument against
premarital intimacy. Study and use
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Matthew 19:4-5 and I Corinthians 6:16
to prepare yourself for when your youth
ask where the Bible teaches against it.
4. God performed the first marriage
(Gen. 2:24-25), and the result was a
union in which there was no shame, selfcenteredness, or selfishness; both were
in total innocence, manifesting an othercenteredness toward each other. This is
God’s ideal and His goal for marriage.
Jesus adds in Matthew 19:4-6 that God
stands as a witness to this covenant
union (cf. Mal. 2:14). Marriage is thus
monogamous, heterosexual, and, as Jesus declared, permanent.
Finally, according to Ephesians 5:32,
marriage is an archetype of the covenantal relationship between Jesus Christ and
His church. Marriage is thus a supernatural institution, which actually should
function as a proclamation of God’s
grace, His power, and His redemption.
The institution of marriage by God
clearly connects the concept of the image of God with gender and human sexuality (“male and female created he
them” [Gen. 1:27]) and the institution of
marriage and the family (2:18-25). But
what does this one-flesh union look like?
In I Corinthians 7:1-10, the Apostle
Paul provides the answer. Paul was addressing a church centered in a pagan,
sex-saturated culture, not at all unlike
our own. Some in the Corinthian church
had swung to the other end of the spectrum and were now arguing that Christians should be celibate. While recognizing the spiritual gift of celibacy for those
not married, Paul emphatically stated
that, in Christ, physical intimacy is central to the one-flesh union of marriage.
He articulated three guiding principles:
1. The principle of mutual reciprocity (I Cor. 7:1-2). Paul intentionally mentions both the husband and the wife,
indicating that intimacy is not only for
the husband; it is also for the wife.
Teen boys often expect that marriage is all about their needs being met
all the time. Selfishness is against
God’s design for marriage.
2. The principle of mutual rights (vs.
3). This principle clearly argues against

using sex as a tool for manipulation and
control in a marriage. The moment we
say “I do,” as equal partners in this
complementary relationship, we realize
it is no longer just about me; it is about
us! We have obligations that transcend
a self-centered approach to intimacy.
3. The principle of mutual authority
(vs. 4). As complementary partners,
we no longer have authority over our
own bodies, for our bodies are an extension of our spouse. We belong to
each other. There is now a shared, mutual concern for the well-being, health,
and ownership of our respective bodies. We are truly a one-flesh union.
Finally, marriage serves a protective
function, keeping and shielding us as
partners from the immorality and temptation of a self-indulgent, extramarital
ethic of sex so pervasive in culture (cf.
I Cor. 7:5-10). As the ultimate expression of femininity and masculinity, sexual intimacy within the marriage bond is
intended to manifest the joy and fulfillment of other-centered sexual expression and love. It also enhances and
strengthens the marriage roles so clearly pronounced in Ephesians 5:22-32
and Colossians 3:18-19.
We live in a culture that has distorted and perverted the beauty and fulfillment of the one-flesh union so central
to God’s institution of marriage (Gen.
1—2) and to Paul’s principles detailed
in I Corinthians 7:1-10. Technology, the
media, and the assumptions of the
secular, postmodern worldview have
enabled humans to create their own
fantasy world when it comes to sexuality. When problems develop, the therapeutic culture avoids any mention of
sin and merely affirms that everyone is
OK. The result is a ruinous mixture of
practices that undermine the oneflesh, complementary union between a
husband and wife within the protective
security of marriage.
For the sake of the next generation,
the church must teach and model marriages that reflect God’s institution of
marriage and the one-flesh union described by the Apostle Paul in
I Corinthians 7. ★
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Teenagers
Blessings and Trials, Farm-Style
BY

JEREMY BARBER

UE heard the click of the hallway
switch immediately followed by
her bedroom door swinging open. It
was 5:30 in the morning. This wake-up
call repeated itself every Monday
through Friday. Fifteen-year-old Sue
lived on a twenty-five-acre farm with her
dad, mom, sister, and two brothers.
For the past nine years of her life,
Sue’s family had been steadily adding
animals to their little farm. First came the
horses, then the cows, rabbits, chickens, sheep, and just this year, goats had
been added. Every day except Saturday and Sunday, when things got started about an hour later, Sue, her brothers and sisters, and her dad all got up
and took care of the animals.
As Sue and her sister made their
beds and changed into their chore
clothes, she thought about how much
she actually looked forward to going
out and taking care of the animals. The
only thing she really did not like was
going out into the bitter cold. If someone had told her when she was seven
years old that she would be hauling
hay and water for a bunch of animals
by the time she was in her teens, she
probably would not have wanted to
hear that. Then again, Sue would not
have known how much she was going
to enjoy earning an animal’s trust.
The first time her parents had
brought home baby chicks to raise for
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laying hens, Sue spent hours sitting in
their little pen, holding them close.
What started out as a tiny ball of terrified fluff soon transformed into a part
of God’s creation that trusted her! Instead of struggling, the chick settled
down and cuddled with her. Sue found
that many animals responded this way
if she showed enough patience. She
even had her own calf to raise. While
the calf’s mother was not used to being approached by humans, Sue’s calf
loved Sue and followed her around like
a dog. She would stand close to Sue,
stretching her neck out to get
scratched under her chin.
Sue really delighted in raising bottle
babies. Once in a while, they would take
in an orphan calf or lamb. Sue and her
sister fed them with large bottles filled
with cow’s milk. Little could match the
pure bliss those tiny animals showed as
they greedily drank their meal. Something changed inside Sue when she saw
how helpless and completely dependent those little creatures were on her.
All in all, Sue loved farm life. If forced
to give up her animals, she would have
a very hard time.
Sue headed to the door and
stepped out into the early morning air.
It was early spring. Sue found the
forty-plus degree temperature a welcome relief after having walked out
into the single digits not too many

weeks previously. She could just barely see a tinge of light in the eastern sky.
As she reached the barn, she could
hear the muffled sounds of animals
moving around in anticipation of their
morning meal. Just then she thought
of the verse, “This is the day which the
Lord hath made; we will rejoice and be
glad in it” (Ps. 118:24).
Of course, not everything about being a teenage farmworker was a bed of
roses. The goats they had just acquired were really sweet and full of personality, but with them came the billy
goat. He was bug-eyed and smelly,
and he always made sure that Sue saw
him up close, no matter how hard she
tried to get the point across that she really did not want him around.
Sure enough, as soon as Sue
walked into the goat pen, the billy goat
trotted her way. He put his two front
feet up on the fence and gave her yet
another opportunity to appreciate his
in-your-face behavior.
After being pushed away repeatedly, the goat rushed over to the pen wall
and bashed into it with all his might.
He was still at it when Sue finished her
duties there and walked away. The
whole wall shook when he hit it, and he
seemed to enjoy giving it a good blast,
watching it shake, then hitting it again.
Thud . . . thud . . . thud.
If the billy goat seemed nuts, the two
rams were worse. Sue was quite sure
she now knew where the term “bonehead” had originated. The rams were
friendly and even liked to be petted, but
as soon as you moved too quickly near
their heads, instinct kicked in, and they
would start trying to slam into you.
Billy goats rear up on their hind legs
and come down as hard as they can
when they fight with another goat, but a
ram just backs up, lowers its bony head,
and rushes at you with all four feet moving as fast as possible. No matter how
much kindness and patience Sue
showed them, they never changed.
Tossing another pile of hay into the
sheep trough, Sue wondered who
would win if the billy goat and a ram
faced off. She recalled reading something like that somewhere in the Bible
recently. Then she remembered that
the book of Daniel had described a
fight just like that. She later looked it
up in her Bible and found the passage:
Then I lifted up mine eyes, and saw, and,
behold, there stood before the river a ram
which had two horns: and the two horns
were high; but one was higher than the other, and the higher came up last. . . . And as
I was considering, behold, an he goat came
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from the west on the face of the whole earth,
and touched not the ground: and the goat
had a notable horn between his eyes. And
he came to the ram that had two horns,
which I had seen standing before the river,
and ran unto him in the fury of his power.
And I saw him come close unto the ram, and
he was moved with choler against him, and
smote the ram, and brake his two horns:
and there was no power in the ram to stand
before him, but he cast him down to the
ground, and stamped upon him: and there
was none that could deliver the ram out of
his hand (Dan. 8:3, 5-7).

Of course, Daniel was recording
God’s vision of two great kings fighting.
In farm life, Sue thought the ram might
win since he would probably hit the goat
in the stomach while he reared up.
Done with the sheep chores, Sue
quickened her step and really perked
up. Her favorite chore came next.
Sue’s most beloved pet galloped
around and arched her neck, snorting
with excitement. Sue owned her own
horse! Well, not really a horse—Blaze
was really just a large pony. Blaze was
mostly Arabian. She was bay-colored
with a nice blaze of white on her face.
Sue loved to squeeze in time riding her.
Accustomed to reading her Bible
every morning, Sue had felt a thrill when
she first read God’s description of a
horse in the book of Job: “Hast thou given the horse strength? hast thou clothed
his neck with thunder? Canst thou make
him afraid as a grasshopper? the glory
of his nostrils is terrible. . . . He swalloweth the ground with fierceness and
rage: neither believeth he that it is the
sound of the trumpet” (39:19-20, 24).
As she walked up to the horse corral, Blaze pranced up to her. The way
she arched her neck and flared her
nostrils always made Sue happy.
You would think owning a horse
would be heavenly, but even Blaze
caused Sue trouble. Blaze was very
stubborn. If Sue wanted to ride fast on
Blaze, she had to take her far out into
the pasture, away from their other
horse. The trip out went very slowly,
but the return trip was a blur. Blaze
obeyed reluctantly when she had to do
something she did not want to do.
Whenever Blaze did something her
own way, things went much more
smoothly and a whole lot faster. Sometimes Blaze caused so much trouble
that Sue cried in frustration while trying
to teach her good behavior.
Over time, Blaze learned to stand
still when Sue wanted to mount her.
She learned to turn in response to the
pressure of the reins on one side of her
neck so that Sue could ride with the
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reins in one hand with the other hand
free. Blaze would now also break into
a trot or lope when Sue wanted her to,
not when Blaze found it convenient.
But no matter how hard she tried, Sue
could not manage to get Blaze to turn
tightly around a barrel when Sue tried to
teach her barrel racing. Whenever Sue
ran her in close to a barrel, instead of doing a nice, tight turn, Blaze sidestepped
all the way around. Perhaps one day that
would change. Until then, Sue tried to remember that God wanted her to be patient and kind in every circumstance.
Another animal in particular highlighted how farm life was not all fun
and games. For several years, Sue’s
dad had led their cows down the road
to a nearby small farm to be bred by
their bull. Sue’s family lived in an area
where a lot of people were still farming
on a small scale, so livestock—bulls,
cows, and so on—were still around.
In fact, one man, who lived no more
than two miles from Sue’s family, had
kept over twenty bulls because he hosted rodeos with bull riding every Friday
night on his property. Once, however, he
had fallen off a ladder, breaking his
back. He then had to sell all his bulls.
Sue’s dad had then called the grumpy
neighbor who lived back in the woods
to the south of their family farm, but his
health had suffered lately, and so he
also had sold his bull. Even Sue’s uncle
who raised long-horned steers for years
no longer had his bull. Very reluctantly,
Sue’s dad recognized that they would
have to buy their own. So he bought a
Guernsey bull. The bull, at first, was so
quiet and calm that Sue and her dad
wondered why they had worried about
owning one.
One day, however, the bull happened
across the spot where Sue’s dad did
their butchering. When the bull smelled
the blood on the ground, he went
berserk! Roaring out his bellows, he
dropped to his knees and gored the
ground with his horns! Jumping back
up, he attacked the nearest fence post,
breaking it at its base. From there he
raced to a heavy hay bale and tossed it
around like a child’s toy.
He finally settled down when he
spied two pails of day-old bread that
had been dropped when he started his
crazy performance. Even though there
was enough bread to distribute among
four cows, the bull ate all of it. He became so sick that he staggered
around the pasture for two days.
On this day, Sue looked up to see
the bull standing across from her on

the other side of the fence. He looked
calm, for now.
Sue turned and headed toward the
house, having completed her chores.
She thought how farm life was a lot like
life itself. The best parents sometimes
make bad choices. The best friends
sometimes fail you. Even the things you
love the most will disappoint you. The
only exception to these rules had been
God’s unchanging character in Sue’s
life. He is faithful, she thought to herself.
Sue tromped inside, changed her
clothes, prayed with thanks, and ate
her breakfast. She also thanked God
for all aspects of her life—blessings
and trials. ★

Shining Light into Darkness:
The Ministry of Asia’s Hope
in Cambodia
(Continued from page 31)

even some small luxuries, but the
lifestyle is quite spartan by Western
standards. And this is a good thing, for
the Cambodian children and adults with
Asia’s Hope offer a powerful lesson on
where true joy lies. They find it in their relationship with the Lord and with one another. Please pray that they will continue
to grow strong in Him and be a winning
testimony to their countrymen. ★
For more information on Asia’s
Hope, go to www.asiashope.org.

A Lesson in Honoring
(Continued from page 33)

Steve drove up with Doris.
After exchanging hugs, they helped
Doris settle in. While she rested in her
room, Emily and Josh helped their
mother prepare dinner.
“Mom, I just realized something,”
Emily said. “Remember when I explained the Ten Commandments?
Seeing you and Dad honor Grandma
and Grandpa by helping them is a real
life lesson.”
“And the lesson isn’t always easy,”
Steve added from the kitchen doorway.
“You both get an A+!” Heather said
with a laugh. “Josh, please help Grandma downstairs. Dinner’s ready.” ★
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For Teens Only
The Search for Identity
BY

ROM a young age, we are pressed
with questions concerning our
identity. “What is your name?” people
ask us. “Who are your parents?”
“Where are you from?” “What school
do you attend?” “What do you want to
be when you grow up?” People ask us
these questions trying to learn more
about us and our lives, and the answers add up to create a picture of
“us.” This picture is who the world
knows us to be, and in many ways it
becomes our identity.
All around us, we witness the search
for identity, the search for purpose,
and the search for value. Many times,
we also participate in this search. We
want to know who we are, and we feel
vulnerable if we do not. Desperately,
we cling to whatever solution presents
itself to our identity crisis. It is better, it
seems, to know where we fit than not
to fit anywhere at all.
When we struggle to find our identity, the world steps in to tell us who we
are and who we must be. We measure
ourselves against the standards society sets for us and compare our
progress against that of everyone we
see. We rely upon our comparative
successes to feel good about ourselves. If we are more attractive,
wealthier, and happier than our peers,
we are more likely to be content with
our lives.
On the other hand, if we see others
succeed where we do not, our nature
dictates that we feel pangs of jealousy
and discontent. Lies slip into our
thoughts, whispering in our ears, telling
us that we are worthless, that we are
failures, and that our lives are not worth
living. Society only serves to feed these
lies, setting impossible standards that
we will never achieve. Our culture embraces a set of ideals such as “bigger
is better,” “you can have anything you
want,” and “be number one.” With values like these, identity very quickly becomes an issue of whether or not we
have successfully attained the things
society values such as youth, beauty,
wealth, and fame.
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Even movements that seem countercultural push identities upon us.
With the appreciation of individualism
came the appreciation of people who
walked against the flow. Our culture
smiles at us; “Be yourself,” it says.
“Unless you’re different,” it means.
The only differences it embraces are
those that have a following, those that
become a fad.
American culture takes an active
role in assigning identity. You are
wealthy or poor, skinny or fat, extroverted or introverted, male or female.
You may be broken or tormented, an
athlete, an artist, a free spirit, or any
manner of things with set rules for how
you are to think, dress, and act. Break
the codes, and you will be an outcast—you will not fit in.
All of this is based on the image of
you the world conceives. It is important to note, however, that the person
the world sees and the person you are
are not always the same. Often, we allow the world to tell us who we are
based on its perception of us; however, the world only catches a glimpse of
who we are. There is a disconnect between the identities assigned to us
and our true identities.
Amid the lies, the impossible standards, the stereotypes, and all the
many things that are supposed to tell
us who we are, we lose ourselves; we
lose our identities. We begin to realize that if everything we have is
stripped away, we are nothing. What
is left of an athlete if he is paralyzed
in a car accident? What is left of a
wife when her husband of fifty years
lies buried six feet under the earth?
What is left of a singer when she has
a stroke and can no longer speak?
Who are you when everything you
own, everything you try to be, is
stripped away? Who are you when
you have no control of the things that
happen to you in your life?
If our search for identity leads to the
loss of ourselves, then there must be
something wrong with the world’s system. Certain questions should plague

our minds, questions like “Why would
the ‘identities’ we find lead only to discontentment?” and “Why do we seem
to lose ourselves the more we try to
find where we belong?” There is actually a very simple answer to these
questions: spiritual warfare even extends here. We are under attack, even
at the most fundamental level of our
existence.
In our identity, we find our purpose;
in our purpose, we find our value. If
Satan can undermine our understanding of who we are and who we are
meant to be, he successfully undermines the truth about our purpose and
value on this earth. Unless we know
who we are, we will always be vulnerable to lies, insecurities, discontent,
and faithlessness. If we doubt our value, we doubt the truth of God.
If worldliness is Satan’s method for
corrupting the way we see ourselves,
then where must we look to find our
identity? As Christians, we have to
look to God’s Word to help us find the
answer. Things in this world can
change. A model can gain weight, a
businessman can find himself in financial ruin, a basketball player can find
himself paralyzed after a car accident.
These different things cannot determine a person’s identity because they
are temporary.
If we go back to the Creation and
look at Genesis 1:27, we read, “So
God created man in his own image, in
the image of God created he him; male
and female created he them.” The first
clue that we have about identity is that
humanity is created in the image of
God. Out of all creation, we are the
only beings made in His image. We are
special, so we must have a special
purpose. If we continue reading into
verse 28, we find, “And God blessed
them, and God said unto them, Be
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the
earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.”
God gave mankind a task—a spe-

cial task befitting the special creation
made in His image. The role He has for
us on this earth is associated with the
identity we find in the fact that we are
created in His image.
With sin’s entrance into this world,
we became sinners. Sin tainted our
identities. We are still created in the
image of God, but our sin separates
us from the purpose for which we
were created—the relationship we are
to have with God. But where does this
leave us in our search for identity? If
we are now sinners, is that not our
new identity? Second Corinthians
5:17 says, “Therefore if any man be in
Christ, he is a new creature: old things
are passed away; behold, all things
are become new.” The redemption
pointed to in this verse speaks not
only of the restoration of our relationship with God but also of the restoration of ourselves as His creation. We
are being restored to our untainted
identities.
The only identity we can rely on is
the identity we find in our Creator. The
world tries to tell us who we are or who
we are supposed to be. It tries to dictate our path for us. As Christians,
however, we must find our identity in
Christ. That is the only way that we can
truly serve Him.
Ultimately, if we do not find our identity in Christ, the world will assign an
identity to us. The world is asking the
wrong questions. They are asking who
you are based on the things of this
world. Christians know that the things
of this world are only temporary.
Everything around us will pass away—
it will fade. As beings with souls that
last forever, we cannot find our identity in this world.
If we allow the things of the world to
determine who we are, we are making
a huge mistake, and Satan gains the
victory. Temporary things cannot be
used to define permanent beings. The
matter of identity, therefore, stretches
beyond the physical world and its
false standards and into the spiritual
warfare the Bible tells us about.
Identity is closely associated with
value and purpose, and Satan is
acutely aware of this fact. He preys on
our need to belong, our need for a purpose, and our need for value. He uses
the distortion of sin to spread his lies
in our hearts. The only way to discover true identity, then, is to find your
identity in Christ, your identity as a
beautiful, special creation made in the
image of God. ★
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Teen Scene
Making Friends and Getting the
Most Out of the Bible
BY

STUART OLLEY

Q. How do you have a good friendship with someone who is not a
Christian?
A. Let me start by saying that you
can most certainly have a good and
healthy friendship with someone who
is not a Christian. When you meet
non-Christians, think about reasons
to be their friend instead of reasons
not to be their friend. Treat people the
way you would like a friend to treat
you.
Stick up for people. Step up to support a friend who is being ridiculed.
Show everyone that they cannot just
single out your friend. If they want to
make fun of your friend, show them
that they will have to make fun of you
too. Actions like this can go a long way
in building trust between two people.
Remember, Jesus was the ultimate
example of someone who sticks up for
His friends.
Remember what Jesus said about
true friendship: “Greater love hath no
man than this, that a man lay down his
life for his friends. Ye are my friends, if
ye do whatsoever I command
you” (John 15:13-14). An act of kindness is always powerful, especially
when you do it even though it costs
you.
Enjoy the things you have in common with people. You may not understand very much about another person in the beginning, but that does not
mean you cannot bond over something. Bonding over a common interest can help you start to understand
someone better.
Do not treat people like an evangelism project. Many people come to
know Jesus through long-term relationships. Jesus commanded us to
love people. This means we should
speak the truth, but it also means that
we should not hold our disagreements
against people. People will know
Christians by their love (John 13:35).
Maybe your friend was mistreated by
a Christian in the past and it ruined his
view of God. Then he needs someone
like you to be a patient and faithful

friend. He needs someone who can
show him that God is love.
Make safe boundaries. Just because someone is your friend does not
mean you have to do everything he or
she does. Never let a friend force you
to do something you are not comfortable with. Talk to your parents and
trusted adults about safe places to
hang out with your friend and ways to
be a blessing to your friend. A good relationship with your parents can be
your greatest tool in being a good
friend to other people.
Q. How is it possible to meditate on
God’s Word day and night as the Bible
says?
A. Joshua 1:8 says, “This book of
the law shall not depart out of thy
mouth; but thou shalt meditate therein day and night, that thou mayest observe to do according to all that is written therein.” At first glance it seems
impossible to meditate on the Bible
day and night and still have a life.
However, the reason for reading the
Bible is not about getting through it.
The reason is to get the Bible in you. It
is better for you to read your Bible
once a week and have it affect the way
you live than to read it seven days a
week and not even understand what
you read.
Jesus summed up the whole law by
telling us to love the people around us
(John 13:34). Ask yourself how you
can be a blessing to the people around
you. Ask yourself what it would look
like to be a good son, daughter, brother, sister, or friend. Put yourself in your
friend’s shoes, imagining how you
would like to be treated. If you can do
this, then you are meditating on God’s
Word day and night as well as doing all
that is written in it. ★
If you have a question you want
answered, send it to: Teen Scene,
Union Gospel Press, P.O. Box 6059,
Cleveland, Ohio 44101, or e-mail us
at theoed@uniongospelpress.com
(subject line: Teen Scene).
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Boys and Girls
When I Grow Up
BY

KEVIN HOYER

HEN I grow up, I want to serve
Jesus Christ in some way,”
Melanie said. She sat down next to her
best friend, Samantha, on the edge of
the trampoline.
Samantha looked at Melanie’s serious face and said, “You’re kidding me,
right?”
“What do you mean?” Melanie
asked.
Samantha shook Melanie. “Haven’t
you been paying attention in Sunday
school?” she said with a deep voice,
mimicking their sixth-grade Sunday
school teacher.
Melanie giggled at her friend’s antics. “Of course I have; otherwise, Mr.
Powell would call on me for sure.”
Samantha chuckled. “Yeah, Mr.
Powell wants to make sure we understand what the Bible is telling us. He
says it doesn’t matter how old we are,
we are to serve the Lord in any way we
can and anywhere He wants us to. We
serve Jesus every day by loving, seeking, and obeying him. Remember one
of our first memory verses: ‘But seek
ye first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness; and all these things
shall be added unto you’ ” (Matt. 6:33).
“I know we’re not supposed to worry
about the future,” Melanie said. She recited, “‘Trust in the Lord with all thine
heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding. In all thy ways acknowledge
him, and he shall direct thy paths.’ That’s
Proverbs 3:5 and 6. How’s that for another memory verse?” Melanie said as she
jumped down and did a victory dance.
“So what’s going on, Melanie?”
Samantha asked. “Is something bothering you?”
“Well, I know we can serve the Lord
now . . . it’s just that—” Melanie paused.
“Last Sunday when the missionaries
came to speak at our church—”
“Oh, that’s what this is all about,”
Samantha said with a sigh. She saw
the look on her best friend’s face. “I’m
sorry.”
Melanie’s eyes watered. “It made me
feel guilty. It’s just that I love Jesus
Christ with my whole heart, Samantha.”
“I know you do.” Samantha held
Melanie’s hand.
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“I’m so thankful He died on the cross
for my sins. He gives me comfort and
joy. I feel as if I should do more because
of what He has done for me—not because I have to, but because I want to.”
“You’re right,” Samantha said. “Let’s
do more. Remember, Mr. Powell said
that the church is filled with all kinds of
people from all over the world. God can
use us just as He uses pastors and missionaries and Sunday school teachers.
We can tell people about Jesus Christ.”
“We’re only twelve,” Melanie said.
Samantha shrugged. “That doesn’t
matter—remember the story about
Jesus when He was twelve?”
“Oh yeah, I love that story! Jesus
and His parents went to the temple in
Jerusalem for the Passover. When
they left to go back home to Nazareth,
they thought Jesus was with them—”
“But he stayed behind in Jerusalem,”
Samantha said. “What was he doing in
the temple? I’m trying to remember.”
“I remember, but let me get my
Bible. We can read it together,”
Melanie said as she ran up the porch
into the house.
“Wait for me!” Samantha called.
Melanie paged through her Bible as
they both sat down at the kitchen table.
“Here it is.” Melanie read the words
aloud: ‘And it came to pass, that after
three days they found him in the temple, sitting in the midst of the doctors,

both hearing them, and asking them
questions. And all that heard him were
astonished at his understanding and
answers’” (Luke 2:46-47).
“Mr. Powell always asks us about
what we learn when we read the Bible,
so what can we learn from that,
Melanie?” Samantha asked, again imitating Mr. Powell’s voice the best she
could.
Melanie thought for a moment and
then replied, “Well, of course, Jesus
knew the Bible. Mr. Powell taught us that
the Bible says Jesus is the Word. It was
all written so that we can know Him.”
“We know a lot about the Bible,”
Samantha said. “We listen to our parents, pastors, and Sunday school teachers. We’re learning a great amount.”
Melanie started laughing.
“What’s so funny?” Samantha asked.
“We sure do ask a lot of questions,”
Melanie noted.
“We do. My mom says that is how
we learn,” Samantha pointed out.
“I am glad we know a lot about the
Bible,” Melanie stated. “There are so
many kids our age who don’t know Jesus Christ as Saviour.”
“There are a lot of adults who don’t
know Jesus, either,” Samantha added.
“My great-grandma said that there are
a lot of people living in the assisted living home with her who do not know the
Lord. It doesn’t matter how old people
are—they need to know Jesus Christ.”
“We should go and tell them!”
Melanie stood up and blurted out. “We
could be their friends, pray for them,
and read the Bible to them.”
“That’s a good idea!” Samantha
said. “They love having young people
visit. At least, that is what my greatgrandma says.”

Melanie sat back down. “You know,
I can think of a bunch of young people
in the Bible who served the Lord. They
had a lot of faith in God even though
they were young. Mary was young
when God said she would be the
mother of Jesus.”
“Can you imagine being the mother
of Jesus? The Saviour of the world
was in her belly!” Samantha said while
touching her belly.
“You know—” Melanie started to
say, then paused.
Samantha looked at Melanie.
“What?” she asked.
“Well, we carry Jesus Christ with us
wherever we go,” Melanie mused.
“I’m thinking about one of our memory verses. Galatians 2:20 says, ‘I am
crucified with Christ: nevertheless I
live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me:
and the life which I now live in the
flesh I live by the faith of the Son of
God, who loved me, and gave himself
for me.’ ”
“And there is my favorite verse,
Colossians 1:27, ‘To whom God would
make known what is the riches of the
glory of this mystery among the Gentiles; which is Christ in you, the hope
of glory,’” Samantha recited.
“It must have been embarrassing for
Mary to be pregnant with Baby Jesus
before she got married to Joseph,”
Melanie said.
“I know!” Samantha agreed. “She
could have been killed—Jesus along
with her!”
“But Mary had faith in God, just as
we need to, no matter how unpopular
it gets,” Melanie said.
“We will!” Samantha vowed. “No
matter what!”
They both sat silently for a moment,
then Samantha asked, “What about
Samuel and David? They were both
young when God called them and
started to use them.”
“Yeah, David was a young boy when
he killed Goliath. He relied on God’s
strength and not his own,” Melanie recalled.
“See, it doesn’t matter how old we
are,” Samantha said.
“Or what size we are,” Melanie
added.
“All that matters is that we trust and
rely on the Lord,” Samantha declared.
“What about Daniel and Timothy?
They were both young,” Melanie said.
“They’re both good examples of
people who served God. What about
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego?”
Samantha added.
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“Talk about getting in trouble for believing in God. Shadrach, Meshach,
and Abednego did not bow down to a
false god and so were thrown into a
fiery furnace. They served God even
when they were threatened with
death,” Melanie said.
“Remember the young boy with five
loaves of bread and two fish?”
Samantha questioned. “He wasn’t too
young to serve Jesus.”
“That’s a good one. Jesus took the
bread and fish and multiplied it to feed
five thousand people,” Melanie stated.
“Remember Mr. Powell taught us
that the Bible says that Jesus can take
our gifts and use them. God uses the
gifts He gives us,” Samantha said.
Melanie sat in silence and looked
out a nearby window. “I feel ashamed
now,” she admitted.
“Why?” Samantha asked.
“I remember one of the memory
verses we learned: ‘Let no man despise thy youth; but be thou an example of the believers, in word, in conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in
purity. Till I come, give attendance to
reading, to exhortation, to doctrine’
(I Timothy 4:12-13). We should make
sure we study the Bible together this
summer.”
“I agree,” Samantha said.
“And ask a lot of questions,”
Melanie added.
“We could also go with my mom
when she helps out at the food bank.
I went once. There were so many people there, and they were very grateful
for the food. A lot of people don’t have
things we take for granted. It was fun
to help out, and it made me appreciate all that I have, even though I’m always wishing I had more. It would help
me be more content and thankful for
what the Lord has given me. My mom
asks me if I want to go along every
time. I feel ashamed now. I don’t know
why I only went once,” Samantha confessed.
“We should go every time,” Melanie
suggested.
Samantha put her arm around
Melanie. “I hope you feel better. See,
we are not too young to do something
for Jesus. We don’t have to wait until
we grow up.”
“Mr. Powell told us,” Melanie said,
“that we can bear fruit for Jesus. Remember the words of John 15:5? ‘I am
the vine, ye are the branches: He that
abideth in me, and I in him, the same
bringeth forth much fruit: for without
me ye can do nothing.’ ” ★

Noah’s Ark

The Heron
BY

WANDA ERBSE

ERONS are medium to large waterfowl that have long necks,
long legs, and large bills. They are
stately birds that resemble storks and
cranes. Their necks are usually kinked
into an S-shape, and they fly with their
feet hanging down and back and their
heads held back against the shoulders.
There are sixty-four species of
herons throughout the world. Some
birds in the heron family are also called
“egrets” and “bitterns.” The distinction between the names usually has to
do with size and appearance. There is
little difference between the egret and
heron except in color and plumage.
Bitterns tend to have shorter necks
and are smaller than herons.
The Goliath heron, which stands
sixty inches tall, is the largest of the
species. Their legs are long and very
strong. Their plumage is usually black,
blue, brown, gray, or white. The great
blue heron (with a wingspan of six feet)
is the largest of the species in North
America.
The heron family has a worldwide
distribution. They exist on all continents except Antarctica and are present in most habitats except the coldest extremes of the Arctic, extremely
high mountains, and the driest
deserts. They nest near lakes, ponds,
rivers, swamps, and the coastlines
near oceans. Even though they are
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You and Your Bible
BY

FAITH STEINKRAUS

Elimelech and Naomi
Read Ruth 1:1-2. Fill in the blanks with the words of the puzzle.
1. ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
2. ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
3. ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
4. ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
5. ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
6. ____ ____ ____ ____
The judges ruled the land, and there was a (1) in the land surrounding Bethlehem-judah. There was a man named (2). He and his wife decided to move. His
wife’s name was (3). They had two sons. One son was named (4); the other son
was named (5). The family moved to the country of (6) and lived there.

Naomi Made a Decision
Read Ruth 1:3-5, 22. Unscramble the words to complete the sentences.
1. Elimelech died, and Naomi was left with her WOT __________ sons.
2. The two sons married Moabite women. The name of the one was RHAOP
_______________, and the other was Ruth.
3. Then Mahlon and Chilion lived there for about ten RYAES _______________ and
died.
4. Naomi TRRENEUD ______________________ to the city of Bethlehem-judah.
5. Ruth, the ABOISSEMT ________________________, Naomi’s daughter-inlaw, returned with her.

Ruth’s Commitment
When Ruth left Moab for Bethlehem-judah, she said, “Thy people shall be my
LOEPPE _________________, and thy God my ODG __________” (Ruth 1:16).

Boaz Married Ruth
Ruth gleaned barley in the field of Boaz. After a while, Boaz married Ruth.
Look at Ruth 4:13-17 and fill in the blanks.
1. Ruth had a baby boy. His name was ____________.
2. He was the father of Jesse, who was the father of _______________, who
became the king of Israel.
ANSWERS:
★ Elimelech and Naomi: 1. famine; 2. Elimelech; 3. Naomi; 4. Mahlon; 5. Chilion; 6. Moab. Naomi Made a Decision: 1. two; 2. Orpah; 3. years; 4. returned;
5. Moabitess. Ruth’s Commitment: PEOPLE, GOD. Boaz Married Ruth:
1. Obed; 2. David.

predominantly found in lowland areas, some species live in alpine areas.
The majority of herons live in the tropics.
The family of herons displays a
range of breeding habits. Some of the
birds develop showy plumes on their
backs and participate in elaborate
courtship. Some use loud calls, or
what is known as booming, to attract
mates. Herons are monogamous, and
their courting usually takes place on a
nest.
Typically, the male heron begins to
build a nest first, which he displays to
attract a female. Once a female arrives, the two complete the nest together. The nests are usually found
near and above water. Some herons
nest in trees, while others, such as bitterns, nest in reed beds. Their nests
are typically placed in vegetation, although the nests of a few species have
been found on the ground where suitable shrubs are unavailable. Generally, herons lay between three to seven
eggs, depending on the species.
Typical herons feed during the day
and are carnivorous. Their diet consists of a wide variety of aquatic prey,
including fish, reptiles, amphibians,
crustaceans, mollusks, and aquatic
insects. Night herons (small, shortnecked herons that are active mainly
at night) specialize in hunting crustaceans, especially crabs. The yellowcrown night heron is one example.
There have been rare reports of herons
eating acorns, peas, and grains, which
appear to be accidentally eaten, however.
Some species of herons have been
documented using bait in order to lure
prey to within striking distance. They
might use something that is already in
the water (vegetation) or add something to the water (such as seeds,
leaves, or insects). Some herons have
been observed using bread that has
been thrown into the water by humans. The most common hunting
technique is for the heron to be motionless on the edge of or in shallow
water. It patiently waits until prey
comes within range and then spears it
with its bill. God wants believers to develop patience, like the heron. His
Word commands, “Rest in the Lord,
and wait patiently for him” (Ps. 37:7).
Hebrews 6:15 says that Abraham “patiently endured” waiting on the Lord
and received “the promise” from Him.
Wait patiently, and trust in the Lord to
provide your needs. ★

Wit and Wisdom Cartoons
“A survey taker asked a young man
what he thought was the greatest
problem in society—ignorance or apathy. He replied, ‘I don’t know and I
don’t care.’ ”
***
Washington Irving (1783-1859):
“Whenever your friends begin to compliment you on looking young, you can
be sure they think you are growing
old.”
***
“Eventually we will run out of food to
feed ourselves, fuel to warm ourselves, and air to breathe. This is
something we must learn to live with!”
***
Don Herold (1889-1966): “Unhappiness is not knowing what we want and
killing ourselves to get it.”
***
“Experience is what makes you wonder how it got a reputation for being
the best teacher.”
***
Roy Rogers (1911-1998): “Lead your
life so you wouldn’t be ashamed to sell
the family parrot to the town gossip.”
***
Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865):
“What kills a skunk is the publicity it
gives itself.”
***
Franklin P. Jones (1908-1980):
“Nothing is as hard to do gracefully as
getting down off your high horse.”

Quote-ables
Love and Joy
Billy Sunday (1862-1935): “If you
have no joy in your religion, there’s a
leak in your Christianity somewhere.”
***
Augustine (354-430): “God loves each
of us as if there were only one of us.”
***
C. S. Lewis (1898-1963): “Indifference is the main enemy of love, not
hatred.”
***
A. W. Tozer (1897-1963): “The Christian owes it to the world to be supernaturally joyful.”
***
John Chrysostom (349-407): “Heat
makes all things expand. And the
warmth of love will always expand a
person’s heart.”
***
J. I. Packer: “He knows me as a
friend, one who loves me; and there is
no moment when His eye is off me, or
his attention distracted from me, and
no moment therefore, when His care
falters. . . . There is unspeakable comfort . . . in knowing that God is constantly taking knowledge of me in love
and watching over me for my good.”
***
Helen Keller (1880-1968): “Resolve
to keep happy, and your joy and you
shall form an invincible host against
difficulties.”
***
D. L. Moody (1837-1899): “Happiness
is caused by things that happen
around me, and circumstances will
mar it; but joy flows right on through
trouble; joy flows on through the dark;
joy flows in the night as well as in the
day; joy flows all through persecution
and opposition.”
***

***
“Many seem determined not to be
content with their lot until it is a lot
more.” ★
—Compiled by Donna Poole.
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Charles Wesley (1707-1788): “Love
divine, all loves excelling, Joy of heaven, to earth come down; Fix in us thy
humble dwelling; All thy faithful mercies crown!” ★
—Compiled by Donna Poole.
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Dad’s Den
Alone Again
BY

HEY said good-bye to their
youngest on the steps of her dormitory and climbed into their car for
the six-hour trip back home. For the
first time in over twenty years, they
were traveling without a child in the
backseat. An uncomfortable silence
settled over them. What would they
talk about? Could they survive the silence of the empty nest?
The departure of the last child from
the home marks a change in the marriage relationship. Ideally, it would
seem that a couple could return to the
fondly remembered courtship days.
Instead, some couples allow arguments that were always kept muted for
the sake of the children to grow into
abusive battles. Others react by withdrawing and maintaining a civil but impenetrable personal distance.
The empty nest does not have to
bring deterioration to a marriage. A
Christian couple can prepare to face
that event in their lives by applying
some advice Paul gave to the believers in Philippi. He encouraged their relationships, saying, “Not as in my
presence only, but now much more in
my absence” (Phil. 2:12). It was easy
for them to get along with one another as long as Paul was there, but now
that he was gone, there were problems.
Joseph DeVito identified several
causes of relational deterioration, one
of which can be children. “When an individual’s needs for affection or attention, once supplied by the other party
in the primary relationship, are now
supplied by a friend or a child, the primary relationship may be in trouble”
(The Interpersonal Communication
Book, Addison-Wesley).
If a couple depends on investment
in the lives of children to give value to
marriage, the departure of children
from the home causes communication
problems. Every conversation between husband and wife can concern
school, youth activities, and curfews.
A third-person relationship has dominated communication since the day
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they rejoiced over the results of the
pregnancy test.
Another cause for relational deterioration according to DeVito is undefined expectations. The roles of father
and mother were easily defined as
long as the nest was full, but now the
definition of husband and wife has become blurred. Financial questions
previously centered on providing for
the children. Decisions concerning
job-related moves and what church to
attend were influenced by family concerns.
Suddenly all that has changed. The
children are gone. It is just the two of
you, alone again.
Christian couples need to build relationships that will survive any change
that might occur. In order to make a
marriage crisis-proof, Paul recommended setting a goal of continual
spiritual growth. He counseled making
spiritual health a top priority in relationships, saying, “Work out your own
salvation” (Phil. 2:12).
Paul advised his readers to put the
same kind of strong determination and
effort into spiritual growth that we
might put into working a math problem, for example. Paul’s readers already had salvation through faith in
Christ. Now they needed to work out
the details of what salvation meant in
everyday living.
As an illustration, let us say that Phil
and Amber have a problem with finances. Phil is an impulsive big
spender. Amber is a hoarder, except
when it comes to buying clothes for
the children. The children are gone
now, however, and there is no agreement on financial priorities. A decision
by the couple to make spiritual growth
a priority in their relationship could defuse the otherwise inevitable wrangling over money.
Phil could say, “I want to grow spiritually, and I know that means gaining
control of my materialistic impulse
buying. I need to recognize myself in
Christ’s warning about trying to serve
God and mammon.”

Amber could say, “I want to grow
spiritually by understanding how I
used the children as a weapon against
my husband in order to get what I
wanted. I need to see myself in
Christ’s advice to lay up treasures in
heaven rather than focusing on what
we can accumulate here on earth.”
A husband and wife will be wise to
become more concerned about each
other’s spiritual growth than they are
about their own self-interests. They
will see God at work in their lives “both
to will and to do of his good pleasure”
(Phil. 2:13).
Another goal that will help a couple
overcome relationship deterioration is
a determination to avoid petty arguments. Paul told his readers, “Do all
things without murmurings and disputings” (Phil. 2:14). These are two terrible hindrances in maintaining a good
relationship.
Murmurings include whispered expressions of dissatisfaction. They are
the snide comments about a partner’s
loss of attractiveness that one says under his breath and then denies when
asked to repeat them. Many couples
have found that it is possible to actually increase the attractiveness of a marriage partner by regularly showering
genuine compliments upon him or her.
Contentious arguments (disputings)
lead to bitterness in a relationship. A
couple whose relationship is dominated by Christlike love will be able to discuss any topic, even one on which
they disagree, without it becoming a
dispute. In contrast, the couple that
has not made a decision to avoid pettiness will find that even the most trivial disagreement may escalate into a
knock-down, drag-out fight.
A couple can avoid these hindrances by working on the development of two qualities of Christlike
character in their relationship. Paul’s
terminology for these qualities was
“blameless and harmless” (Phil. 2:15).
When a person is blameless, no one is
able to suggest that his motives are
(Continued on page 47)

One Mother to Another
An Eye for Beauty
BY

he wedding of British Prince
Charles to Diana Spencer in 1981
saw the bride wear a dress that would
cost over $27,000 in today’s dollars.
The expenditure of that much money
and the elaborate ceremony did not
keep the marriage from breaking up.
The sad statistics of broken vows, royal or not, prove that it takes more than
satin and pearls to make a bride and
construct a marriage. Really, it takes
God’s intervention in our character.
His work in us begins when He
makes us aware that we are sinners,
needing Jesus Christ’s payment for
our wrongdoing. After we confess our
sins, He gives us a right standing with
Him. Then when God looks at us, He
sees His Son’s perfection in place of
our sinfulness. As Isaiah 61:10 says,
“He hath clothed me with the garments of salvation, he hath covered
me with the robe of righteousness.” In
daily practice, however, we are works
in progress. God promised in Philippians 1:6 that He will not give up until the
beauty of His Son is seen in us.
How would we describe the beauty
God desires to see in a woman? Regarding a woman’s adornment, Scripture says, “Let it not be that outward
adorning of plaiting the hair, and of
wearing of gold, or of putting on of apparel; but let it be the hidden man of
the heart, in that which is not corruptible, even the ornament of a meek and
quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God
of great price” (I Pet. 3:3-4).
The beauty God treasures is inward.
That is not to say it is wrong to take care
of our appearance. It is one of the ways
we can honor our husbands. All of nature tells us that God loves beauty.
The core issue is our motives. Do we
use our appearance as an excuse to
be extravagant, feed our pride, or allure others (Gill, John Gill’s Exposition
of the Old and New Testaments, Baptist Standard Bearer)? Are we aiming
to attract attention? Will we make it
difficult for a godly man to know where
to look? Or are we seeking to honor
our Saviour?
The beauty that God cherishes is
unfading. Someone suggested to me
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that the reason worldly women desperately pursue youthfulness is that
outward beauty is the only kind they
have. When that withers, they have
nothing left. A wise man noted, “Every
ornament of the body, however beautiful, is soon to be laid aside; the
adorning of the soul will endure for
ever” (Barnes, Barnes’ Notes on the
Old and New Testaments, Baker).
The beauty that pleases God is a
meek, or gentle, and quiet spirit. Over
150 years ago, Albert Barnes wrote that
unless a man is specially trained for the
profession, he will not distinguish between real diamonds and fake or the
relative merits of fabrics and styles.
“But,” he went on, “a man has a real
interest in what constitutes the ornaments of the heart. His happiness, in
his contact with his wife, depends on
these. He knows what is denoted by a
kind temper; by gentle words; by a
placid brow; by a modest and patient
spirit; by a heart that is calm in trouble,
and that is affectionate and pure; by
freedom from irritability, fretfulness,
and impatience; and he can fully appreciate the value of these things”
(Barnes).
Surviving the impact of time on the
body, the ornament of a gentle and
quiet spirit will please our husbands
far more than our attention to fashion
(Clarke, Adam Clarke’s Commentary
on the Bible, Baker). More importantly, this kind of ornament is precious in
God’s eyes.
Let us explore God’s measure of
beauty a little further: “For after this
manner in the old time the holy women
also, who trusted in God, adorned
themselves, being in subjection unto
their own husbands: even as Sara
obeyed Abraham, calling him lord:
whose daughters ye are, as long as ye
do well, and are not afraid with any
amazement” (I Pet. 3:5-6).
Sarah’s exceptional physical beauty
(Gen. 12:11) was eclipsed by the true
and timeless beauty of her trust in
God. Like us, Sarah was sometimes
impatient and manipulative as she
waited for God to work out His plan.
However, overall she was headed in

the right direction, because she believed God would keep His promises.
Sarah was among the women of old
who gave evidence of their trust in God
and exhibited true beauty by submitting to their own husbands. Because
our perspective is so clouded by the
world’s values and by our own sin, we
often see authority and submission as
disagreeable and even dangerous.
However, authority and submission
have their origin in the Trinity—in the
way the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit interact with perfect harmony. God intended the relationships within the
Trinity to be mirrored in the relationships within marriage and the family
(Tackett, The Truth Project, Focus on
the Family).
Satan tries to destroy this image.
How can we resist his schemes? We
must do what is right and not give in to
fear. Fear tears us away from trust in
God, and as Romans 1 vividly points
out, the further we move from trust in
God, the more destructive our decisions and behavior become.
The truth is, we act out what we believe about God. For example, a thief
believes God will not provide. A
woman who takes control in her marriage may think that her husband is incapable and that even God cannot
make him capable.
How much better it would be for us
to understand the truth about God by
reading His Word, obeying it, and surrendering our fears to Him in prayer!
Then, by His Spirit, God will transform
our behavior. The thief will stop stealing and be generous. The controlling
woman will respect her husband’s
leadership because she loves him and
trusts God to care for her.
No, clothes do not make a bride, nor
do they define a woman’s beauty at
any stage in life. The beauty of the inner self, the beauty that will not fade
but will become more radiant with
time, the beauty of a gentle and quiet
spirit, the beauty of trust in God, and
the beauty of submission as a demonstration of faith in God—this is the
beauty that is of enduring worth in the
eyes of our Heavenly Father. ★
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Family Life
Godly Grandparenting
BY

GREW up in a small town. One set
of grandparents lived just three
blocks from our home; the other set
lived a whopping one mile away! So
my grandparents were always around,
always available, and always interested in what we, their grandchildren,
were doing. What a privilege and what
a blessing! I vaguely remember my
grandparents working some, but before I was grown up, all of them had retired. They had their chores and hobbies, but they always seemed to have
time for their grandchildren, including
me.
Such a scenario is undoubtedly
more unusual today. Many grandparents today live across the country, far
away from their grandchildren, perhaps visiting with them only occasionally. With the economic changes that
have occurred, many grandparents
are also still working. Others, though
retired, are still healthy and have their
own activities to pursue.
Times have changed, but God’s
Word has not. We still have to heed
what the Scriptures say about grandchildren and grandparents. There are
at least a dozen Scripture passages
that speak directly to the relationship
between grandparents and grandchildren. I want to touch on some of them
in this article.
My children did not grow up with
t h e i r g r a n d p a re n t s n e a r b y. O f
course, we did all we could to maintain a strong and loving relationship
between them. We also found “surrogate” grandparents in the body of
Christ. Whenever our children had
“Grandparents’ Day” at school, we
found some special and loving
friends in the body of Christ who
could fill in for their grandparents,
who were living too far away to participate.
Children need grandparents. I have
two grandchildren of my own now.
They too are far across the country
right now. But with modern technology we can stay in touch on screen, do-
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ing all we can to have that precious input into their lives. This reflects the
teaching of Scripture.
Have we forgotten about the importance of grandparents? From a Christian and biblical point of view, we need
to see the spiritual side of grandparenting. What can godly grandparents
do for their grandchildren?
BE PRESENT IN THEIR LIVES
Proverbs 17:6 states that “Children’s children are the crown of old
men.” Grandparents ought first of all
to view their grandchildren in the right
way. They are a “crown.” A crown is a
mark of honor and pride. There is
something special about one’s grandchildren. What a privilege to live long
enough to see one’s children’s children!
Psalm 128:6 has this excited exclamation: “Yea, thou shalt see thy children’s children.” This conveys the
sense of excitement that comes from
these precious lives that God deposits
into the orbit of grandparents. What
can be done? How can grandparents
stay engaged? Is the excitement level
where it should be? Grandparents
have to be present in the lives of
grandchildren—yes, even in these
busy days. This is the teaching of
Scripture.
We see this kind of excitement in the
story of Jacob and his son Joseph. For
many years, Jacob thought that the
firstborn son of his favorite wife was
dead. That mistaken belief was put to
rest when the whole family of Jacob
was reunited with Joseph down in
Egypt after more than twenty years.
Take a look at Genesis 48:8-16. Can
you sense the excitement and joy that
must have gripped Jacob when he
saw Joseph’s children for the first
time? Jacob received them, blessed
them, prayed for them, and rejoiced
over them. Thus came Jacob’s outreach into the lives of his grandchildren. Grandparents need to be present in the lives of their grandchildren.

PROVIDE FOR THEIR LIVES
Proverbs 13:22 states, “A good
man leaveth an inheritance to his children’s children.” There is a little more
here than meets the eye. In our modern world an inheritance usually refers
to an inheritance of wealth, like stocks
and bonds or something financial.
However, the term “inheritance” was
more meaningful in Old Testament
days. Remember that when Israel
conquered the Land of Promise,
everything was divided up by tribe
and family. Each family received their
share of the Promised Land or the “inheritance.” And it was each family’s
job to preserve it for the next generation.
Good grandparents, therefore,
made sure that they did not squander
the future of their grandchildren by
losing their allotment in the land of Israel. They passed on what they had received. So this verse is speaking of
more than the passing along of wealth;
it is emphasizing the provision of stability and a solid foundation for the
next generation.
Grandparents can apply this to life
in a number of ways. I am not so sure
it is wise to leave great wealth to a
young person. But to give them a
stable family, a godly legacy, and a
sure foundation in life is something
that goes far beyond monetary value. We do not have to be rich to pass
on a valuable inheritance in this
sense.
How can it be done? We should always be thinking ahead as parents
and grandparents as to how we can
best provide a good start in life to the
next generation. Grandparents can
play a crucial role in this, stepping in to
give the right kind of help and support
at the right time.
One of our children was struggling
with direction in life back in her college
days. One of her grandparents had a
long talk with her and provided some
much-needed financial help that confirmed her resolve to complete her ed-

ucation and keep moving ahead. That
is the goal—to provide that extra
“something” when it is needed as the
next generation takes on life. Grandparents can provide this kind of targeted help—not just wealth, but a firm
and stable foundation for life and the
future.
SPEAK INTO THEIR LIVES
This is probably the most important
point. Grandparents should work to
create a platform by which they can
speak into the lives of their grandchildren. Proverbs 16:31 says, “The hoary
head is a crown of glory, if it be found
in the way of righteousness.” As
grandparents, we want to live in such
a way that our lives convey wisdom
and righteousness. Young people
need the old for this reason. The
young possess enthusiasm and
strength, but they need wisdom and
direction. If that enthusiasm and
strength is infused with godly wisdom,
then they will truly have something
special.
That is where grandparents come
in. If they live righteously, walk with
God, and learn the lessons He teaches them over a lifetime, then they can
impart this to their grandchildren.
Grandparents must cultivate the platform of wisdom, love, and a godly example. When this is in place, grandparents have much to say to
grandchildren.
What can grandparents share with
grandchildren in terms of teaching
and guidance? First, tell them your
own story. As a grandparent, what is
your testimony? What has God taught
you? Isaiah 59:21 talks about taking
what the Spirit of God has taught us
and putting it into the lives of our
grandchildren. What have you learned
that you can share with your grandchildren?
We can also share God’s story. This
is the big one. Multiple times in the
Word of God we see exhortations to
share the works and warnings of God
with the younger generation (cf. Exod.
10:2; Deut. 4:9). So what if grandparents are not proficient in video manipulation or are unfamiliar with many of
the abbreviations in social media?
They have spent a lifetime learning the
Word of God!
The lives of young people today are
filled with the flashes and sounds of
the modern technological world. Distractions tempt them away from God’s
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Word. They desperately need someone to speak the Word of God to them.
It is great when there is a good youth
pastor or youth worker around to
teach them. But coming from the other direction, how wonderful when
grandparents, given a loving and consistent platform, can also speak into
their lives.
Listen to Psalm 78:2-7: “I will open
my mouth in a parable: I will utter dark
sayings of old: which we have heard
and known, and our fathers have told
us. We will not hide them from their
children, shewing to the generation to
come the praises of the Lord, and his
strength, and his wonderful works
that he hath done. For he established
a testimony in Jacob, and appointed
a law in Israel, which he commanded
our fathers, that they should make
them known to their children: that the
generation to come might know
them, even the children which should
be born; who should arise and declare them to their children: that they
might set their hope in God, and not
forget the works of God, but keep his
commandments.”
Nothing could be clearer than that
God wills for older believers, such as
g r a n d p a re n t s , t o i n s t r u c t t h e
younger generation in the ways and
works of God. Grandparents must
speak into the lives of their grandchildren.
Finally, grandparents should show
their grandchildren their potential
story, and by that I mean how their
lives will go as young people if they
know and serve God. Psalm 103:1718 states, “The mercy of the Lord is
from everlasting to everlasting upon
them that fear him, and his righteousness unto children’s children; to such
as keep his covenant, and to those
that remember his commandments to
do them.”
Sometimes young people do not
see the consequences of actions and
choices clearly. Grandparents usually
have very good insight into life, having
lived and learned over many years. So
they can tell their grandchildren how
their lives will go if they make godly
choices and how their lives will go if
they do not. Grandparents should not
be passive observers, but rather,
teachers and leaders. This should not
be done in a “preachy” way but in the
context of a loving and caring relationship.
So yes, godly grandparenting can
have a powerful influence upon grand-

children. The Word of God makes this
clear. Over and above the natural love
and affection of these relationships,
the Word of God outlines multiple
ways to minister to grandchildren.
Grandparents should be present in the
lives of their grandchildren, however it
can be managed in today’s world.
They should make provision for the
lives of their grandchildren, providing
stability and help. And most important, they should speak into those precious young lives. May God help all
grandparents to gain a vision for this
powerful ministry! ★

Alone Again
(Continued from page 44)

evil. In the marriage relationship, this
quality comes from desiring the best
for the other partner. The blameless
person lives in such a way that his
mate will never accuse him of acting
selfishly.
A harmless person is never feared.
He will never be accused of desiring to
harm his partner. A person who argues
without a desire to understand the opposing viewpoint is suggesting that if
he had his way he would not allow dissent. In a biblical marriage relationship,
neither partner will cause the other to
fear harm; instead, the husband and
wife in their relationship should “shine
as lights in the world” (Phil. 2:15).
Paul’s final advice to those who seek
to build a united relationship is to deliberately choose to live a life of rejoicing. “Rejoice with me” (Phil. 2:18), he
wrote after mentioning circumstances
that, apart from faith, might have limited his joy. Paul faced the possibility of
martyrdom. At the time he wrote, he
was under house arrest (cf. Acts 28:30).
Even when Paul’s final moment came,
he still saw cause for rejoicing in his life
because he had accomplished God’s
purpose (cf. II Tim. 4:6-8).
A Christian couple can successfully
face the empty nest by determining
that their circumstances will never rob
others of joy. If Paul could be joyful despite many trials, surely we can also
face our crises with a spirit of rejoicing
in the Lord. Happiness is a choice. A
couple can cure a deteriorating relationship by choosing to face the future
with joy. ★
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Renewed Purpose
BY

PHIL STAMM

ETTY stood in the company break
room all alone. Her coworkers
had returned to their cubicles and
desks. In her hand, she held an envelope containing two tickets for a
Caribbean cruise, given to her by Mr.
Bryan, the office manager, and a card
replete with the names of her work
friends. Uneaten cake, half-empty
glasses of fruit punch, floating balloons, and confetti remained a silent
witness to Betty’s special day. Exhilaration mingled with fear flowed
through her as she stood there. Tomorrow she would wake up and not go
to work. Tomorrow would be her long
anticipated first day of retirement.
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary
(eleventh edition) describes retirement
as “withdrawal from one’s position or
occupation or from active working life.”
The latest government statistics indicate that more than four million people
retire every year, either by changing occupations or stepping out of the active
work force altogether. Currently, nearly
forty-five million people are receiving
monthly Social Security payments averaging $1130 per payee. The projection by the Social Security Administration indicates that by the year 2020, 25
percent of the US population will be retired and collecting retirement benefits.
These statistics may be interesting
but seem irrelevant until a person is
suddenly dropped into the massive
pool of the retired. For many, what had
been anticipated as the “golden
years” of life instead become an unsettled psychological battle to establish a new identity and discover a revised purpose for living. Some new
retirees feel great loss because their
character and personality were defined by their job or career. That all
changed the day they walked out of
work into their new life.
For many people, the first days of retirement are marked by a brief euphoria.
Sleeping late, reading long-neglected
books, spending time with the grandchildren, traveling, and simply goofing
off absorb the majority of their time.
Typically, however, feelings of boredom and uselessness slowly begin to
sneak in and spread until the retiree begins to question his purpose for living.
Some even attempt to resolve the rea-
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son for existence itself. The retiree may
question his or her personal value upon
encountering certain portions of Scripture. In his later years, Solomon wrote,
“Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher,
vanity of vanities; all is vanity” (Eccles.
1:2). The Hebrew word for “vanity” can
be translated as “just a breath, nothing
of any real significance.”
James, the brother of our Lord,
penned, “For what is your life? It is
even a vapour, that appeareth for a little time, and then vanisheth away”
(Jas. 4:14). The original Greek word for
“vapour” carries the idea of “temporal
visibility containing very little substance.” As we climb the stairs of life,
it becomes normal to wonder what our
life really stood for and what there is to
look forward to. Often the question is,
“Has my life simply become a lot of vapor with minimal substance?”
John Calvin must have been considering this very thought when he wrote,
“God does not prolong the lives of his
people, that they may pamper themselves with meat and drink, sleep as
much as they please, and enjoy every
temporal blessing, but to magnify him”
(Commentary on the Psalms). Rather
than attempt to evaluate and analyze
our personal effectiveness, Calvin observed, believers should concentrate
on bringing the greatest glory to our
Lord in the present. While we may
agree, the question of how that can be
accomplished remains.
Jeremiah encouraged the Jewish
elders who had been taken into exile
in Babylon with these words: “For I
know the thoughts [plans] that I think
toward you, saith the Lord, thoughts of
peace, and not of evil [calamity], to
give you an expected end” (Jer. 29:11).
“An expected end” could read “a future and a hope.” God’s plans can be
understood as His projects, purposes,
or directives. The Hebrew leaders had
all but given up when they witnessed
their city being destroyed.
Jerusalem represented more than a
capital city; it embodied the Israelites’
identity and purpose for living. A devastated city meant devastated lives for
the Jews. Yet God offered hope and
consolation in the midst of doubts and
fears. The Lord instructed them not to
worry; instead, they were to look to

Him because He had plans for them.
The Christian retiree facing the uncertainty of the future can take consolation in the fact that God has a plan.
It is a plan for good and not trouble, a
plan for a future filled with hope. In the
Jeremiah passage, hope points to the
idea of possessing an expectation that
good will happen.
When the days are long and lonely
and the future is unsure, we can place
our hope in God, knowing that His
blessings will come to us. The Apostle
Paul reinforced this truth when he
wrote, “And we know that all things
work together for good to them that
love God, to them who are the called
according to his purpose” (Rom. 8:28).
Through many years of personal experience with our God, believers have
proved His goodness and protection.
The Scriptures have sustained us in numerous times of trouble and concern.
As we look back, we are able to testify
of the truths of God’s wisdom, generosity, and love; and we stand sure
that He will continue. “I will not forsake
you” is a major theme of His Word.
Convinced of the Lord’s guidance
and protection, let us step out by faith
to serve Him, perhaps in a new and exciting way. We should ask, “What can
I do to magnify God?” Another way to
put that might be, “What can I do that
would give me satisfaction and joy in
serving the Lord?”
When I was a young man, I sat down
and drew up a plan for my life. This included my hopes and dreams, my
goals for success, and my personal
ambitions. When I finished, I defined
the immediate steps to take in order to
eventually reach my final goal. (In my
case, it was to be a missionary.) With
the agreement and support of my family, we embarked on our journey.
Six years later, with a college degree
and no debt, we stepped onto Belizean
soil as missionaries with a recognized
missions board. The plan of action that
I had drawn up with God’s leading was
fulfilled. Since that experience, there
have been other times of situational
changes and changed settings.
Now that the years have flown by
and I am beginning to enter into a new
chapter of my life, I can sense the excitement, once again, as I seek God’s
direction.
The following suggested steps are
not inspired; they are simply guidelines that have helped me and others
determine God’s program.
First, believe that God has a plan for

your life (cf. Jer. 29:11) and that the consummation of that plan results in glorifying God before others. We may feel
the creeping onset of old age sapping
much of our youthful vitality and excitement, but the Lord can give us new
energy: “They that wait upon the Lord
shall renew their strength; they shall
mount up with wings as eagles; they
shall run, and not be weary; and they
shall walk, and not faint” (Isa. 40:31).
Who better to show the love of God
to others than someone who has lived
under His care for sixty or more years?
Second, pray for God to direct your
path into service. Paul reminded the
Philippians, “Be careful [anxious] for
nothing; but in every thing by prayer and
supplication with thanksgiving let your
requests be made known unto God”
(Phil. 4:6). Prayer includes being open to
His guidance and leadership. What believers often do is pray that their desires
may be met, expecting God to agree.
Pray with an open heart and an open
mind. The Lord may take you in a direction totally different from your previous
occupation and experience. Seek out
godly counsel from a friend you trust.
“Ointment and perfume rejoice the
heart: so doth the sweetness of a man’s
friend by hearty counsel” (Prov. 27:9).

Thomas à Kempis encouraged the believer to “take counsel with a person
who is wise and of good conscience;
and seek to be instructed by one better
than thyself” (The Imitation of Christ).
Your path may be spiritually oriented,
centered on serving in an organized
Christian body, such as a church outreach program or short-term mission
work. But do not be surprised if God’s
plan and purpose are not church related but rather are associated with the
secular. We need to remember the ultimate purpose is not our comfort—it is
God’s glory. Is there a nobler calling
than to be a witness for Christ among
people in need of a Saviour?
Third, research available service opportunities through church publications, newspaper advertisements, the
Internet, and other resources. The
question to ask is, “Where can I reflect
my Lord in the best possible circumstances?”
The answer may be surprising because we can glorify God anywhere
we live. Our new calling might be to
help out in a bowling league, a book
club, a meals program, an animal shelter, or any of a multitude of possibilities. Wherever people gather can be
the perfect place to bring God into the

A Faithful and Sweet Servant of the
Lord

McKinney’s journey here is
over; her purpose for which
she was created has been fulfilled—to know God and be
with Him forever (John 17:3).
She was undoubtedly greeted by her Saviour with the
words “Well done, good and
faithful servant” (Matt. 25:23).
Mr. Rowland concluded
his message with more encouraging words and a challenge from God’s Word. Miss
McKinney was ready to die.
He stated, “She has gained
freedom from an aging and
decaying body. She has
gained answers to the quesMiss McKinney standing in front of birthday banner for
Miss Beatrice Jones in July 2011
tions she has had throughout her life. She has gained
the perfect worship service. She has McKinney’s body was laid to rest in the
gained seeing loved ones gone before Gospel Worker Society plot. She
and the saints of old. She has gained joined many other Gospel Workers
seeing Jesus face to face.”
who are awaiting the day when “we
Mr. Rowland then closed the service shall all be changed, in a moment, in
with prayer. Family and friends then the twinkling of an eye” (I Cor. 15:51went to the Brooklyn Heights Ceme- 52). “Wherefore comfort one another
tery in Cleveland, Ohio, as Miss with these words” (I Thess. 4:18). H

(Continued from page 13)

sage from John 11 by reading from
John 14. Jesus said that He is “the
way, the truth, and the life” (vs. 6). Miss
McKinney believed that and is now enjoying her home in heaven that Jesus
prepared for her and all believers.
Finally, Reverend Akers read Philippians 1:22 and II Corinthians 5:8,
which gave encouragement and joy to
those at the service. Miss McKinney is
now absent from this earth, but she is
present with the Lord.
The memorial service continued
with a message from Mr. Dave Rowland, who reminded Miss McKinney’s
relatives, friends, and coworkers that
believers in Christ die physically, yet
they live spiritually. They never are
separated from God. He stated that
Miss McKinney is a child of God;
therefore, the day of death for her is
better than the day of birth.
He further explained that Miss
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setting and magnify Him.
Fourth, determine to carry out the
plan that God has established for you.
“Commit thy way unto the Lord; trust
also in him; and he shall bring it to pass”
(Ps. 37:5). In the original language, the
phrase beginning with “commit” literally means to “roll it upon” the Lord. What
a great picture of commitment this is!
We take our plans and put them on the
shoulders of God, and He then carries
them for us to their appointed destinations. The verse continues with another significant verb, “trust,” which carries the idea of being confident of that
which you are committing to.
In the context of Psalm 37:5, our
confidence is placed in God to complete what He has begun. The wonderful truth of this passage is that when I
roll my plan onto God and I place my
faith in Him, He will “bring it to pass.”
Betty bowed her head and prayed
before turning in for the day. “Dear
Lord, I thank You for the opportunity to
share Your love with Judith today at
the book club. May the Holy Spirit lead
her to Christ.” She crawled into bed
confident that she was involved in a
ministry that she had been directed to
by God. Retirement had brought new
purpose and meaning to her life. ★
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Pursued
BY

KEVIN HOYER

Kevin Hoyer

HE treatment team stared back at
me. I took a seat. It was my fourth
trip to the psych ward since I had left the
army’s number one inpatient drug and
alcohol treatment program. I had progressively gotten worse despite the intervention. This time, I had overdosed
and ended up in the emergency room.
Despite the warnings, the extreme withdrawals, and the threat of being kicked
out of the army, I could not break free
from my addiction. The phenomenon of
craving would occur, and all rational
thought would leave. “Why did you take
the first drink?” they asked. I could not
answer their question; I did not know.
“You are a rehabilitation failure, and
we’re processing you out of the army.
It’s a shame considering your exemplary military service as a Green Beret
in the US Army Special Forces, up until this point, that is,” I was told.
Growing up, I had always thought that
something was wrong. I never felt right
or comfortable. I could not concentrate,
and anger fueled me. I grew up on the
mission field with a family committed to
the church. I had been exposed to the
truth of Jesus Christ and probably
thought I believed. I know now that my
heart was never changed; I believed in
the information rather than the person of
Jesus Christ. I never sought Him on my
own. I did not want to change.
The first time I drank alcohol, I experienced instant relief and felt normal. From
that point on, I could not get enough alcohol. At first, it was a source of comfort,
but it quickly turned to hell on earth.
After I left home, I never went to
church again. In my early years, I had
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brief periods of sobriety in order to accomplish my childhood dream of becoming a Green Beret in the army. I accomplished that goal early and was
able to do things that I had only
dreamed about. None of that filled the
void. Something was missing. Alcohol
took over my life. It led to more sin and
more drinking to cover up that guilt.
Prior to my last official time in the
hospital, I had gone to numerous programs, treatments, and counseling.
They focused on lifestyle changes, behavior modification, and right choices.
It was not what I needed. I needed a
real fix that could only come from God.
God used those programs to bring
people into my life to bombard me with
the only solution that God has for His
people—that Jesus Christ was sent
into the world to save sinners like me.
Alcohol was just a symptom of my real
problem. I needed to be born again.
Everywhere I turned and wherever I
went, the name Jesus Christ would
come up from the most unlikely people and in the strangest places. I was
being pursued. Jesus dominated my
thoughts. At first, I was resistant and
angry at God.
During my last binge, I stopped by an
empty church and marched up to the altar and shouted at God, “If You are real,
please fix me!” From the moment I left
the church, I was hounded on every
side. I could not stay out of trouble until I ended up in the emergency room.
I had a weeklong stay after my treatment meeting before they processed
me out of the hospital and the army. I
was watched around-the-clock, except
when I went to the bathroom. I went in
there frequently to seek forgiveness and
ask Jesus to come into my life. I was
broken and needed Him. I felt like an
empty shell. It was approaching the
time for me to leave, and I was scared.
One particular day, I felt drawn to the
bathroom. I remember it was so quiet
on the unit that day. I went into the bathroom and could feel the sun shining
through the window. The only thought
that entered my mind was Jesus.
For a moment, or maybe longer, I felt
at peace for the very first time. I felt a
weight being lifted; I felt clean. My
mind was redirected and cleared. I
saw Jesus Christ for the first time, but

not with my physical eyes. He entered
my life with an overwhelming love. I
saw the reality of Jesus Christ, and I
saw things as they really are. It was a
moment of clarity. Jesus is Lord, and
He will be worshipped.
I walked out of that hospital a free
man—no desire to drink, nothing
missing, totally complete. He entered
my life and stayed. That was twenty
years ago. I have never had a moment
since when I thought that Jesus was
not with me. Jesus truly descended
into hell and set this captive free.
I left that hospital with an unquenchable hunger to know Him.
Right away, God led me into situations
where I had to defend the faith and tell
others who Christ is. He allowed me to
experience situations where those
that opposed Christ knew more of the
Bible than I did to provoke me to study
harder to know Him. God led me to
churches where false doctrines were
prevalent and then illuminated the
Scriptures to show me the truth.
God restored my military career, and
I was able to serve in Afghanistan and
retire honorably. Believe me, that was
a miracle! For the last ten years, I have
worked in Iraq and Afghanistan as a
security contractor.
God has taught me in the “School of
Christ” experientially, showing me
firsthand evil, death, and destruction,
the best and worst in people. He has
taken me to the darkest corners and
shown me the deepest of bondages. I
have witnessed to hostile, as well as
receptive, groups from different races,
religions, and philosophies. I have had
to live in locations for long periods of
time where I was the only Christian, totally dependent on the Word of God.
My calling has not changed in twenty years. It is to know Him and make Him
known. I have never had to search out
ministry. The Bible has shown me that if
I abide in the Vine, I will bear forth fruit
(John 15). I must remain faithful because His word will never return void; it
will accomplish its purpose (Isa. 55:11).
God used everyone who affirmed the
truth of God’s Word to me. Many probably went away frustrated, not knowing
the role they had played in my life. God
showed me from the very beginning
that I need to know His Word, be ready
in season or out, and be able to start
from anywhere in the Bible to teach
Christ, with or without a Bible in hand.
Never think that God does not know
your situation. Entrust your life to Him.
He will be victorious. ★

From Trying to Trusting
BY

OMANS 12:2 says, “And be not
conformed to this world: but be
ye transformed by the renewing of
your mind, that ye may prove what is
that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God.” Being transformed
sounds good. I had been so busy with
life that I hardly knew what direction I
was going.
In the last five years, I have experienced almost every major life change.
In short, five years ago my husband
died, I moved to two different homes,
my son moved out into his own home,
my mother chose to die rather than
start on dialysis at ninety years of age,
my father needed extra care, I married
an old friend whose wife had also died,
I added five stepchildren, my father
died, I sold my house and we sold my
husband’s house, my son married a
woman from a different culture who is
as stubborn as I am, and I was asked
to plan their wedding without knowing
her.
I felt used, abused, and worn out.
My devotional life was little more than
a quick run-through. Bible study was
just something to get done. My prayer
life was constant but mostly consisted
of concise prayers like “help!” or
“thank You, God” or “now what?” Life
never seemed to settle down enough
to let me get back to the quiet times
with God that I cherished.
Cleaning my bookshelf one day, I
noticed a book I had not read: 100
Days in the Secret Place, compiled by
Gene Edwards. It was about gaining a
deeper life with Jesus and surrendering to God through prayer and obedience. This was not a new concept for
me, but it was one that I had forgotten
at that time. I longed for a renewed relationship with God.
I sensed that God had been calling
me into a prayer ministry for some
years. The ministry would not be confined to routine, daily prayers but
would extend to doing battle with “the
prince of the power of the air” (Eph.
2:2). Still, with all that had been going
on, I just did not see how I could make
it happen.
But ministry is never about how we
make things happen. Ministry is partnering with God so that we allow ourselves to be the vessels God uses to
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make a difference. I know He does not
need us, but He chooses us to partner
with Him. It is not about trying; it is
about trusting in God’s power.
There have been only a few times I
would say I was a “prayer warrior.” The
idea of being called to pray was exciting but intimidating. I surrendered my
pathetic prayer life to God. I promised
to be obedient to God’s call to a prayer
ministry, but I asked for God’s help as
well. First Thessalonians 5:24 reminded me, “Faithful is he that calleth you,
who also will do it.”
I knew from years of Bible study that
the major victories, the grand events
that furthered God’s kingdom, the rebuilding efforts, and the successful
ministries all involved fasting (Ezra
8:23; 10:6; Dan. 9:3; Joel 1:14; Jonah
3:7-8; Matt. 4:2). I had never fasted,
except for one time several years ago.
I had my own besetting weaknesses,
and one of them was self-indulgence.
Food had become a kind of idol for
me. I used it for comfort, strength, relief from boredom, reward—indeed,
for almost everything I should have
been going to the Lord for. I needed to
break its hold on me.
I had plenty of personal and family
concerns to keep me invested in fasting and praying. I also felt some strong
concerns for our nation. I chose to
fast. It is a Christian discipline, and I
needed a change for my life and a
word from God about prayer.
On the third day of my fast, I was doing a Bible study on prayer. I surrendered every concern to God, knowing
He is the only one who can change
hearts. I had been praying for others,
but it was my heart that changed.
I re a d t h e s t o r y o f H a n n a h i n
I Samuel 1. Hannah prayed and
prayed for a son, but she did not become pregnant. In prayer, she finally
surrendered her will to God regarding
a son. She promised God that if He
would give her a son, even though
she had been barren, she would give
him back to God for His service. Hannah desired a son, and God desired
a prophet. Could I trust God like
that?
Just then I noticed the robin’s nest
perched on our electric meter. A robin
had laid her eggs there a few days be-

fore. I watched as she sat in her nest
incubating her eggs. Nothing seemed
to be happening. She just sat there
day after day, very faithfully. When the
time was right, she would have little
babies chirping in the nest.
I realized that prayer is like that. I
prayed and prayed that God would
work in the lives of our children, yet I
saw nothing happening. Isaiah 58:3
reminded me, “Wherefore have we
fasted, say they, and thou seest not?
wherefore have we afflicted our soul,
and thou takest no knowledge?” The
answer was that these people were
seeking their own pleasure. I had to
wonder, Was I doing the same concerning our children? Was I truly praying for their salvation or for my life to
look good? Did I simply want less to
worry about?
Hurts run deep, and although God
can heal someone in an instant (Matt.
9:22; 14:36), sometimes it takes extended prayer and fasting. God
showed me that like the robin on her
nest faithfully incubating her eggs until the proper time, He was faithfully
preparing my children’s hearts. I just
did not see it yet.
I was praying for my own pleasure
of knowing that our children and their
spouses were in a saved relationship
with Jesus. My focus in prayer should
rather be that they would fully know
Jesus. I may be praying for my own
peace of mind, but God may be looking for someone to fulfill His purpose.
Absolute surrender to God is transforming, renewing, and rewarding. I
know that God’s ways are higher than
our ways (Isa. 55:9) and that He can do
exceedingly, abundantly more than we
can think or ask (Eph. 3:20). I only
need to trust Him.
I can give up all my striving and worry because I have learned that self-indulgence can never do for me what a
loving, mighty God can do. Instead of
focusing my prayers on what I want, I
will focus my prayers on the One who
is faithful.
I can put all “my eggs in one basket,” and though I do not see anything
happening in the visible realm around
me, I will trust Him. When the time is
right, I will be blessed far more than I
can ever imagine right now. ★
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Ephesians 2:8-9: An Exposition
BY

S Christians and witnesses for Jesus Christ, it behooves us to
have a clear understanding of the
Scriptures. Ephesians 2:8-9 is a key
component of the good news of salvation that we are privileged to share
with those who ask the reason for the
hope within us. Understanding this
text can help us in sharing the gospel
with others.

A

HOW IS A PERSON SAVED?
The whole of Ephesians 1:1 through
2:10 is an indispensable text for understanding the doctrine of salvation,
but our study must be limited to just
verses 8-9 of chapter 2. I will briefly include verse 10 in this study because of
its bearing on those verses.
In answering the question, How is a
person saved? we must first define the
word “saved.” We who have been attending church for any amount of time
have at least some understanding of
this term. However, unbelievers will
not necessarily have that same advantage. In our witnessing, we must
always be sure to define specialty
terms such as the words “saved,”
“salvation,” and the like.
The word “saved” is a verb. Generally, when we speak of being saved from
something, we are using the term in reference to some peril. Romans 6:23 is
one of many Bible verses that speak of
the peril facing sinners. John 3:18 is another. To put it in a single sentence, the
peril facing sinful man is eternal separation from God in a place the Bible
calls hell. When we speak of being
saved, we are speaking of being rescued or delivered from this peril. So
how is a person rescued or delivered
from heII? How is a person delivered
from eternal separation from God?
Ephesians 2:8-9 answers this question.
Ephesians 2:8 informs us that a person is saved by grace through (or by
means of) faith. Here are two more
specialty terms that need a bit of
defining.
“Grace” is often defined as receiving something I do not deserve. If I
paid you for work you have not done,
it could be considered an act of grace.
I have given you something you did
not earn or deserve. I simply gave you
a gift.
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“Faith” is another word for “belief”
or “trust.” Everyone practices faith of
some sort, whether it is trusting the
surgical team in surgery, eating food
that someone else has prepared, or
riding in a car while someone else
drives. All people practice faith of
some sort when it comes to salvation
(the noun form of the verb “saved”).
Even an atheist exercises faith by
choosing to believe that there is no
God and that a person simply ceases
to exist upon death.
In the context of Ephesians 2:8-9,
Paul’s point is this: a person is saved
(delivered from hell) by an act of
grace (an undeserved/unearned gift)
by means of faith (believing or trusting). In these verses Paul does not
clarify the object of that faith, that is,
what or whom a person is to trust, or
believe, to be saved. Other biblical
passages clarify this. One such passage is Acts 16:31: “Believe on the
Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be
saved.”
So faith is to be directed toward
the Person of Jesus Christ. But what
are we to believe about Jesus Christ?
Romans 10:9-10 answers that question: “If thou shalt confess with thy
mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that God hath
raised him from the dead, thou shalt
be saved. For with the heart man believeth unto righteousness; and with
the mouth confession is made unto
salvation.”
Simply put, faith, in the context of
salvation, is believing that Jesus is truly God, that He died and rose from the
dead, and that all He has said is truth.
One of the things Jesus said, which
has great bearing on faith and salvation, is found in John 14:6. “Jesus
saith unto him, I am the way, the truth,
and the life: no man cometh unto the
Father, but by me.” Therefore, faith
that leads to salvation includes believing that Jesus Christ is the only means
by which one can be saved or delivered from heII.
Why Jesus Christ? Because He is
uniquely qualified to deliver us from
the consequences of our sin. First, He
is God who became man. Why? To
take upon Himself the sin penalty that
satisfies God’s just judgment for sin:

eternal separation from Him (spiritual
death, or hell).
Second, Jesus never sinned. Therefore, His death could truly be in the
place of sinners because He did not
deserve to die. The rest of us do deserve to be eternally separated from
God because we are sinners (Rom.
3:23).
Third, though Jesus died, He did not
remain in the grave. In three days He
rose from the grave, demonstrating
His power over death and the fact that
the sin penalty was fully paid. No sinful, finite human could possibly do
what Jesus Christ did for us. So in order to be saved, one must look to Jesus Christ alone to be saved.
HOW IS A PERSON NOT SAVED?
In addition to what has already been
said earlier about grace and faith, we
first observe that Ephesians 2:8 declares that being saved is “not of yourselves.” Salvation does not come as a
result of our efforts. Second, notice
that this salvation is a gift of God. Gifting and grace speak of the same concept. If I am to give you a gift, I certainly do not expect you to pay for it. It
is not a gift if you purchase it from me;
it is a purchase. There is no grace in
this, only earnings. Our earnings (our
wages) for sin is death, while the gift of
God is eternal salvation (Rom. 6:23).
Third, observe in Ephesians 2:9 that
this salvation is gained “not of works.”
Here “works” is simply speaking of an
attempt to procure this salvation
through a means other than that which
is summarized in these verses. Indeed, when you read verse 10, you
see that while good works (obedience
to God’s commands) are important in
a person’s life, these good works are
an outgrowth of a creative work that
God does through Jesus Christ. That
creative work is what the Bible calls regeneration (Titus 3:5-7; cf. II Cor. 5:17).
These good works do not gain salvation for us but are a result of having
been saved from our sin by God.
Therefore, a person is saved by
grace through faith. A person is not
saved by his or her own efforts to gain
this salvation, nor by good works.
Eternal salvation is a free gift of
God! ★

Prayer—A Believer’s Privilege
BY

UST as crucial as it is for a human
to have the ability to breathe is the
importance for a Christian to develop
an active and fervent prayer life.

J

CAN YOU HEAR ME?
As a believer, I can now participate
freely, with great expectation, in one of
the greatest privileges there is for
mankind, especially a Christian—
prayer.
Prayer is something that becomes
easier the more you engage in it. When
I was a new believer, I did not know
how to approach God and tried stuffy
words and accolades I heard others
use in prayer meetings.
I would thank Him for nature and its
beauty, but it seemed so shallow. I did
not experience the closeness I desired. I was always trying to find that
certain place where I thought He could
hear me better. I wondered, God, can
you hear me now? when I was in certain locations. I discovered that my
heart was the location to make that
connection with God.
After years of consistent prayer, I
began to feel the release and anointing that accompanies a budding relationship with God—one that is only
obtained through prayer.
YOU ARE TALKING TO ME!
One day it came to me as clear as a
ringing bell. Prayer, for the believer, at
its best expression is no more than
having a conversation with a dear
Friend who has a powerful position
and loves us.
In the natural world, we display the
dignity and respect due the positions
our friends hold. We address them by
their titles when in public, in deference
to their standing.
If we take a concern to them, they
handle the matter with our best interests and gain as the outcome. Frequently, they offer valuable words of
advice on matters concerning us.
This is my image of how God wants
us to relate to Him through prayer. He
wants us to come boldly to the throne,
into His presence, where we can obtain mercy and help in time of trouble
because He has shown His love and
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concern for us (cf. Heb. 4:16). He
wants us to talk to Him and allow Him
to speak to us.
When we recognize and honor God,
things are kept in perspective and that
pleases Him. One attribute of God that
is always unquestionable is His love
for us. We know we have Someone
concerned about our relationship with
Christ, whose mediation on our behalf
allows our prayers and worship during
our private devotion and prayer time to
reach God’s ears (Heb. 4:14).
Over the past three decades, I have
pursued God relentlessly, as the deer,
or hart, pants for water (Ps. 42:1). I
need Him that much with the things I
have had to face in life. I wanted to
make sure He knew my voice. I believed this was best accomplished if
He heard it often.
I am grateful for the hours I stayed
on my knees rambling before God,
running out of things to say. After
learning to worship Him for who He is
and praise Him for the things only He
can do, I never run out of things to say.
In prayer, the light of examination
also shines on my life. I have realized
that I needed to apologize to someone
I have wronged or adjust my attitude
to be more in line with the will of God.
I was most excited about the fact
that God was now speaking to me on
a personal level. I thought, You are
talking to me, God!
In prayer, I learn more of who God
is, what He requires of me, and the untold blessings He has in store for me.
The length of time you spend or the
position you are in when you talk to
God does not matter; what is important is the condition of your spirit and
heart when talking to Him.
My former pastor made this truth
clear to us: God has something to say,
and we should listen. We were taught
to give God time after prayer. We were
to sit quietly and take a notepad and
pen to write down what He might say
to our hearts. We were taught to think
about it this way: How fair would it be
to dump all our troubles on the listening ears of a good friend, then immediately get up and say good-bye? In
addition to our communication with

God, I have come to know that God
wants to draw us to a place of prayer
so that He can share His heart with His
children.
COMMUNE FRIEND TO FRIEND
Other than the indwelling of the
Holy Spirit in my soul, a key factor in
my survival as a Christian has been
prayer. There are too many instances
to mention when, while in prayer,
God gave me critical information or a
direct answer to a problem. In times
of distress, I have received comfort
straight from my Heavenly Father
through prayer.
I have had times when it seemed as
if my prayers were hitting the ceiling,
but God helped me to persevere. Not
all the responses from God were favorable to my way of thinking, but over
time I saw that God had made the best
decision for me.
Over the past thirty-two years,
I have developed a prayer style where
I talk to God throughout the day, yet I
still have a designated prayer time.
Just as a happily married couple got to
know each other through conversation
and spending time together, all I have
to do is say or hear God’s name and
something in my soul stirs because of
the relationship we have developed
during my prayer times.
I have gone from searching for God
in prayer, wondering if He could hear
me, to reaching that point in my prayer
life where it is as if I am speaking to a
friend. It took work and practice to get
there, but practice does make perfect.
Who else do you know that is longing to have a relationship with you who
has the same credentials and influence as God (Jer. 29:11)? Who else do
you know who could bless and speak
to your needs through one conversation like God? Who else loves us and
gave Himself for us? I cannot think of
anyone else, can you?
We must ask ourselves, then, have
we made the best use of prayer in our
lives as He desires of us? Do you have
a need to feel true love? Your answer
and deliverance is only a prayer
away. ★
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The Love that Comforts
BY

E had just driven hundreds of
miles the last day of our vacation, but when we arrived at home, a
phone call requested that we drive
another thirty miles to visit a fiftyyear-old man (whom I will call Rex)
who was dying of cancer. On the way
there, we were listening to our local
Christian radio station, and we heard
a song that was new to us: “How
Deep the Father’s Love for Us” by
Stuart Townend.
The hymn greatly impacted me. If I
had been asked to sing at Rex’s funeral, that would be a song I would
have chosen. But, in fact, others provided music, and I preached the message since I was his pastor.
During the years Rex suffered with
cancer, I had pleaded with God and
even laid out, as it were, a formal argument for his healing. Rex directed
a farming enterprise, served in various positions in the church, was dedicated to the success of a local Bible
camp, was married, and had daughters approaching marriageable age. If
he died now, he would not take any of
them down the aisle to present to a
future son-in-law. There were many
reasons, I thought, for him to remain
here.
The whole family knew at some
point that Rex would die, and the last
two weeks occasioned special conversations about disposal of the estate and about other topics such as
heaven. Rex had a great singing voice,
but in a choir he preferred being next
to someone who could read music
better than he. He reasoned that in
heaven he would not have to depend
on others to sing!
And so, at the funeral, I quoted the
words of the hymn at the end of the
sermon. In a time of great grief, being
aware of God’s love for us can be profoundly comforting.
Stuart Townend is one of the hymn
writers God has raised up for our time.
Someone who discovered he was still
alive today was surprised and asked,
“Haven’t all hymn writers died by
now?” By Stuart’s accounting, he first
received the melody out of nowhere,
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as it were. Subsequent research revealed that it was different from all other melodies he knew.
The melody needed words. Stuart
had been focusing on what it cost
God the Father to send Jesus, His
Son, to the cross. Contemplating this
humbled him. The text would emphasize that topic. After a time of
writing and rewriting the striking
lyrics, the hymn was complete. Stuart is pleased that the hymn has
found acceptance in both traditional
and nontraditional churches. Now
this hymn, as well as other contemporary hymns, is making its way into
our hymnals. It is also available in a
choir arrangement.
At sad times, we expect hugs,
shared moments, and words of personal support to bring comfort—and
they do. But I have personally experienced that nothing provides comfort
for great grief more effectively than a
song or a Bible passage that relates
Christ’s work on the cross for me. After all, that is the good news of eternal
life.
Rex’s funeral was very well attended. The atmosphere was one of sorrow and yet triumph because we were
confident that he was with the Lord. It
was a prime opportunity to present the
gospel of Jesus Christ and to include
the words of this hymn.
The hymn, published in 1995 by
Thankyou Music, begins,
How deep the Father’s love for us,
How vast beyond all measure,
That He should give His only Son
To make a wretch His treasure.

Hearing the song now—or even
singing it—affects me again the same
way it did the first time. Throughout, it
accents the Father’s love in sending
His only begotten Son to be the sacrifice for our sins: “In this was manifested the love of God toward us, because
that God sent his only begotten Son
into the world, that we might live
through him. Herein is love, not that
we loved God, but that he loved us,
and sent his Son to be the propitiation
for our sins” (I John 4:9-10).
How great the pain of searing loss—
The Father turns His face away,

As wounds which mar the Chosen One
Bring many sons to glory.

The hymn continues to narrate Jesus’ terrible suffering to pay for my
sins, the sins of a person who hardly
appreciates and certainly does not understand the greatness of the sacrifice. “He is despised and rejected of
men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and we hid as it were our
faces from him; he was despised, and
we esteemed him not. . . . But he was
wounded for our transgressions, he
was bruised for our iniquities: the
chastisement of our peace was upon
him; and with his stripes we are
healed” (Isa. 53:3, 5).
Behold the man upon a cross,
My sin upon His shoulders;
Ashamed, I hear my mocking voice
Call out among the scoffers.

Instead of understanding what He
did for me, I would have probably
stood with those who mocked Him:
“And the people stood beholding. And
the rulers also with them derided him,
saying, He saved others; let him save
himself, if he be Christ, the chosen of
God” (Luke 23:35).
It was my sin that held Him there
Until it was accomplished;
His dying breath has brought me life—
I know that it is finished.

But there is recognition that Christ’s
suffering bought my freedom from sin
and sin’s condemnation: “For the law
of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath
made me free from the law of sin and
death” (Rom. 8:2).
I will not boast in anything,
No gifts, no power, no wisdom;
But I will boast in Jesus Christ,
His death and resurrection.
Why should I gain from His reward?
I cannot give an answer;
But this I know with all my heart—
His wounds have paid my ransom.

In the end, as I trust in Him, I also
boast in Him: “But of him are ye in Christ
Jesus, who of God is made unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctification, and redemption: that, according
as it is written, He that glorieth, let him
glory in the Lord” (I Cor. 1:30-31). There
is no reason to boast in myself, but there
is every reason to boast in Him and His
great work for me! ★

Forgiveness
BY

EAR God, forgive me; please forgive me.” Have you ever prayed
like that? Knowing that God is just and
holy often makes us confront the reality of our own sinfulness and need for
forgiveness. This not only affects our
relationship with God but also impinges on our relationship with other
people. Perhaps you have heard
someone say, “I’ll never talk to him
again,” or “I’ll never forgive him for
that,” or “She’ll be sorry that she did
that to me.” What does the Bible say
about forgiveness?

D

GOD’S FORGIVENESS AS JUDGE
In order to understand how God forgives, we must know what forgiveness
is. The word certainly has the idea of
pardon in it, but there is more. Forgiveness has the idea of sending off or
sending away—all the offenses and injuries disappear forever.
When a sinner trusts Christ, God
forgives that person’s sins because of
the redemption through Christ’s blood
based on God’s grace (Eph. 1:7).
God’s forgiveness is complete, covering all sins (Col. 2:13). He puts them
away “as far as the east is from the
west” (Ps. 103:12) and buries them in
the depths of the sea (Mic. 7:19).
GOD’S FORGIVENESS AS FATHER
Once a sinner accepts Christ and is
born again into God’s family, that eternal relationship can never be broken
(John 6:37-39). We can never be “unborn” from God’s family. However, our
harmony with the Father can be interrupted by sin in our lives. Just as a
child’s harmony with an earthly father
can be broken by disobedience, so it
is with our Heavenly Father.
But God has provided the solution
to that problem. It is found in I John
1:9. We must confess our sins, those
known things we have committed in
disobedience to God. When we confess, God forgives us our sins and
does even more. He cleanses us from
all unrighteousness—even those
things we do not know we have done.
How eagerly God forgives and restores is illustrated in David’s life (Pss.
32, 51). After his sin with Bath-sheba,
David confessed his transgressions to
the Lord (51:1-6). David realized that
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immediately God forgave Him. David
said of God, “thou forgavest the iniquity of my sin” (32:5). God had already
forgiven and restored His wayward
child even before the confession was
complete. Our responsibility is to confess; God has promised to forgive, and
He eagerly does so.
WHY WE SHOULD FORGIVE
OTHERS
Upon salvation, God forgives us of
our transgressions against Him. His
Word also instructs Christians to forgive one another, and it gives us three
particular reasons to forgive.
First, we should forgive others because it aids our worship (Matt. 5:2324). This works both ways. In Jesus’
scenario, you are coming to worship
God. As you do, you remember that
your brother has something against
you. You are not to think, “Well, that’s
his problem.” You must, instead, seek
his forgiveness by going to him to seek
reconciliation. After that, you may effectively worship God. It is unstated
but implied that the wronged person
should also seek reconciliation by forgiving.
A second reason to forgive others is
that it aids our prayers. When Jesus
gave His model prayer (commonly
called “The Lord’s Prayer”) to the disciples (Matt. 6:9-13), He added an explanatory comment to only one part of
it. Jesus said to pray, “And forgive us
our debts, as we forgive our debtors.”
He went on to clarify, “For if ye forgive
men their trespasses, your heavenly
Father will also forgive you: But if ye
forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your trespasses” (vss. 14-15).
Jesus was not talking about achieving salvation with God, for His disciples were already believers. He was
stressing that wrong relationships with
people hinder a right relationship with
the Father. Effective prayers require us
to forgive others.
Third, we must also forgive others
because not forgiving promotes a satanic agenda (II Cor. 2:10-11). This text
teaches that Satan desires to gain an
“advantage” by setting Christians
against one another. Our protection is
to know what Satan’s “devices” are.

One of his devices is to create in our
hearts an attitude where we will not
forgive a brother who has sinned and
now wishes to repent and be restored.
We should never condone the sin, but
we must forgive the repentant sinner.
HOW WE SHOULD FORGIVE
OTHERS
Scripture sets forth three principles
that believers should faithfully observe
in forgiving others.
First, we are to forgive in kindness
(Eph. 4:32). Paul issued a command.
We are to be kind to one another, and
that kindness must be accompanied
by a tender heart. This kindness is to
be expressed in forgiveness. Paul was
certainly aware that offenses will
come. When they do, we are not to
spread them around or exaggerate
them or hold on to them. We are to forgive, following the greatest example in
the process: as God forgave us in
Christ. Forgiven persons must always
be forgiving.
Second, we must also forgive with
forbearance (Col. 3:13). Forbearing
and forgiving go together. To show forbearance means that we bear with
others, we put up with them. Not
everyone is likable, but we must show
patience toward all. No matter what
our quarrel may be, we must follow the
example of Christ, who has graciously endured all our weaknesses and iniquities.
Finally, we must forgive without limit (Matt. 18:21-22). In Christ’s time the
Jewish rabbis taught that a person
needed to forgive an offending brother only three times. Peter must have
thought he was being very generous
because he increased it to seven
times. In contrast to Peter’s suggestion, Jesus said that forgiveness
should be expressed “seventy times
seven” (vs. 22). This was a figure of
speech expressing an unending attitude of forgiveness.
God grants gracious forgiveness in
His glorious salvation. We correctly rejoice that in Christ our sins are forgiven. That forgiveness from God, however, requires that we likewise
manifest a forgiving spirit toward others. Only then will we enjoy the fullness of fellowship with our God. ★
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God’s Writers
BY

LIZ TETLEY

BRAHAM. This name probably
evokes images and characteristics from your memory because you
have heard or read about him in Genesis. But what if no one had written
his biography? What if none of the
Bible had been written? Many stories
are remembered for centuries because they are universally engaging.
None have endured like the stories in
the Bible.
Stories were once passed from one
generation to the next orally. God
knew we would need words on pages
bound together one day, so He recruited writers. Because God is not
confined by time, He was able to use
writers in different generations spanning many centuries. The Bible as a
book is complete, but God’s work with
the contents and ramifications of His
Word is not over. He is still enlisting
writers today. If you sense that your
purpose is to spread the gospel
through writing about God and what
He has done in your life, you have
been recruited.
God does not approach every writer
in the same way, but if you are paying
attention, you will know that you have
been called. One person who knew
God called him was Abram, later renamed Abraham. He was not a writer,
but in rereading his story, I discovered
a few things about it that parallel the
writing life.
God’s first communication with
Abraham—at least the first one
recorded in the Bible—is a command
followed by promises for a worldwide
legacy. Abraham was instructed to
leave his home and family and go to
another country where God would
make of him a great nation, make his
name great, and bless all the people
of the earth through him (Gen. 12:13).
Writers are not usually asked to
permanently leave their homes and
families, though some have done so.

A
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I think we would all feel honored to
have our names become great and
for people all over the world to be
blessed through us.
What God said sounds great, but He
did not give Abraham much in the way
of detail. God promised to reveal the
destination en route and gave a broad
view of what would happen in the future. Seventy-five, childless, and with
no idea what was in store for him along
the way, Abraham left his home and
most of his relatives.
Some writers create detailed outlines before they start on a story or article. I outline more frequently than I
used to, but I still prefer discovering
the story as I write it. Outlining is a
great tool that can keep you focused,
but it can also keep you stuck in a
planning stage. Follow Abraham’s example. He probably had to make
preparations for himself and those going with him. How long that took is unknown, but we do know that he started the journey.
What if you do not know what God
wants you to write? Ask Him. If you do
not get an explicit or immediate answer, start journaling about your
everyday life. Did something happen
one day that made you feel blessed?
Has something worried you, leading
you to seek God for assurance or protection? Your personal experiences
can be tur ned into magazine or
newsletter articles, blog entries, podcasts, poems or songs, fiction, and
other types of writing.
Writing is a solitary activity. You
may be able to concentrate with other people and noise around you, but
it is still just you and your words.
That can get lonely. Groups of writers gather in numerous physical locations as well as in cyberspace.
The topics of the groups are just as
numerous.
I have been part of an e-mail group
and a local group. The e-mail group

consisted of children’s writers, all of
whom were women I had never met
but could count on for encouragement and inspiration. The local
group started after a church presented a writing workshop as part of
their studies on creative outlets. The
members of that group had varying
interests, but we worked well together.
Providentially, both groups turned
out well for me because there was
never any major conflict. Writers are
passionate people. Passion is a great
quality when sharing about God. But
passions can clash.
Conflict is important in fiction and
nonfiction. Watching someone successfully or unsuccessfully deal with
conflict can inspire others to triumph
over their own struggles. Conflict in
real life is different. The tension it causes either creates greater understanding or drives people apart.
Abraham defused conflict with his
nephew Lot by suggesting they go
s e p a r a t e w a y s . B o t h m e n w e re
wealthy in livestock, but neither
could thrive if they tried sharing the
same area. Abraham valued his relationship with Lot too much to risk
losing it.
If you are working with other writers called by God and conflict threatens the harmony of the group, suggest spreading out. Agree on
essential parts of the overall vision,
such as bringing others to God, and
let each writer discover his or her own
niche.
Writing can be part of any church

activity. Bringing the next generation
into relationship with God means
communicating with children and
youth. Many companies provide curricula for kids to hear and read, but
sometimes you have to adapt things
to your specific class.
I have worked with preschoolers at
different churches. Stories for twoand three-year-olds tend to be short,
but sometimes they still run too long
for energetic toddlers. You have to get
the gist of the story across in as few
words as possible. Hands-on, fun activities related to the story offer repetition that helps youngsters learn. While
preparing for a lesson, you might think
of an additional craft, poem, or game.
Write your idea down using concise,
easy-to-follow steps. You can find
magazines or Web sites that accept
such ideas. Search online or look in a
writer’s market guidebook for lists of
magazines. If you have lots of ideas,
you might be able to put together a
book.
Another rewarding area is card writing. One church I attended had a list of
people who sent notes or cards to
people who had surgery, lost a loved
one, gave birth, or faced a crisis. If
your church’s hospitality team delivers
meals, someone could include an encouraging card or note with the food.
If you are in a small group, you can
record prayer requests and distribute
them to the group (make sure you
have the requester’s permission). You
can simply send a list of requests, or
you can write a short prayer for each
one.
Defining your role in a church or in
God’s overall writing ministry may
not be straightforward. Maybe you
have tried various areas and still are
not sure where you fit. You might
start to doubt that you really are supposed to be a writer for God. Life can
be confusing, even if you have a
sense of something that you believe
to be part of your future. Doubt is human. How you handle doubt is what
matters.
Doubt descended on Abraham.
God promised to make his offspring
into a great nation, but he was in his
eighties and still had no children.
Where would all these descendants
come from? He voiced his uncertainty
to God. God reassured Abraham by
showing him the land that would be
given to his heirs, reminding Abraham
of what He had already done for him
and reiterating His promises. Abraham
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believed, but he still had questions. After sending Abraham into a deep
sleep, God spoke to him in great detail about His plan.
When we are faced with something
we see no solution to, our minds can
become consumed with either the
problem or with things that keep us
away from the problem. I have had
writer’s block on several stories for a
few years now. I can visualize them finished, but nothing I have tried has
brought the characters beyond their
beginnings. I have learned, however,
that when my mind becomes consumed with wondering how I will finish
(if ever), I can find mental rest in God.
I do not expect to get detailed dreams,
but He finds other ways of renewing
my mind.
Experiencing divine reassurance
means an end to doubt, right? Unfortunately, no. We are humans living
among other humans. Sometimes,
no matter how much God has filled
us with confidence in Him, someone
in our lives will lead us to forget. With
no indication of how much time
passed since Abraham’s deep sleep
(Gen. 15:12-21), the following chapter opens with his wife Sarai, later renamed Sarah, suggesting her solut i o n t o G o d ’s a s y e t u n f u l f i l l e d
promise.
Becoming a successful writer does
not happen overnight. You need lots
of practice and patience. Learn all
you can about the craft and the various markets. However, doing all that
does not guarantee publication or
money. When rejection follows rejection or life is filled with things that
keep you from writing, you may become so desperate for your dream to
come true that you find yourself accepting any offer.
Before you allow your work to be
published, make sure you understand
what rights the publication is purchasing. Self-publishing is a worthy
option for some writers. I have read
some well-written self-published
books. I have also read some pieces
that were grammar nightmares or had
major plot issues. If you decide to
self-publish, give readers your best
work.
Abraham went along with Sarah’s
plan, and Sarah’s maid bore him a son.
An heir was produced, but drama soon
erupted between Sarah and Hagar. Getting published will make you feel successful, but if you do not understand
what you are getting into, you might get

caught up in unpleasant drama.
Be patient and persevere. You are
writing for God, so you want to get it
right. That means making sacrifices.
Besides the usual things writers are
encouraged to exchange for writing
time (watching TV, for example), there
are two ideas we need to be willing to
sacrifice. We need to be willing to sacrifice our ideas of success and our
fears in order to be part of God’s mission. We cherish them as much as
Abraham cherished Isaac, the son
God promised him.
Abraham, at one hundred years of
age, finally had an heir through Sarah.
He may have thought that meant the
rest of his life would be easy. Then
God asked him to offer Isaac as a
sacrifice. Even though he loved Isaac
dearly, Abraham did what God asked.
As a reward for such faithfulness,
God provided a ram to take Isaac’s
place.
Success to a writer means anything from a large fan base, best sellers, and lots of money, to praise from
family and friends. God’s definition of
success is different. He cares about
our dreams, but His plans for us are
more fulfilling than what we can
imagine.
Fear is another thing writers hold
close—fear of not being able to write,
fear of rejection by publishers or
peers, even fear of success and what
it might require of us.
Abraham may have made mistakes,
but he did everything he could to
please God and stay on the path God
set for him. To keep himself on that
path, Abraham built altars to God in
several places. That too provides a
good example for writers. Today an altar could be something private written
in a prayer journal or something
shared with others to draw them to
God.
In my case, my altar is a memory
that surfaced while writing about
Abraham. Three friends and I felt
God’s presence one night, each of us
at the same time but in a different way.
Though I tried to write about that experience at the time, nothing shareworthy resulted. I did tell a few people
about it. One person said sometime
later that she still remembered my
story.
Altars are places of remembrance.
The Bible is an altar we can go to as
needed. The world still needs stories
and altars. Why not start writing yours
today? ★
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Living Author, Living Book
BY

E’VE missed you in Sunday
school,” Mike’s teacher, Joe,
said to him.
“Yeah, I know,” Mike replied. “But
actually I’m thinking of not coming to
Sunday school anymore.”
“Why?” Joe asked.
“Well, I just don’t think the Bible
says anything to me. After all, it was
written so long ago.”
Does that sound familiar? It may, especially if you teach Sunday school.
And it usually comes from those who
do not take the Bible seriously. After
all, they often ask, like Mike, how can
a book written so long ago be relevant
to us in the twenty-first century?
But why do some people feel that
way? Often it is because when someone doesn’t understand the Bible, he
becomes frustrated and then just dismisses the Scriptures entirely.
We know the Bible is a living book
because its Author is living, but how
do we help others see that? One way
to help others understand the Bible is
to clarify what puzzles them as well as
to let them see modern applications.
There are ways to accomplish this. I
have developed some scenarios that I
hope are helpful.
When a student does not understand a specific passage, examine the
context (the surrounding verses) to
provide background information. Mary
did this when one of her students had
a question about David.
Sometimes a student is puzzled
about a particular term or custom. A
teacher can clarify it. Joe discovered
that this was Mike’s problem, and
once he explained it, everything
changed.
Another tactic to make the Bible significant to students is to help them realize a modern application by showing

W
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them that scriptural situations are actually very contemporary. Steve, a
pastor with a men’s group, did this
when class member Tony wanted to
stop attending.
Let us start with Mary’s class.
They were studying the life of David
and came to II Samuel 11, where
David first saw Bath-sheba. That was
the detail that occasioned June’s
question.
“Up until this point, David carefully
followed God, but then he seemed to
suddenly disobey. Why?” June asked.
To answer the question, Mary had
them look at the context in surrounding verses. As they read, Mary pointed
out that June was right. All along David
had faithfully followed God. For example, he cared for Saul’s grandson
Mephibosheth. Mary pointed out that
such concern was unusual, since
many kings at that time were cruel to
the families of their predecessors;
however, David was not. She read the
passage: “So Mephibosheth dwelt in
Jerusalem: for he did eat continually at
the king’s table” (II Sam. 9:13). David
was certainly following God’s will then.
Next, they read in the tenth chapter
how David went to war and was victorious. Mary pointed out that this frequently indicated obedience to God,
since defeat often came about due to
disobedience.
But then in the next chapter,
II Samuel 11, we read that David saw
Bath-sheba and fell into sin. Obedience turned into disobedience. Why
the sudden change?
“Look at the first verse of II Samuel
11,” Mary said and read the passage.
“‘And it came to pass, after the year
was expired, at the time when kings go
forth to battle, that David sent Joab,
and his servants with him, and all Is-

rael; and they destroyed the children
of Ammon, and besieged Rabbah. But
David tarried still at Jerusalem.’”
Mary continued, “Notice that it says
‘when kings go forth to battle.’ Then it
says that David ‘tarried still at
Jerusalem.’ That seems to mean he
should have gone into battle. Was he
out of God’s will then because he
stayed in Jerusalem?”
“It could be that David was not
thinking about following God, so he
was easily tempted when he saw
Bath-sheba. It appears that could
have been what happened.”
Another student, Tina, spoke up.
“You know, a similar thing happened
to me when I was in college. I got so
busy I thought I didn’t have time for
church. Then I started dating a guy
who wasn’t a Christian. I knew I was
out of God’s will, but I really liked him.
Well, he dumped me, and I learned my
lesson. I got back to church where I
met a terrific guy—well, you know, my
husband. Being in God’s will for me
made all the difference.”
The class began to discuss following God’s will as Mary breathed a
silent prayer of thanks and reverence
at how the context of the Bible had
helped explain things.
In Joe’s case, he learned that Mike
was puzzled by a certain word used in
their current lesson. The passage was
Luke 5:27-32, in which Jesus called
Levi to become a disciple. Mike was
puzzled by the term “publican” and
wondered why the Jewish leaders criticized Jesus and His disciples.
“I’ll try to clear it up if you’ll be sure
to come to class next Sunday,” Joe offered.
Mike agreed.
The next Sunday Joe started the
lesson by reading the passage. “‘And

after these things he [Jesus] went
forth, and saw a publican, named Levi,
sitting at the receipt of custom: and he
said unto him, Follow me. And he left
all, rose up, and followed him. And
Levi made him a great feast in his own
house: and there was a great company of publicans and of others that sat
down with them’ (Luke 5:27-29).
“According to the account, after Jesus called the publican Levi as a disciple, Levi gave a dinner party. He invited Jesus and His disciples, as well
as his friends, other publicans. The
Jewish leaders were also there, and
they criticized Jesus for associating
with the publicans.
“So let’s define ‘publican’ and see
why the Jews hated them,” Joe said
and then explained. “In Jesus’ day, a
publican was a tax collector, and they
indeed were scorned by the Jews of
the time. Such an attitude may be unusual to us today because, although
we may not like paying taxes, we don’t
actually hate tax collectors. In fact,”
Joe continued, “one of our church elders worked in that occupation, and
everyone liked him. So why the outright hatred? Actually, the answer lies
in their collection process.
“When the Romans, who occupied
Israel, wanted to collect taxes, they
employed private tax collectors called
publicans to gather the funds. However, the publicans paid the total
amount up front and then received the
authority to collect from the people.
They also collected extra money to
make a profit. Publicans were frequently brutal and greedy, so the
Jews hated them because of that.
They also hated them because the
publicans were themselves Jews who
not only cooperated with the hated
Romans but also made a profit off
their own people.”
Joe then turned the discussion to
how Jesus dismissed the Jewish leaders’ hatred and their criticism of Him.
“After all, He loved the publicans as
much as the Jewish leaders, yet the
leaders rejected Jesus while the publicans welcomed Him warmly. Jesus
had simply stated His purpose: ‘I
came not to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance’ (Luke 5:32).
“He was saying that tax collectors,
or publicans, despised as they were,
realized their need for salvation while
the Jewish leaders thought themselves good enough already. So the
Jewish leaders—the self-righteous
scribes and the Pharisees—conSPRING QUARTER 2017

demned those that Jesus accepted
and loved,” Joe concluded. Mike nodded and said, “You know, it’s the same
today when people judge and hate
other people for no reason.”
Joe then asked an application question. “I wonder how we could witness
to such people?” Someone gave a
suggestion, and soon Mike was involved in the conversation. He
showed no interest in dropping out of
the class. As he listened, Joe sighed in
relief. “Thank You, Lord,” he whispered.
Steve had a slightly different challenge in his class when new member
Tony was honest enough to admit that
he believed most of the Bible was
completely irrelevant to his life.
“Oh, I believe the Gospels since
that’s about Jesus, and I accepted
Him as my Saviour. But the rest of it—
well, I just can’t see what most of it has
to do with me.”
At first, Steve was not sure how to
handle what Tony had said since he
did not know him very well. So he
prayed and asked God to work it out,
which, of course, He did.
That week’s lesson for Steve’s class
was on forgiveness and featured the
story in Genesis about Joseph and his
brothers. Steve summarized the lesson, bringing out that although
Joseph’s brothers cruelly mistreated
him, God used the events to fulfill His
will for Israel. Although Joseph started
out as a slave, he rose to a high rank
in Egypt, which gave him the authority to allow the Jews to resettle in
Egypt. Once there, they would be safe
from the upcoming famine in a place
where they could develop into the nation God had planned they were to be.
So through it all, God had His perfect reasons for what happened. But
would Joseph understand that? And if
he did, how would he respond to his
brothers when he saw them again?
Would his anger and resentment at his
mistreatment make him bitter enough
to refuse to forgive them?
Then Steve saw that Tony, occupying a seat in the rear of the room, had
his head bowed. “I’d have a hard time
forgiving anyone who treated me like
that,” someone said, “especially if
they were family members.” Someone
else said that it was always important
to forgive everyone for every trespass.
Then Steve realized the class was
almost over. “OK, let’s summarize. We
know that when it was all over, Joseph
knew that it was God’s will that he for-

give them. After all, it was useless to
be bitter, particularly since God had
certainly made up for his earlier mistreatment. Joseph told his brothers,
‘But as for you, ye thought evil against
me; but God meant it unto good, to
bring to pass, as it is this day, to save
much people alive’ ” (Gen. 50:20).
Steve continued, “Of course, we
know that forgiving others is never
easy, but it’s possible when we realize
it’s what God wants us to do. Now let’s
have a final prayer.”
As the class ended, Steve noticed
that Tony left quickly without speaking
to anyone. A few days later, Tony came
to Steve’s office to apologize—and
explain.
“Sorry I ducked out so quickly Sunday, but that lesson really got to me,”
he said. “You see, I had a family problem similar to the one Joseph had.”
“Can you tell me about it?” Steve
asked.
“I can now,” Tony said. “Several
years ago, my parents died. During the
probate process of their estate, somehow my brothers cheated me so that I
received nothing. I’ve hated them ever
since. What happened to Joseph hit
home with me.”
Steve nodded, and Tony continued,
“Then when I became a Christian a
few weeks ago, I knew I had to change
my way of thinking toward them. And
that lesson about Joseph made it clear
that God wanted me to forgive my
brothers. So I have to admit I was
wrong when I said that the Bible didn’t
have anything to say to me. I guess
that story about Joseph registered
with me and made me realize what I
needed to do.” He stood and gripped
Steve’s hand. “See you next Sunday,”
he said. As Tony slipped out the door,
Steve offered a silent prayer of gratitude to God for providing the perfect
solution.
As Sunday school teachers, we
have many challenges as we attempt
to present the Bible as the living book
it is. I have presented here a few illustrations of how to do that. Yet it is also
important to rely on God to work in the
person and the situation.
So whether it is through using the
scriptural context—something as simple as explaining a word, concept, or
custom—or through connecting personal situations in life with situations
found in the Scriptures, God’s Word
continues to be relevant. He is the living Author of the living Book. ★
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Christian Education

For Us Who Teach
BY

EN years ago my Sunday school
teacher asked me if I would be
willing to fill in if he was ever absent. I
was twenty-nine and starting my seventh year as a high school English
teacher. How hard can it be? I remember thinking. Surely no more difficult than preparing and delivering
any other lesson. So I told him I would
do it.
I could not have been more wrong. I
thought it would take one hour on a
Saturday night; four hours later I put
down my copy of Scripture and set my
notes aside. The lesson was not my
most stellar, but the class was kind
and forgiving. While I believed that
God had gifted me with the ability to
teach, applying those skills to rightly
handling the Bible proved to be a
daunting responsibility. James 3:1
warns that many of us should not be
teachers because "we shall receive
the greater condemnation.” As if there
were not enough pressure already!
Within the year, my Sunday school
teacher and his family moved away,
and I became the “regular teacher.” I
have been serving in that capacity
ever since. Over time, God has shown
me how to better prepare and deliver
a lesson. Hopefully, there are some
practices you can glean from this article that will improve your personal
Bible study and help you prepare and
deliver lessons to an adult class.

T

PREPARATION
The teacher should examine the
condition of his or her heart first. While
God can use anyone to accomplish
His purposes, you will be best fit to
serve Him when you are walking close
to Him. Confess any sin, repent, and
ask for the Holy Spirit’s guidance.
Whether you use a prepared Sunday school curriculum or create your
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own lessons, it is unwise to begin
studying the night before you teach
the lesson. Read the lesson and Scripture passages throughout the week.
Do this in addition to your personal
study time with God; Sunday school
preparation—while rewarding—is not
a substitute for this. Saturday mornings and afternoons are my preferred
time for sustained lesson preparation,
each lesson taking between three to
five hours to complete. In short, read
the lesson often, and expect it to take
longer than you think it will. On a related note, study when your mind and
strength are fresh.
If you are preparing your own lesson, book-of-the-Bible studies are
easier to manage than topical studies. When teaching through a book of
the Bible, do not bite off more than
you can chew. Studying a chapter at
a time is a good rule of thumb, although many chapters are so rich
and full that to study them in one lesson would not do them justice! For
topical studies, consult a topical
study guide for small groups, many
of which are available at your local
Christian bookstore.
Even if you are using a prepared
Sunday school curriculum, write down
related Bible passages and your own
thoughts and observations. Also,
make marginal notes and highlight important points. During a lesson’s delivery, you will forget many valuable insights if you have not noted them and
thus have them available to reference.
This is part of coming to the lesson fully prepared. Disaster waits for the unprepared teacher.
Having resources beyond the prepared curriculum is invaluable. Use a
Bible concordance for word studies.
Your pastor’s library or church library
may have concordances, commen-

taries, and similar Bible study aids.
These and other resources are available for free online, a few of which
include www.biblegateway.com,
biblehub.com, and www.biblestudy
tools.com.
And just because a resource is old
does not mean it is worthless; some of
the most insightful comments come
from the oldest tomes. If you are struggling with a particularly difficult passage, consult your pastor or other
trusted biblical scholar; it does wonders to get another believer’s perspective.
After you have a respectable understanding of the passage, set everything aside. Think. Meditate on the
scriptural passage. Pray. Begin thinking of tangible ways you can bring the
lesson alive for your class. While I was
preparing to teach Isaiah 44, which is
perhaps the best chapter in all of
Scripture about the futility of idolatry, I
came to verse 20. It says a man who
practices idolatry “feedeth on ashes.”
How could I make this truth come
alive?
I filled a mason jar with ashes from
a fire pit and took it to class along with
a spoon. I brought them out during the
lesson at the appropriate time and
asked for a volunteer to taste a small
spoonful of ashes. No one volunteered, but the prop helped illustrate
the point more than mere words could.
Such object lessons and anecdotes—
stories from your own life—are invaluable means for your class to plug into
the truths of the Bible.
One final suggestion is to provide a
warm-up activity you can share at the
beginning of the lesson to get everyone’s brain working. In the past, I have
used scrambled-word puzzles from
the newspaper, riddles, and other
games. These resources are available

at most bookstores or can be found
online through a search engine.
When all else is said and done, pray
for God’s blessing on the lesson and
get a good night’s sleep. Proper study
and preparation will take time—a lot of
time. God will reward your time investment.
LESSON DELIVERY
Arrive at least fifteen minutes before
the start of Sunday school. If you have
a chalkboard or whiteboard, write your
warm-up activity there, as well as all
scriptural passages the class will be
reading. You can also write questions
for reflection.
With that accomplished, organize
the room to suit your needs. I have had
classes (as a teacher or a student) in a
sanctuary, a garage, a storage closet,
and a designated classroom. Wherever you teach, do the best you can with
the materials at hand. If you are in a
room with folding chairs, instead of
placing them in rows, consider arranging them in a circle or a U-shape.
This will encourage a feeling of community and equality.
Greet everyone as they enter—visitors and regulars alike. Make visitors
feel especially welcome since they
likely will not return otherwise. Allow
for this time before Sunday school
starts and the first few minutes of
class to be a time of community building. You are not there simply to teach;
you are there to disciple as well. You
cannot make disciples unless you
share in their lives, rejoice in their victories, and encourage them in their
valleys. This time lends itself well to
fielding prayer requests.
Whether you take prayer requests at
the beginning or at the conclusion of
your time, you should pray before you
start the lesson. Thank God for everyone present. Ask for His blessing on
your time together. Above all, ask for
the Holy Spirit to open everyone’s
eyes to what He would have each one
learn and apply—He being the one
who gives wisdom (John 14:26; I Cor.
2:12-16).
A fellow Sunday school teacher of
mine once said that you should begin
your lesson on time if you want your
class members to be there on time.
While you cannot control attendance,
this is one thing you can do to encourage them to be there when you
begin.
However you proceed to teach the
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lesson is up to your discretion. When
it is time to deliver the lesson, I proceed first to any warm-up activities,
and then I dive in. Even if you use a
prepared curriculum, with each student having a student guide, do not
expect them to have read the lesson.
Demanding this is the surest way to
alienate your visitors and to make
your regular attendees feel guilty;
they will stop coming if they feel out
of the loop or ashamed. Instead, provide a brief summary of the previous
week’s lesson, as well as any information necessary to bring everyone
up to speed.
While this next piece of advice
sounds hokey, I find it helps people of
all ages connect to and be interested
in what the Bible has to say. Scripture
tells us that the Word of God is living
and powerful (Heb. 4:12). There is
something you can do to make the
Bible more engaging to a person’s
mind and heart: breathe life into your
reading of it.
When we read the Bible in my class,
I read the passages aloud. If it is a narrative passage, I read it as a storyteller.
I create voices for how I would imagine the figures in the passage to
sound. I have had much practice doing this as a high school English
teacher, but you have all the training
you need if you have ever read a story
to a child. With that said, you should
practice reading the passage aloud
prior to the lesson delivery.
For whatever reason, God has chosen to make us people who enjoy stories; Jesus Himself taught about the
kingdom of God through parables.
Bringing the Scriptures to life in an audible way provides one more level of
personal connection between the
people in the Bible and those of us
who learn about them. It sounds crazy,
even elementary, but it works.
After you read the passage, do not
give in to the urge to dominate the lesson. A fly on the wall should hear the
students speaking more than you. Ask
questions that spark discussion; a
great starter is simply to ask, “What do
you think?” Try not to allow one person to dominate. When discussion is
thriving, do not stifle it in order to get
to the end of the lesson—what you do
not cover now, you can cover later.
When discussion seems to die, move
on.
If you are discussing a controversial
passage of Scripture or one that creates differing opinions, do not try to

argue others over to your interpretation. I simply point to Scripture and
explain why I believe the way I do—
that it is one way of looking at the passage. I only step in to correct a person
if what they assert has no biblical basis. If you are asked a question to
which you do not know the answer,
admit you do not know and promise
to have an answer by the next class.
Be sure to follow through with your
promise!
At the end of the lesson, ask how
this passage can be applied (be ready
with suggestions). This last step is
crucial. Jesus said, “If ye know these
things, happy are ye if ye do them”
(John 13:17). He was teaching the
disciples that they not only needed to
know how to love others in a humble
way as He had loved them; they also
needed to actually put that knowledge into practice. You will be doing
your class a disservice if you only increase their knowledge of the Bible.
You must help them see ways they
can live it out.
I usually end my class time with a request for final thoughts and comments, as well as prayer requests. We
pray to close our time.
PARTING THOUGHTS
In addition to being our Lord and
Saviour—and so much more—Jesus
is the best teacher because He is God.
We human teachers have a more difficult time. If we prepared and delivered
lessons to a brick wall, teaching would
be a piece of cake. Instead, we deal
with people and all the baggage they
bring to the classroom.
My teaching tips aside, do not fail to
do a few more essential things. Pray
for your students throughout the
week. Plan gatherings with them apart
from the classroom. Accept them
where they are in their walk with
Christ, and challenge them to walk
closer. Be an example in what you say
and do—and in what you do not say
and do not do.
Most important, love the people in
your class, especially if they do not
love in return. Paul said, “And though
I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries, and all knowledge;
. . . and have not charity, I am nothing”
(I Cor. 13:2). Do not let your teaching
be all for nothing. Love your students
as Christ loves them. This is one of the
foremost ways in which we who teach
will be judged. ★
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The Pastor’s Study

Ministering to One Another
BY

OW do you know that your church
is spiritually healthy? We can rest
assured that there are no perfect
churches, just those that are either
growing in Christlikeness or struggling. One standard that the New Testament gives us to measure growth is
how we treat one another.
God commissions pastors to guard
His flock (Acts 20:28). As shepherds,
they keep watch over the sheep to
prevent doctrinal error—the temptation to compromise biblical convictions. Rightly so. But what about relational error? Sadly, Christians may
treat one another harshly, communicate in ungodly ways, and neglect one
another’s needs. How can we prevent
relational sins?
The Bible teaches us how to treat
one another. In fact, the Apostle Paul
talked about the fruit of the Spirit that
produces Spirit-controlled growth in
our relationships. He said, “The fruit of
the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,
meekness, temperance” (Gal. 5:2223)—all of which address relational issues.
The church thrives on maturing relationships. No wonder Paul told the
Galatians that those who were spiritual should restore weaker and stumbling Christians (Gal. 6:1). The fruit of
the Spirit, listed above, shows us
Paul’s understanding of the term “spiritual.” How does God use spiritual relationships in His church?

H

WHAT IS THE CHURCH?
We use the word “church” in several ways: a building, such as First Baptist Church; a group of congregations
or local churches in a town or city—for
example, the churches of Brandon,
Florida; an entire denomination—for
instance, the Free Methodist Church;
and finally, individual believers who
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gather for growth and worship, such
as Fellowship Bible Church. In this
sense of the word, a church is a group
of Christians maturing in their relationship with Christ and with one another.
To determine how healthy a church
is, we must look at what God’s Word
teaches us about the church as a
community of godly relationships. To
do so, we must consider three questions: What is a church? What goals is
a church supposed to accomplish?
How should church members attain
these goals? We must give attention to
the way that relationships either help a
church mature or block its growth.
From the outside, churches look a
lot like families. They love, support,
and sometimes disagree. No family
ever claimed to be perfect. So it is with
churches. Because Christ challenges
His bride, the church, to mature toward purity, we recognize that there is
room for all believers to grow. When a
church collectively responds to God’s
Word by growing in their love for one
another, people get a taste of heaven
on earth.
Churches are also like homes because they use family titles. In the early church, God’s people identified one
another as brothers and sisters.
Amazed, a non-Christian in the first
century wrote, “Indiscriminately they
call each other brother and sister”
(Clarke, trans., The Octavius of Marcus
Minucius Felix, Newman Press). Today
we still call the elders who refined the
early church’s theology “fathers.” The
Apostle John viewed a church as a
mother when he wrote to it and its
members, calling them “the elect lady
and her children” (II John 1:1). That is
an outside view of a church.
An inward look at a church shows us
the anatomy of a human body with all
its complex organisms functioning
systemically. When believers work to-

gether to fulfill God’s mission in this
world, it is because their relationships
take on living, flesh-and-blood qualities.
Finally, Paul used building imagery
to describe the church. It is a building
with a cornerstone. All these images
look at Christians as a group made up
of spiritually immature but growing individuals. The apostle wrote, “So we,
being many, are one body in Christ,
and every one members one of another” (Rom. 12:5; cf. Eph. 4:25). Paul
emphasized the church members’ interdependency on one another.
WHAT MUST A CHURCH BE AND
DO?
The church’s goal should be to become Christlike in holiness. We see
Paul’s heart clearly in his words that
speak of Jesus’ purpose: that He may
present her (the church) “blameless in
the day of our Lord Jesus Christ”
(I Cor. 1:8). Jesus will mature a
church’s members to become like Him
in personal holiness. Christlike character will include how we relate to and
treat one another.
We demonstrate our spiritual maturity by the way we love one another
(I Cor. 13:3-8). In the first century,
non-Christians said about their Christian neighbors, “See . . . how they
love one another, . . . and how ready
they are to die for each other” (Tertullian, Apology), and “Hardly have they
met when they love each other”
(Clarke). The early church challenges
us to love in a way that we care for
one another.
If individuals grow spiritually in their
love, caring for one another, then unbelievers will be attracted to the
gospel. In order to fulfill the church’s
mission, we must rediscover and
rekindle interest in the individual. Individuals must grow. We must not ignore

individuals in order to create or please
a crowd. Crowds will grow one maturing believer at a time. The nineteenthcentury pastor Elisha Yale said, “The
strength of the church does not consist in its numbers, or its wealth, but in
its purity and spirituality, and obedience to Christ” (Wood, The Model
Pastor, Michigan Historical Reprint
Series).
The church will succeed at what Jesus commanded it to accomplish. The
church is made up of people whom the
Holy Spirit has regenerated, meaning
those to whom He has given new life
(Titus 3:5). Jesus promised that He
would build His church upon the truth
that Jesus, the God-Man, is the Christ
or Messiah. For this reason, all hell and
its minions will not prevail against it
(Matt. 16:18).
HOW DOES A CHURCH GROW?
God calls upon the church to view
its relationships as opportunities to
serve one another so that we may all
grow and so that we may all experience great joy.
Churches mature spiritually through
fellowship. The word “fellowship”
used in the New Testament translates
the Greek word koinonia and captures
the church’s goal for relational interdependency. Despite a common misunderstanding, the word does not refer
to food and gatherings but to oneness
based on our union with Christ and the
relational blessings that result from it.
Rather than looking for people who
will meet their needs, believers find
true fellowship in serving others. What
is more, koinonia often refers to relationships in the context of suffering.
Committed Christians suffer together.
If one suffers, all suffer.
Churches also grow through hospitality. Hospitality, or treating a perfect
stranger as a family member, is a window on the fellowship that Christians
share because of their common identity in Jesus Christ (Rom. 12:13). It is
an opportunity to minister to individuals created in God’s image by treating
them like family. Hospitality is not what
we often think it to be. Usually it is
nothing more than making someone
feel at home regardless of where you
are. We can create a homelike atmosphere for others anywhere.
Finally, churches grow when their
members care for one another. Our
Bibles use the words “one another”
with many commands, such as “serve
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one another” (Gal. 5:13). Each command could be a study in itself. In this
study, we look at the collective importance of the one-another commands
as well as why churches need them.
The one-anothers fall into four categories: spiritual ministry, godly attitudes, helpful actions, and speech
prohibitions. The following discussion
lists the one-anothers with little explanation, for they are self-explanatory.
Each one could receive further study
but is straightforward enough to understand.
Spiritual ministry commands an aim
toward helping another person grow
spiritually or work through spiritual issues. One-anothers that focus on spiritual ministry to other Christians include encouraging one another’s faith
(Rom. 1:12), building up one another
(14:19), admonishing one another
(15:14), comforting one another with
words of hope (I Thess. 4:18), encouraging and building up one another
(5:11), stimulating one another to love
and good deeds (Heb. 10:24), and
confessing sins to one another and
praying for one another (Jas. 5:16). All
these commands require ministering
to another person with Scripture for
the benefit of that person’s spiritual
growth.
Godly attitudes relate to how we
think or feel about other people, often
leading to ministry or action. Attitudes
include devotion to one another (Rom.
12:10), giving preference to one another in love, being of the same mind
toward one another (vs. 16), acceptance of one another (15:7), regarding
others as more important than yourself (Phil. 2:3), bearing others’ burdens
(Gal. 6:2), and showing forbearance
toward one another (Eph. 4:2).
Other attitudes include kindness to
one another (Eph. 4:32), subjection to
one another (5:21), being hospitable
toward one another (I Pet. 4:9), showing humility toward one another (5:5),
bearing with one another in forgiveness (Col. 3:13), and seeking what is
good for one another (I Thess. 5:15).
All these are summed up by love for
one another (Rom. 13:8; I Thess. 1:3,
4:9; I Pet. 1:22; I John 3:11, 23; 4:7,
11-12).
Scripture presents more admonitions toward changing our attitudes
than any other category. Some of
these attitudes anticipate actions in
their outworking.
Helpful actions include greeting one

another with a kiss (I Cor. 16:20; II Cor.
13:12), waiting for one another (I Cor.
11:33), serving one another (Gal. 5:13),
and showing equal care for one another (I Cor. 12:25). The essence of
every action is helping or caring for another person as you would a close
family member.
Speech prohibitions, or things that
Christians are warned against, include
judging one another (Rom. 14:13), biting and devouring one another (Gal.
5:15), boastfully challenging one another in envy (vs. 26), lying to one another (Col. 3:9), hating one another (Titus 3:3), speaking against one another
(Jas. 4:11), and complaining against
one another (5:9).
With one possible exception, all of
the actions we are warned against
pertain to speech. Even the exception, hating one another, may well
have to do with hate speech. Many
problems that erupt in churches are
due to ungodly and uncontrolled
speech or to silence. Silence in the
form of refusing communication with
another person may harm relations h i p s a s q u i c k l y a s o ff e n s i v e
speech. Paul often used the term
“division” to describe what happens
when Christians, members of one
body, create factions. Most of the
time, divisions are not due to disagreements in principle but to indulging selfish pleasures that hurt
another person (Jas. 4:1).
CONCLUSION
We need not be relational experts in
Christ’s church. But we should aspire
to relational growth by serving one another through spiritual ministry, godly
attitudes, helpful actions, and observing speech prohibitions. All believers
should minister in Christ’s church!
Popular Christian author C. S. Lewis
once said, “He works on us in all sorts
of ways. . . . But above all, He works
on us through each other. . . . That is
why the Church, the whole body of
Christians showing Him to one another is so important” (Mere Christianity,
Harper San Fransisco).
The twenty-first-century church
faces all the relational challenges of
the first century. But by God’s grace,
we will chart a course that will produce
Christ-honoring relationships. Helping
one another will characterize our activity and show unbelievers what God
is doing in our lives. ★
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